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eel scream Bintliff's! Bintliff's! 
in the heat of passion ..• " 
-ANONYMOUS DINER 
BINTLIFFS 
98 PORTLAND STREET. PORTLAND, MAINE. 773-2096 
BREAKFAST AND LUNCH MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 6 AM TO 2 PM 
BREAKFAST ALL DAY SATURDAY 6 AM TO 2 PM I SUNDAY 7 AM TO 2 PM 
OUR BELOVED BREAKFASTS STILL START AT $2.95 
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A conversation with Linda Crowley 
Linda ~rowley: "Dogs are Just like children. If you're In a bad mood they're going to pick right up on It. They're going to aggravate you." 
Portland's Dogman may be long gone, but Linda 
Crowley, who calls herself "The Dog Lady," is still 
here. Crowley runs a dog grooming business on 
Washington Avenue in Portland. Crowley was born 
talk 
in Boston, grew up 
on Martha's Vine-
yard and came to 
Portland abou t 10 
years ago. Although she's been grooming dogs since 
she was 17, Crowley took a break from flea batl.s 
and matted fur by running a bar for six years. In 
1990 she abandoned that and went back to the dogs. 
Wh,t's the difference between running a bar 
and grooming dogs? 
I got a lot of customers from the the bar, and the 
funny thing is they're totally different as customers 
than they were as barflies. The same people treat me 
a lot better. There was one guy, the biggest guy in 
- A -imi Hendrix Festival Sept. 17 
-The Brodersoo Awards Sept. 23 
, The Bobs Sept. 29 
- Sl€IIen Wrigh1 SeJX. 30 
- My Fair ~ Oct. 1 
• The Beans of Eg~. 
Maine Mo";e Premier Oct. 2 
• Maine CLMA Keyrole Event: 
, MoYing Toward M<V1Bged Care: Oct. 12 
• John Anderson wi Joan Kemedy Oct. 13 
• Sinbad Oct 14 
• Eric 8ogc6ian 'Pooo<ing Nails into the 
Floor with My Forehead' Oct. 21 
the bar, he wouldn't have helped me if they were 
breaking my neck. But because he likes dogs, it's 
amazing how much more he does for me. It's like 
night and day. 
Do most people spoil their dogs? 
I think most people treat their dogs better than 
they do their kids. Of course, I think the dogs 
deserve it. That's why I have three dogs. I should 
have a will. I'm not sure if my family would take 
my three dogs and two cats if something happened 
to me. 
What's the best breed of dog? 
The best dog in the world is a standard poodle. 
Or any poodle. I like all dogs, but as far as intelli-
gence, you can't beat a poodle. You don't have to 
argue with a poodle. You have to argue with a 
terrier. They're like merchants in Arab bazaars, the 
more you argue with them, the better they like it. 
How do you feel about pit bulls? 
The Staffordshire terrier is a wonderful dog, but I 
don't do them because I can't take the chance that 
some jerk owns them. Dogs are just like their 
owners, and if a jerk owns a dog like that, well, it's 
one bite and you've lost your hand. But some of 
them are great dogs. There was a guy at the park 
who had one. Actually, he was kind of a wino, but it 
was a lovely, gentle dog. 
Do you groom other animals? 
Somebody asked me to trim a ferret's nails. I 
don't know anything about ferrets. I did cut them, 
but they stink. Phew, do they stink. They're cute 
though. I used to do cats, but I don't anymore. I 
don't have time, and they're too dangerous. They're 
a lot quicker than I am, and they're a lot meaner 
than dogs. A lot meaner. 
By AI Diamon; photo by Colin Malalcie 
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Come see our new and expanded 
location at 413 Congress Street 
(next to City Hall) 
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1 Image e3 Relaxation Center . ~ 
~. ~ 
~ 413 Congress Street • Portland B 
~ I' . ... .... stress re levmg treatments· accupressure facial. scalp massage. precision cut ti 
70 years ago, Portlond wos 0 great city. At the time, trendy cities had 
a symphony. It wos 0 sign of greotness. Still is. So the PSO began. 
Today we're iust as trendy as ever. There is iust nowhere you can 't go 
in a black tuxedo ond iust feel completely comfortable 
The tux? Who cares. The trends in the symphony happen completely in 
the air. Its about music. What you hear. We can 't compete with MN 
No special effects. No smoke. No fire. 
Just music. Nothing but. Right between your ears. 
Hear us now It's really very untrendy, but who cares? 
Q(jluo.lly, oUr "8[llW[BlIJm[ll~ is ro.l~e.r lre.ndy. 
Ge.l your Ve.ry OWh (jOpy: 
It comes with our new Frequenl Buyer Discounl Card. 
A greal way to hear more, spend less. 
Send to PSO, P.O. Box 3573, Portland ME 04104'3573, 
see us at 30 Myrtle St. (bock of City Hall) or coil/FAX the numbers below. 
Nome .. .. Home Phone 
Address. 
Ciry/Stote/ Zip .... 
Portland Symphony Orchestra 
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR 
77'J-ol!l • 1-o00-~'J'j-l'JO'j • FaX 77'J-~Oo'j 
Pool Tournament Bpm, 
SUNDAYS 
laser Karaoke wI Dave & Wanda Smith 
(4·8pm Happy Hour Food, 50( Draft Beer) 




Focus in on a new romance by taking out a free personal ad. 
Lots of exciting, outgoing people just like you are doing it. So don't 
be a still-life this summer. Take out a free personal ad today. 
To place your free personal ad, call 
l~t1!11 :£\'1 
1'll{~4 ~ i'l personals 
CTP11994 775-1234 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland August 3:1. through September 6 . 
Losing my religion. The Portland School Department thought it 
was avoiding controversy by covering up religious symbols on the 
exterior of a former Catholic school it's renting. But its actions have irked 
the city planning board, which wasn't consulted about the changes. 
School officials put a plywood box over a cross atop the Sacred Heart 
School at Mellen and Sherman streets, and boxed in four carvings repre-
senting the apostles on the front of the building. The school department is 
renting Sacred Heart to house King Middle School students displaced by 
renovations. 
"There was never any representation on the site plan that the religious 
symbols would be covered," said Deb Andrews, the planning 
department's historic preservation expert. "This should have been 
discussed during site plan review." 
"We didn't want anybody to make an issue of the religious parapher-
nalia," said Richard Jones, the school department's facilities manager. 
"It's not our choice. Legally, someone would force us to do it." Jones 
admits the boxes look" a little tacky," but said the wooden cases were the 
only alternative short of removing the carvings. 
The planning department is reviewing the situation. If no action is 
taken, the carvings will remain in their unsightly coffins for at least 
three years, the length of the school department's lease with the 
Diocese of Portland. After that, their fate is uncertain . The city 
is expected to buy the building, and Jones said the religious 
symbols may be removed - an act Andrews said will 
require planning board approval. 
Over $669,000 will go to AIDS housing 
over the next three years. Five Portland agencies won 
a federal grant Sept. 1 from the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to prevent 
homelessness among AIDS patients and their 
families . The program is estimated to help over 100 
people per year. 
"This will go directly to people, not to institu-
tions," said Chris Behan, director of Peabody 
House, one of the organizations benefiting from 
the grant. Peabody House, which is slated to 
open on Orchard Street in November, will house 
AIDS patients during the end stages of their 
illness and develop a direct horne care program. 
(On Sept. 2, Peabody House got an additional 
$150,000 in loans from Maine State Housing 
Authority.) Both The AIDS Project and the AIDS 
Lodging House will make rental vouchers 
available. Two other agencies will provide coun-
seling and handle administrative duties. 
. ',' -
Maine stili lacks leadership on AIDS issues. 
That's one of the conclusions of a statewide study by the 
Maine Community AIDS Partnership (MCAP). The study aimed 
to identify those areas where government and businesses could act to 
prevent further hardships on "our fragile public health and social service 
systems." 
"We already have lots of services," said Peaches Bass, director of the 
Maine AIDS Alliance and one of the 30 people involved in the study. 
"We're just not doing a good job bringing them together." 
And not all services are readily available, according to the 140 people 
living with HIV who responded to the survey. (The study also used 
interviews and focus grou ps.) 
Adequate dental service was singled out as the hardest service to find 
in Maine, with nearly one in three respondents reporting difficulties. 
"There's still a disturbing lack of dentists willing to trea t people with 
HIV," said Deborah Shields, executive director of The AIDS Project, 
which also participated in the study. 
MCAP will use the study to set priorities in awarding matching grants 
to Maine organizations over the next four years. 
The International banking conspiracy lives. Perennial 
Westbrook mayoral candidate Alfred Porell thinks the Rockefellers, the 
Rothschilds and other powerful financial interests are conspiring through 
the Federal Reserve to create a world government Porell invited John 
McManus, the president of the John Birch SOCiety, to Maine last month to 
discuss that theory. 
About 100 people attended the Aug. 24 event, in which the Birch leader 
charged that the Federal Reserve gets its orders from European bankers 
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If any of this sounds familiar, it may be because it's the same message 
delivered during the 1950s by anti-Semitic rabble rousers, such as Father 
Coughlin. Porell said he's a big Coughlin fan, but denied he has anything 
against Jews. He said it's simply a fact that Jewish bankers are behind the 
conspiracy. 
"We're going downhill," said PorelL "They're going to tum the Ameri-
can people back to serfdom." 
Drug dealers are not created equal. Maine Supreme Court 
Justice Howard Dana ruled that a former lawyer convicted of selling 2 
pounds of marijuana in 1987 cannot be readmitted to the practice of la~. 
Andrews Campbell, who spent a year in prison and was disbarred, failed 
to convince Dana that his "intemperate and arguably unethical conduct" 
was a thing of the past. 
Dana clearly feels differently about his new law clerk, Harvey Prager, 
who was convicted of smuggling 11 tons of pot' into Maine, but served no 
time in prison. 
Campbell's long history of unusual behavior in the courtroom distin-
guished him from Prager and may have contributed to the decision. After 
Campbell's drug conviction, for instance, he filed an appeal based on the 
gold fringe on the flag in the federal courtroom in which his trial was 
held. Campbell claimed the fringe denoted a court operating under 
maritime law and argued, without success, that he was not 
subject to its jurisdiction. 
Campbell is a former Republican candidate for York 
County district attorney, and twice ran for the Legislature. 
Cop does time at animal shelter. A South 
Portland officer fulfilled his obligation to work eight 
hours at the Animal Refuge League (ARL) because he 
left a dog in a car with the windows rolled up. 
Trapper, owned by Gladys Coyne, was left in a car 
on June 25 after Officer Kevin Battle arrested Coyne 
on traffic charges. More than 24 hours later Trapper 
was found dead from heat exhaustion. Both Coyne 
and Battle said the other had arranged for Trapper 
to be picked up. In August, after an internal 
investigation, Battle's only reprimand was to work 
at ARL in Westbrook. 
"I'm not a punitive arm of the South Portland 
- Police Department," insisted Joan Douglas, ARL's 
director. "When he carne I didn't rub his nose in 
this," she added, despite the fact that Battle 
- primarily "helped clean cages" and appeared to 
get along well with the dogs. Battle also got in a 
little time walking some of the dogs on ARL's 75-
acre site. Battle received his regular police pay for the 
time he spent at ARL. 
A halfway house resident was arrested on 
Aug. 30 for masturbating in front of about 25 Portland High 
School cheerleaders at Fitzpatrick Stadium. Kevin Carey, 24, 
had been staying at Pharos House since June to finish out his 
sentence for LSD trafficking. He was due to be released in December. 
"This is the first time one of our residents has been arrested since I've 
been here," said Keith ·Peaco, director of Pharos House since 1989. Carey 
had no previous history "indicating this type of behavior," according to 
Pea co. "It probabl y was as much a surprise to us as it was to the cheer-
leaders." 
Peaco said such incidents are rare because halfway houses are usually 
the last step before being released. Prisoners "on their way home are quite 
anxious not to foul things up," he said. 
Pharos Hause is currently in limbo, awaiting a court decision on 
whether it will be allowed to open a second facility in Portland. 
weird news When Portland planning board members showed up for a Aug. 23 meeting, they found the City Hall lot full 
of cars, most without the required sticker. Board Chair Jadine O'Brien said 
she was forced to park illegally, "halfway on the sidewalk" in order to get 
to the meeting on time; Joseph DeCourcey had to park across from 
Levinsky's and lug his files several blocks. DeCourcey announced he'd no 
longer attend City Hall meetings unless he was provided with a conve-
nient parking spot. 
Board members, however, insist there is ample parking downtown for 
everyone else. The only parking policy change they recommended was to 
beef up enforcement in the City Hall lot. 
Reported by Andrew Hosch, AI Diamon and Wayne Curtis; illustrated by John 
Bowdrel1. 
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WHERE SMOKING IS DEFINITELY ALLOWED 
"Smoking" has come to be almost a dirty 
,",:ord m many places these days--except in the 
kitchen, where smoked foods are still among 
the great delicacies of the culinary world. 
Smoking may ~e the most ancient of all cooking 
techniques, dating back to the discovery of fire. 
Used as one of the earliest methods for 
preserving food, smoking was most common in 
Meas with ample access of wood, such as the 
for ests of central Europe, northwest coastal 
America,. ru;d the Amazon rain forest. Today, 
smoking Isn t needed so much as a preservative 
as it is cherished for the texture and flavor it 
gives foods. There Me few greater taste treats 
than a bite of delicate smoked salmon, creamy 
smoked Edam cheese, or savory smoked ham. 
When you are fining out at DAVID'S 
RESTAURANT AT nIE OYSTER CLUB, you 
Me in for a ctining experience you won' t soon 
for~et. From our downstairs menu, enjoy 
shrimp, clams on the half shell or oysters 
baked with spinach and sundried tomatoes. 
We take pride in our fresh seafood, with 
everything from grilled tuna or swordfish to 
mildly blacked cod with thyme and tomato 
broth with braised garden vegetables. For an 
elegant fining experience, spend your Labor 
Day with us at 164 Middle SI. Open weekdays 
from 11 :30 till closing; weekend brunch from 
11-3. 773-4340. 
Hint: Smoking has always been a favorite mode of curing meats, fi sh, and cheese, but almost 
never vegetables. -David Turin, clref and proprietor 
The Episcopal priest 
and author 
will sign copies 
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M A N E 
& other 
mistakes 
• By Al Diamon 
Nervous on the road 
Joe Brennan doesn't panic in 
September. The Democratic guberna-
torial candidate usually waits until 
October to fall apart. So the cynical 
observer of Maine politics should be 
wary of jumping to conclusions about 
the sudden increase at Brennan 
headquarters of shaking hands, 
fevered brows and underarm deodor-
ant failure. It might just be the result 
of caffeine overload or faulty air 
conditioning. 
Or it could be Angus King. 
King's campaign has been leaking 
copies of a poll showing him just three 
percentage points behind Brennan, 
and ten points ahead of Republican 
Susan Collins. The message the 
independent candidate is trying to 
implant in the media is that the race 
for governor has only two serious 
contenders, Brennan and King. If King 
can strengthen his image as the true 
alternative to Brennan, it will help lure 
GOP and conservative independent 
voters away from Collins. 
King knows he has no chance of 
defeating Brennan if Collins recovers 
from her sputtering start, and attracts 
as little as 30 percent of the vote. Even 
if King runs a spectacular campaign, 
he's not likely to hold Brennan to 
much less than 40 percent. Simple 
math shows there wouldn't be enough 
left over to give King the keys to the 
Blaine House. So Collins has gotta go, 
at least perceptually. 
King's maneuvering recalls the 
strategy unsuccessfully employed 
against Brennan in the Democratic 
primary by Portland City Councilor 
Tom Allen . Allen tried to convince the 
public he was the only candidate with 
a shot at beating the frontrunner, 
while sim ultaneously attempting to 
coerce some of his lesser rivals into 
quitting the race. It didn' t work 
because Brennan' s support was too 
broad within the Democratic Party, 
and the other candidates exhibited all 
the survival instincts of lobsters 
caught in traps. The hole they came in 
was still there. They just couldn' t 
figure ou t how to use it. 
King has a couple of advantages 
over Allen. Brennan' s strong base 
among middle-of-the-road Democrats 
is diluted in the general election. And 
Joe's campaigns have never func-
tioned too well over lhe final few 
weeks. In 1986, Brennan was con-
vinced he couldn' t lose the race for 
Congress in the 1st District. He spent 
the last month of the campaign hitting 
the snooze button, while an unknown, 
but likable, boob named Rollin rves 
nearly stole the seat. rn 1990, Brennan 
screwed up almost everything he tried 
in early October, so his toadies gave 
him the rest of the month off. Jock 
McKernan executed a perfectly 
planned endgame to grab the gover-
norship. 
In 1994, Brennan has added some 
political savvy to his inner circle in the 
form of campaign manager Phil 
Merrill and political director Alan 
Caron, proponents of the astonishing 
theory that it's better to be ahead in 
the first week of November than the 
first week of October. Unlike the usual 
Brennan cronies, Merrill and Caron 
aren't convinced this election is in the 
bag for their guy, so they've canceled 
Joe's traditional autumn campaign 
schedule of foliage tours and frequent 
naps, followed by last minute hysteria. 
Instead, they're trying to implant a 
few images of their own in the public 
consciousness, having to do with 
King's recently acquired wealth. It 
may be working, since King has 
rushed ou t a new television spot 
explaining that before becoming rich 
beyond his wildest dreams, he "lost 
weight and sleep and worked hard ." 
Voters seeking a skinny candidate 
with bags under his eyes will, no 
doubt, be impressed. 
As bland as King's current response 
is, Merrill and Caron know King has 
the resources to slam them hard in the 
final mosh pit weeks of the campaign. 
They're trying to keep their candi-
date's adrenaline level up in the 
detectable range by instilling a healthy 
fear of losing. It may be that tactic, 
rather than panic, that's causing all 
those darn p armpits at Brennan 
headquarters. 
I am woman 
The Maine branch of the National 
Organization for Women (NOW) 
recently surveyed legislative candi-
dates on issues ranging from health 
care and the environment to abortion 
and gay rights. But before getting to 
the tough questions, NOW asked the 
Senate and House hopefuls if they 
considered themselves to be feminists . 
The results were puzzling. 
Only 12 of the 72 potential senators 
answered yes. They include Democrat 
Judy Paradis of Frenchville, who's 
pro-life, and Republican Christopher 
Cimino of York, who opposes NOW's 
position on virtually every issue . The 
group supports Paradis, but endorsed 
Cimino's opponent. 
Among the 284 House candidates, 
there are 33 feminists, including 
Democrat Douglas Carr of Yarmouth, 
who was found to be "not endorsable" 
by NOW, apparently because he took 
what the group deemed "equivocal" 
stands on most issues. There were also 
14 candidates who said they definitely 
weren't feminists, including Demo-
crats George Lawson of Scarborough 
and Walter Bennett of Oxford, both of 
whom won NOW's endorsement. Go 
figure. 
.Candidates swear to speak only the truth 
And request your support at the old voting 
booth. 
A note slipped to this column' 
Turns them suddenly solemn 
Wizen it reveals their untruths are uncouth. 
('care of Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress 





OF FUZZ? ;:::=r 
I t's a sunny late afternoon on Sherman Street in Portland' s Parkside neighborhood, the most 
densely populated square mile in Maine. Once 
notorious for slumlords, drug dealers and all-night 
parties, Sherman Street is quiet, especially at #131, 
the six-unit building that housed some of Portland's 
rowdiest residents last summer. Now the building 
houses the pilot program for community policing in 
Portland - a first floor apartment converted into the 
Parkside Community Center. 
The peace is suddenly broken when a handful of 
excited young Asian kids pour into the building. In 
broken English they tell Clarkson Woodward, who 
manages the center, that they just saw some" gang-
sters" - two men walking down adjacent Grant 
Street carrying a gun and a knife. Woodward picks 
up her phone and calls the police. In a couple of 
minutes, cruisers arrive. Officers interview the kids, 
but there's no sign of the gangsters. 
With her long hair and casual attire, Woodward, 
30, looks nothing like a cop. An~ she isn' t one. She's 
the center's civilian liaison to the neighborhood and 
social service providers, who are an important part 
of community policing. 
Woodward, who's worked in the restaurant and 
music business, never wanted to be a cop, and she 
still doesn ' t. But community policing enables a 
civilian like her to playa role in the new wave of 
police work. 
Woodward was first drawn to police work while 
she was studying political science at USM. 
Woodward heard police Lt. Mark Dion speak at the 
university about hate crimes. During his talk, Dion 
stressed tha t police work involved more than just 
busting bad guys. It also involved helping people 
deal with social problems that are often at the root of 
crime. Woodward was impressed by Dion and 
started "bugging" him about job opportunities. 
Soon she was working on a federally funded 
community policing project in Parkside, in a job that 
Dion compared to that of an" air traffic controller." 
But even as community policing advances in 
Portland - and around the country - many people 
remain fuzzy about what it is. 
Most law officers stress that community policing 
requires cops and citizens to become partners in 
fighting crime and other social problems. Families, 
schools, neighborhood groups and merchants 
become k;y players in helping to keep the peace. 
"Community policing cannot be done by police 
alone," said Portland Deputy Chief John Brennan. "If 
the only people doing community poliCing are cops, 
then you're back to traditional policing." 
Community policing has also become synony-
mous with problem-solving. It calls for cops to 
identify and remedy chronic problems so they aren't 
continually called back to the same address for the 
same complaints. 
Community policing also recognizes that police 
work entails much more than enforcing laws. Indeed, 
93 percent of the calls answered by Portland police 
last year involved minor crimes or non-crimes (see 
"The real thing"). So the police have set their sights 
on battling " disorder," the galaxy of problems that 
aren't serious crimes -like noise, runaways, 
panhandling, prostitution, substance abuse and 
graffiti - but still have everything do with whether 
a neighborhood feels safe, secure and orderly. 
And community policing aims to knock down 
barriers that have arisen between cops and citizens. 
The first barriers were erected in the 19305 by police 
reformers who instituted militaristic chains of 
command to battle corruption . Patrol officers lost 
decision-making authority and became comparable 
to lowly army privates. Remoteness from citizens -
the "just the facts rna' am" approach - carne to be 
identified as police professionalism. 
The next barrier carne in the 1960s, as cops moved 
off foot patrols and into cruisers, and their success 
was measured by rapid response to call after call. 
Drugs, riots and a distrust of authority widened the 
gulf between cops and citizens. The media sensation-
alized crime (and still does, even though the crime 
rates stands at a 25-year low) and reinforced the 
image of cop-as-Lone Ranger. Meanwhile, families 
dissolved, substance abuse mounted, domestic 
violence seemed to explode and signs of disorder 
grew. 
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makes sense. It's a new way of looking at old 
problems." 
''I'm not sure that the profile of a new police 
officer is radically different than a social worker," 
Deputy Chief Brennan said . "I think they see police 
work as a more exciting form of social work." 
Cockroaches' and kids 
The Parkside Community Center and Woodward 
do more than call officers after receiving a tip or 
complaint from neighborhood residents. Their work 
helping people - what Dion calls" police services" 
- ranges from dealing with marauding cockroaches 
to making dental exams available to kids. And all 
those services are viewed as part of preventing the 
disorder and decay that can spawn crime. 
The infamous cockroach raid of Aug. 10 remains 
the highest-profile community police action in the 
city. The situation came to Woodward's attention 
when Cora Verge, a tenant at 269-271 Brackett St., 
called looking for help . Verge reported that roaches 
were so rampant in her building that she couldn't 
cook, eat or be comfortable. The infestation was even 
worse for another tenant, Virgil James, who's 74 and 
Community police officer Jim Viola patrols Deerlngs Oaks Park. photo/Colin Malakie 
Community police surfaced in the 1980s as a 
vehicle for change. And it's attracting a new breed of 
police officer to Portland like Andrew Michaelson, 
the Yale graduate who worked as a planner in the 
New Haven, Conn., police department when it 
adopted community policing. Michaelson said New 
Haven enjoyed "tremendous success" with commu-
nity policing. Calls for police service in New Haven 
fell by 30,000 in a year, Michaelson said. It wasn't 
that crime dropped dramatically, he explained, "but 
rather than call 911, people would contact their 
neighborhood officer. It was vastly more efficient 
because it allowed the person with the most overall 
knowledge of the neighborhood to prioritize and 
manage his beat." 
Michaelson isn't the only idealistic, well-educated 
newcomer drawn to Portland's force by community 
policing. The department swore in 10 new officers on 
Aug. 26, including David Sykes, who holds a degree 
in economics from Bowdoin College and gained 
experience in community policing while working for 
the police in the town of Norway. 
Gayle Petty, who graduated magna cum laude 
from USM, is another new officer intrigued by 
community policing. Like Woodward, Petty is a Dion 
disciple who became interested in working for the 
Portland police after hearing the lieutenant speak at 
the university. Petty worked on the first phase of the 
Parkside project with Woodward, and this summer 
worked on a bike patrol in the neighborhood. 
"1 was planning on applying to the FBI," Petty 
explained, "but the more time I spent within the 
department, the more I realized I could make a 
difference. I love the city ... and community policing 
blind . Roaches were swarming over the dishes that 
J ames ate from and were climbing all over his pet 
beagle. 
Verge said she would've just moved from the 
building but feared she'd lose her security deposit. 
Woodward started investigating. She found that 
exterminators had sprayed some ofthe apartments. 
But they couldn't wipe out the roaches because one 
tenant wouldn't let them into her apartment, which 
was piled with trash and cat feces . Woodward 
learned that the city had condemned the building 
July 22, but neither the city nor the landlord, who 
lived in Massachusetts, had enforced the order. She 
also found that other social service agencies were 
aware of the problem, but no one had taken the lead 
to solve it. 
So she jumped into the task of finding temporary 
housing for James and his dog. Police brought all the 
different agencies together and coordinated a plan. 
Then they went to the building, evacuated it and had 
the exterminators spray it. 
"Is that police work? We thought it was," Dion 
said. "We defined it as a public health and safety 
risk. We saw a need to coordinate service providers. 
We concluded that police could act to get all these 
people together. Within the department people have 
come to understand that [community policing) deals 
with nontraditional things." 
Indeed, there's no limit on the kind of "nontradi-
tional things" that Woodward and community 
policing might undertake in Parkside. "The relation-
ship is still evolving. It's like a dance, and we're still 
learning the sheet music," Dion said. 
continued on next page 
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Black and White 
Photography: 
The Basics, Part 1 
Co-sponsored by the USM Art Department 
Instructor: Charles Melcher 
Time: 7 Wednesdays. beginning 
September 14. 6: 00-9:00 p.m 
Place: Robie-A ndrews Hall 
Gorham Campus . 
Tuition: $135.00 plus a $25.00 lab and 
materials fee which include3 the papers 
and chemicals for developing 
Black and White 
Photography: 
The Basics, Part 2 
Instructor: Charles Melcher 
Time: 7 Wednesdays. heginning 
November 2.6:00-9:00 p.m. 
Place: Robie-And rews Hall 
Gorham Campus ' 
Tuition: $135.00 pl us a $25.00 lab fee 
A Crash Course In 
3Smm Photography 
Instructor: Rand Rabbe 
Time: ? Tuesdays. begmning 
September 20. 7:00-9:30 p.m. 
Place: SCience Buildmg. Ponland Campus 
Tuition: $62.00 (includes one fi eld trip) 
Introducti@n To 
Photography 
Instructor: Stuart Nudelman 
Time: 10 Tuesdays. beginning 
September 20.7:00-9:00 p.m. 




Projects and Passions 
Instructor: Stuart Nudelman 
Time: 16 Wednesdays. beginning 
September 21.7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Place: Science Building. Portland Campus 
Tuition: $240.00 (purchase of film is 
required) 
Nature and Outdoor 
Photography 
Instructor: Rand Rabbe 
Time: 8 Mondays. beginning 
September 19, 7:00-9:30 p.m. 
Place: Science Building. Portland Campus 
Tuition: $112.00 plus a $5.00 materials 
fee (purchase of film required) 
For more information on these or 
other noncredit programs call: 
USM C<?mmunity Programs 
780-5900. 
University 
of South em 
Maine 0 
COMMUNITY PR ' .:;RAMS IS A PUBLIC SERVICE UNIT OF USM 
WHAT'S ALL THE BUZZ ABOUT 
THE NEW KIND OF FUZZ? 
cantin lied from previolls page 
But the tune is set by the community center, which 
doesn't look anything like a police substation. The converted 
apartment contains a front room where people can hang out 
and talk to Woodward, a kitchen, a meeting room, and an 
office for Jim Viola, who's been assigned as Parkside's 
community police officer. 
Kids, residents, public health nursing students from 
USM and outreach workers 
from The AIDS Project 
move in and out of the 
friendly and slightly funky 
center. Even Viola's work 
has been nontraditional. He 
introduced himself to 
neighborhood property 
owners with a letter asking 
landlords for an inventory 
of their bu i1ding managers 
and tenants. That way he'd 
know who was responsible 
for problems in a building. 
He also sent landlords a 
letter asking them to clean 
up graffiti on their build-
ings. And he patrols the 
neighborhood on bike three 
days a week in an effort to 
get closer to residents, like 
an old-fashioned beat cop. 
"Waste" or "asset"? 
Some Parkside residents aren't as patient as Dion, 
however. 
Ernie Johnson, who lives next door to the community 
center, is disappointed . "I don' t see a change," said Johnson, 
58, who's van has suffered some dents and broken lights. 
"Some people think [the community center) is helping kids. 
But I'm harassed by them. I've got a 10-year-old kid calling 
me a 'fat fuck; and harassing the Vietnamese kids. 
"It's a waste of federal money," he continued . "Jim 
[Viola) seems to be nice. But Jesus where is he? I don't see 
him anymore. ['II be here till spring. If it's not different, I'll 
be out of here. I can't take this shit. It's too hectic. 
Meanwhile, Woodward 
set up a federally funded 
free breakfast program in 
the Sacred Heart School 
Neighborhood kIds mingle and mill about the police department's Parkslde CommunIty Center. 
photo/Tonee Harbert 
gym for children. In addition to providing some kids with 
their most nutritious meal of the day, the breakfast program 
doubles as a place where the public health nursing students 
can see kids and treat them to free dental exams . The exams 
are important because some kids' health, self-esteem and 
future employment opportunities can be hindered by bad 
teeth, explained Anne Keith, a USM nursing professor 
whose students have started working in Parkside. 
Dion claimed the health program is a prime example of 
how community policing goes beyond 911 calls to focus 
literally on the health of a neighborhood . And Keith is 
looking forward to expanding the health program to address 
other neighborhood issues: family violence, substance abuse, 
sexually transmitted diseases, nutrition and fitness. 
Community policing has put a lot of emphasis on kids in 
Parkside in an effort to prevent them from turning to 
destructive behavior. The police department has applied for 
a federal anti-gang grant for Parkside, and hosted a federally 
funded community gardening project this summer that 
hired teenagers to spruce up Parkside with three public 
gardens. 
The community center also handed out junior police 
badges to kids to who picked up trash. Viola took kids to 
baseball and hockey games. And Woodward arranged 
summer camp scholarships for some kids and day trips to 
Sebago Lake for others. 
Having worked a similar aSSignment in Portland 's 
housing projects, Viola knows both the obstacles and 
rewards of befriending kids . " I'd drive through the projects 
and 7-year-old kids would give me the finger . That's 
because the only time they had seen police was when we 
were dragging their mother or father away. But by the end 
of that summer, [ couldn't drive through without them 
stopping me to talk. Riding the bike in Parkside makes me 
that much more approachable," he said. 
It might take a while to convert some kids, however. One 
recent afternoon, 9-year-old Sammy and a couple buddies 
stopped by the community center. Sammy bragged about 
his "gang," which beat up other kids. And after learning that 
a visitor wasn' t a cop, he started deriding "pigs ." 
Viola, Dion and others stressed that it will take a while for 
community policing to take hold and begin paying off. 
"We're still on the launching pad," Viola said. "Our real 
success will be measured in five years," Dion said, "or one 
year at a minimum." 
"What bothers me most is the damn punk kids," he 
added . "We need a good recreation area with supervision 
for kids. And we need a person to patrol the streets at night. 
Someone like a truant officer who would get the kids off the 
street." 
" [t's no place to raise my two daughters," added Bruce 
Grover, 36, who brought the Asian kids into the community 
center to tell Woodward about the "gangsters." 
Two days earlier, Grover's 12-year-old daughter had a 
pellet gun pointed at her face by a 14-year-old in the neigh-
borhood (who was arrested). His car hood has a row of pock 
marks on it. Grover said the damage was done by rock-
throwing kids. His neighbors brawl. People who live behind 
him on Grant Street constantly party into the morning. "I 
don't get to sleep till 2, and it's killing me," he complained. 
"Everyone is pushing the cops. It's like they're challeng-
ing them to see how much they can get away with," he 
continued . Grover said the neighborhood's biggest problems 
are " alcoholics, kids who aren't disciplined, and ones like 
little Sammy who are pounding on others." 
But Marcia Brown, who owns a house across the street 
from the community center, believes the neighborhood has 
improved in the last year and thinks her neighbors were 
expecting too much, too fast. 
"Last year was hell . It was worse than I ever remembered . 
There would be a party out in front [of the building that 
now houses the community center) every night until 4 in the 
morning. The people only knew one four-letter word . And 
they repeated it over and over until they fell over, and then 
they'd repeat it some more. 
''I'd call the cops five times a night. I'd call the owners of 
the building. Tenants were throwing bottles. There was 
neglect of children. There were domestic incidents and 
verbal abuse." 
There's still a lot of noise, Brown conceded, but now it's 
mainly from kids playing. "Kids make noise, and this is a 
neighborhood with lots of kids. I'd rather have them playing 
ball or squealing playing hide-and-seek. It's much better 
than what we had . 
" I know people are disappointed, but .. . the police can' t 
change everything all at once." 
Rather than blame police, Brown said absentee landlords 
are at fault for most of Parkside's problems. "People are 
greedy. They bought too many buildings. They rent to 
anyone. If you have property owners who don 't take care, 
who put too many people into their buildings, who aren' t 
responSible for things like people putting their trash out five 
days early, there's nothing the police can do about it . 
''.1 .hope the city can be persuaded to keep community 
pohcmg. It's a real asset and Clarkson is a godsend," Brown 
concluded. 
Brown won't be chagrined by the department's plans. The 
department secured a three-year federal grant that will pay 
about 75 percent of the salaries for six community police 
officers. The department aims to use the officers to set up 
community policing in each of the city's five City Council 
districts, with the sixth officer working the Old Port, 
downtown and the waterfront. 
Deputy Chief Brennan expects the program to start in 
January 1995. And some neighborhoods like Munjoy Hill 
already have space for their community center and are eager 
to start community policing. 
"We'll be trying to decide which parts [of the Parkside 
program) can be replicated elsewhere in the city," Brennan 
said. "But it would not be prudent for us to sit in headquar-
ters and develop a strategy and then go to Munjoy Hill or 
East Deering and say, 'Hi, we're here with community 
policing: That's not what it's about. We'll work in partner-
ship with them to develop a strategy." 
Rank and file resistance 
Bruce Grover and Ernie Johnson are not the only 
Portlanders skeptical about community policing. Bob 
Martin, president of the police officers' union, is also wary. 
incident and hoping another one is cleared from a different 
incident in time to back him up." 
M~rtin also feared that officers won't be allowed to really 
practice community policing and then will be blamed for its 
failure. 
"When there's a fiasco in the Old Port, the community 
policing officer assigned to Munjoy Hill is going to be called 
down. Guys will be pulled to answer emergency calls 
elsewhere in the city. They will not be able to do true 
community policing. That's what happened to police in the 
housing projects. They'll be told' these are your goals' but 
will be unable to complete them. Then the neighborhoods 
will get a poor image of police." 
Although he 1Idmitted community policing is a "good 
concept," Martin maintained that many officers think it's 
frivolous. " A lot of hard-core officers believe their role is 
strictly law enforcement and don't want to get involved in 
civil issues ... I'm one that doesn't see [community policing) 
as my role. I like to do enforcement actions. I'm from the old 
school," said Martin, who's served on the force for eight 
years. 
This type of resistance is not uncommon. When New 
Haven's new police chief instituted community policing, 
76 officers - or nearly 20 percent of the force - reSigned or 
opted for early retirement within a year. In Houston, a 
consulting firm concluded that after a decade of experiment-
ing with community policing, "little 
comprehensive impact on citizens' safety or 
quality of life can be demonstrated." Houston's 
police chief was forced to step down and the new 
chief asserted his belief in a "back to basics" style. 
And Manhattan's district attorney wrote in the 
New York Times that community policing is 
expensive, requires a dramatic change in officers' 
training and sometimes proves impractical. 
"Communities frequently want the police to 
arrest 'loiterers' and ' vagrants' and to scatter 
groups of juveniles. Under recent court decisions, 
such actions, even if desirable, will often be 
unlawful," District Attorney Robert Morgenthau 
claimed. 
Dion and Brennan believe that much of the 
rank and file skepticism about community 
policing is a natural aversion to change. 
Clarkson Woodward, the Parkslde CommunIty Center's civilian liaison 
admires a garden plot with one of the neIghborhood kids, who are ' 
encouraged to tend theIr own gardens at the center. photo/Tonee Harbert 
"There's a debate across the country about 
whether police should work on crime enforce-
ment or social issues," Brennan said, "and people 
are saying, 'We want you to do both.'" 
Martin believes that community policing will divert officers 
from regular patrols where they're needed. He called it a 
"luxury" that only some departments can afford. 
U About eight years ago, we had 179 officers covering the 
city. Right now we're down to 144 and unable to adequately 
provi~e service," he said. "We had to institute the telephone 
reportmg unit for misdemeanors. My pOSition is that 
community policing is an ineffective use of manpower. 
There are more pressing issues where officer safety is 
involved. We're dispatching one officer to a domestic 
Just the facts, rna' am 
Advocates of community policing admit the concept is 
not new. Some even say it represents a return to prin-
ciples that are over 150 years old . Here's a short history 
of community policing 
.1829. Sir Robert Peel persuades Parliament to 
establish the London Metropolitan Police, the world's 
first modern police force. Peel stresses the need for 
cooperation between law officers and the community. In 
Peel's honor, the officers are called "bobbies." Commu-
nity policing is born. 
.1844. The first modern American police force is 
established in New York City. Officers are identified only 
by their copper badges, giving rise to the nickname 
"copper," later shortened to cop. 
.1894. A special committee of the New York state 
Senate finds the New York City Police Department is 
rotten with corruption. So begins decades of reform that 
institute a militaristic chain of command in police forces . 
The downside of the reforms is that patrol officers 
become remote and distant from citizens. 
.1967. A presidential commission calls for "improv-
ing police-community relations" through new practices 
and by re-examining police attitudes toward citizens. 
The commission also calls for 911 service. Years later, 
police officials say the number is often used for trivial 
Brennan said that Portland won't see a radical conversion 
to community policing - simply because officers must 
continue to respond to 911 calls. "What we'll see in Portland 
for years to come, and perhaps forever, is two styles of 
policing. We' ll still have rapid responders going from call to 
call to call ... Our first priority is to handle calls and arrive in 
quick fashion." 
But he and Dion maintained that community policing 
could help cut the number of calls and alleviate the demands 
on patrol officers. 
continued on next page 
problems and it squanders police time and resou rces. 
.1983. Under Police Chief Lee Brown, Houston launche'S' 
the first community policing program in the country. In 
1984, New York City begins a similar program with 10-
member teams assigned to each of the city's 75 precincts. 
Officers design their patrols to combat problems in coopera-
tion with neighborhood residents. 
.1990. The Portland (Ore.) City Council approves a 
resolution committing the city to community policing. 
.1991. Rodney King beaten by LAPD. 
• 1992. Willie Williams, former police commissioner of 
Philadelphia and an advocate of community policing, 
becomes police chief in Los Angeles. He succeeds Daryl 
Gates, an old-school traditionalist. Washington, D.C., Police 
Chief Isaac Fulwood Jr, a strong advocate of community 
policing, resigns, citing his frustration at not being able to 
bring down the city's murder rate. 
.1993, Portland Police Department outlines its plans for 
community policing in a "reinventing government" report 
and a grant application to the federal government. The City 
Council approves some matching funds and a scheme that 
would set up community policing operations in each of the 
five council districts. 
.1994. The Parkside Community Center opens in 
January as a pilot program for community policing in 
Portland . 
B.Y. 
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Across the street from the Regency Hotel 





Sweet potato & 
chive soup 
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Maine's 1 Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Mixing Good Peop)e, 
Good Food 
and Good Drinks 
for 16 Years 
5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 
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,.. Our consignment shop is like no other. ~G' 
~ What a great way to complete your fall ~ 
~ wardrobe for a lot less! ..(\ 
'" At Forset-"e-liots you will lind... 0 
,~ Career Wear • Leisure Wear' EveningWear Such as .. . ~ 
V,I Ralph Lauren' Joan Vass • J. Crew' liz' Gap' Express ~ 
W and many more! C 'c5 Costume Jewelry and accessories to! ~ 
LForaei: = Me = lIoi:~ 
Featuring quality consignment women's apparel 
1232 Shore Road. Cape Elizabeth. ME 04107·799-3796 
Open 7 Days: Mon-Sat 10-6. Sun 12-5 
Now Accepting Fall & Winter Consignments 
Please experience our two-minute 
cure for moisture starved hair .. . M 0 15 TU R E 5' E NT5A TI 0 N 
• Made with Eucalyptus, Peppermint and 
Geranium. 
• Will energize your senses and leave hair 
silky smooth. 
• 100% VEGAN - absolutely no animal 
by-products used in our formulas . 
Try this and oth~r jim: ABBA products. Shampoo 
and conditioning art inclulkd with a hair cut! 
I HAIR.¢{HANGEI 
.. . and facial salon 
Hair from a different point of view. 
8 Exchange Street • Portland • 775-2555 
Hours: 8:30 -7:00 M· F · 8:30-5:00 Sat · 10:00- 4:00 &.r1 
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An exciting new collection of 
mirrors on display now at 
Portland Glass. Choose from a 
great selection of shapes & styles, 
including coordinating framed art, 
sconces , shelves and mirrored 
pedestals. For your home, office 
or a gift, Portland Glass mirrors 
are a nice reflection on you. 
. PG 
Portland Glass. 
Quality Products. Superior Service. Expert Installation. 
Our Kinesiologist tested 
equipment is designed 
to work desired muscle 
groups in their entirety. 
Grand Opening 
Special 
$99 - 3 months 
$ 299 - 1 year 
Inquire about our . 
J ntunerous servIces 
and workout 
progralDs. 
Call for Membership Information 
885·5152 
Convenien~ located at I5l US Route I in Swborough Common 





Kellin Trempe, Manager 
Precision Tuite 
Passport To Greater Portland &llEt1('J:£1'J 
1"fI44 ~ "J 
Cumberland 
County Civic Center 
September 24-25, 1994 
Sponsored by Ocean 98 FM, F0X51, 
Seltzer & Rydho1mJPepsi Cola & Maine Mall Motors 
Featuring Great Music & Great Food From 
25 Of Portland's Best Restaurants 
Devonsquare Sleepy LaBeef Aztec Two-Step 
See these great acts plus the music of The Barra MacNeil's and 
Anni Clark, and the juggling and magic of Almodarr & Co. Each act plays 
twice during the day, so come anytime and see everyone perform! 
Taste the food from 25 of Greater Portland's best restaurants, including Alberta's, 
Bay Harbor Restaurant, Bella Bella, Free Sl Taverna, Fresh Market Pasta, 
Walter's, Perfetto, Jamie's, Gilbert's Chowder House, Erasmo's, Uncle Billy's 
BBQ, Tony's Thai Taste, Mill Creek Cafe, Pizzeria Uno, Sonesta Rib Room,Izzy's 
Cheesecakes, Beal's Ice Cream, Hi Bombay!, Aham Thai Restaurant, Old Port 
General Store, Foodworks, Hu Shang, Saigon Thinh Thanh and more! 
~ And, tasie the beer from these local breweries: Shipyard, Geary's, 
UIlT()WI'oI 
1=1l'()P..(,'"JJOIU' 
Gritty McDuff's, Casco Bay and Sugarloaf. 
Noon-8~BothDays· Admission $5.00 
WHAT'S ALL THE BUZZ 
ABOUT THE NEW KIND 
OF FUZZ 7 continued from page 9 
Officer Ed Ledbetter, who's been working in 
Parkside, explained it in practical terms: "Traditional 
policing only deals with incidents and 911 calls. You 
get a complaint about disorderly behavior and go 
down and give a warning. In community policing, you 
identify a problem and examine it - not necessarily 
with police, but perhaps with neighbors and social 
service providers . Hopefully you come up with a 
solution, which might be counseling, mediation or the 
landlord evicting the tenant. Then you monitor the 
situation to see how things are going." 
"It's like fire prevention," Brennan added . "We can 
either send an officer down for thousands of calls or 
free a few officers to get at the root cause of the con-
Gayle Petty was drawn to the Portland Police Department after 
hearing Lt. Mark Dlon talk about changes In police work. "I love 
the city" she says, "and community policing makes sense. It's a 
new way of looking at old problems." photo/Tollee Harbert 
stant drain. through their attitude toward citizens - and don't realize it. 
"The other thing," he continued, "is that when you look 
at the city as a whole, it's tempting to say, ' what difference 
can one or six officers make?' ... Bu t one teacher can make 
all the difference in the world in the life of a kid. And when 
an officer works closely with the community, I think people 
are going to say they made a tremendous difference in our 
Michaelson agreed. "I hear guys being very critical of the 
touchy-feely stuff who, in fact, do an excellent job as 
community police officers, but would be offended if you 
mentioned it to them." 
He also noted that every wave is new until it breaks and 
predicted that all Portland cops will eventually practice 
community policing. "It's my belief that in 10 years we 
won't talk about community policing anymore. It will just 
be understood" as plain old policing. 
lives." 
Brennan also stressed that many Portland officers 
already practice a form of community policing - by 
visiting schools, working on bike or horse patrols, or just 
Bob Young is News Editor of Casco Bay Weekly. 
The real thing 
Citizens should watchdog against 
phony brands of community policing. 
Some police chiefs believe that if their 
officers merely receive community 
policing training, then their depart-
ments will be off and riding the new 
wave, warned Dave Giumpetruzzi, 
senior planner at the Maine Criminal 
Justice Academy. 
For community policing to be 
successful, Giumpetruzzi stressed that 
departments need" diligence and 
detailed planning" to make gradual 
changes over four to five years. He 
also said police chiefs must give 
officers "permission to fail" - in other 
words, the authority and discretion to 
find out what works best and make 
their own decisions. That applies 
especially to the new breed of well-
educated officers. 
" It's not hard getting them. It's 
keeping them that' s tricky," he said . 
"You want college graduates but are 
you going to treat them like profes-
sionals? Is the administration truly 
interested in using them to become 
change-agents, or is it just using them 
on the front end to say, ' Aren't we 
good?'" 
To determine if police departments 
really understand community policing, 
Giumpetruzzi said, " Ask for their 
implementation plan ... and if they 
don't have some pretty solid answers, 
[you) know they're a phony." 
A blueprint of Portland 's commu-
nity policing plan can be found in the 
police department's 127-page "rein-
venting government" report. Aside 
from the plan, the report is a fascinat-
ing and candid discussion of problems 
in Portland and how the department is 
reacting. 
Below are a few items culled from 
the report: 
• Foot patrol experiments that 
made community policing "household 
words" only achieved legitimacy after 
one Flint, Mich ., officer shot her 
partner in a dispute over who would 
drive the cruiser. 
• The department needs to focus 
more on kids under 8 years old who 
will become the next generation of 
law-abiding citizens or criminals. The 
national crime rate is at a 2S-year low, 
so police have time to focus on "our 
large population of [kids) before they 
mature into the high-crime ages of 16-
24." 
• The Portland Police Department 
receives abou t 85,000 calls for service 
per year. Since only 7 percent of the 
calls concern serious crimes, it high-
lights the "importance of reducing 
'disorder' ... [which entails) all the 
petty crimes and non-criminal forms 
of decay and intimidation that turn 
public places into places to avoid ... " 
Alcohol remains the primary drug 
abused, accord ing to the report. A t a 
recent conference of New England 
police chiefs, "easily 95 percent of 
them identified alcohol as the largest 
drug problem in their communities ." 
The report also notes that middle 
class flight means that inner cities are 
being consigned to the poor, immi-
grants and single parents, and" if we 
cannot provide them with equal 
protection we may well be complicit 
in the most serious civil rights scandal 
of the decade." 
While disorder is "a problem we 
can address," the report stresses that 
Portland police have failed" for almost 
a century" to develop an anti-disorder 
strategy: "Police officers tend not to 
regard disorder arrests as a good 
pinch," a footnote adds. "Sergeants 
smile at officers who make a robbery 
arrest, but those putting a drunk in the 
back of their cars know there will just 
be vomit for them to clean up." 
The report then goes on to detail a 
three-phase plan for community 
policing. While it' s not sexy, the plan 
seems evidence that Portland isn't 
pursuing a "phony" brand of commu-
nity policing. 
The first phase calls for survey-
ing neighborhoods on fear and 
satisfaction with police and then 
assigning six "lead" community 
policing officers who will try to 
solve problems identified by 
residents. 
In phase two, sergeants will give 
the lead officers permission to try 
new strategies, manage their own 
workloads and convene community 
groups. Lead officers will draft 
monthly reports on their progress, 
which will include neighborhood 
feedback. Successful strategies will 
be shared among officers. 
In December 1995, phase three 
will begin, expanding community 
policing philosophy throughout the 
department. The six lead officers 
will design and teach a training 
curriculum for patrol officers. Patrol 
officers will be assigned to particu-
lar neighborhoods. 
Officers on all shifts will try 
tactics that worked well over the 
previous 15 months. After meetings 
with neighborhood groups, new 
goals will be set. 
" All goals set will be strictly 
confined to improving the quality 
of customer service and neighbor-
hood life .. . In essence, this will 
allow the sealing of contracts 
between departmental and commu-
nity leadership ... " 
A II officers will be exposed to 
community meetings and encour-
aged to work on non-law 
enforcement tasks, such as social 
problems. Progress on these 
activities will be reviewed monthly 
by lieutenants. 
Phase three will end around 
Sept. 1, 1997, and the department 
will survey people again on fear 
and satisfaction with police ser-
vices. It will review all data 
compiled over the previous three 
years and design its community 
policing strategy for the rest of the 
century. 
B.Y. 
September 8, 1994 11 
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Before the cost of insuring your car 
leaves you a total wreck, give me a 
beep, a honk, or even a simple phone 
call. I'll work hard to come up wilh 
a quote that's A II t t 
just what you're S a e 
dnvlng at. Yuu're in good hands. 
Amy Alward 767-3334 
95 Octan 51., So. Portland 
Next 10 Sma has Leg. Sq . Mkl. 




f e st\ v ~ ~ulture, and 
celebrating t\"le a iown portland 
community in down 
• Saturday, 
September 17 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Congress & High Sts., 
Portland 
• Live Music • 
• Outdoor Bazaar 
• Petting Zoo 
• Face Painting 
• Pottery 
• Puppet Making 
• Door Prizes 
and morel 
RAIN DATE • Sunday September 18 
Program Subject to change 
METRO BUS SERVICE 
Service to Congress 
Square all day. 
FOR INFORMATION 
call Maine Arts, • 
582 Congress St., Portland 
772-9012 
~ 
MAINE "~ [?'Q0 
, CITY OF PORTLAND wCYV 
~ FlltM.3 
- @~ 
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Cops 'r US 
Watching out for Big Brother 
If the whole concept of community policing makes you a little nervous, 
good. It should. Poorly conceived or administered, community policing 
has the potential to create far more problems than it might solve. 
And as we report in this week's cover story, community policing is the 
Next Big Thing in crime control. Funding for it was included in the recent 
federal crime bill, and it's been embraced by a rising number of cities. 
(Portland is just a bit ahead of the curve on 
..... 'Ff~ ... ;~1IIIIr'l1. this.) The government's belated efforts to [i ~ u (I] ~ bl address the root causes of crime - rather than 
relying entirely on the too-facile approach of 
building more prisons and lengthening prison sentences - should be 
applauded. But that shouldn't blind us to possible problems. 
First off, community policing has the potential to create a breeding 
ground for wannabe fascists - as New York City District Attorney 
Robert Morgenthau has suggested. After all, community policing calls for 
police to take their cues from neighborhood leaders. But what if active, 
vocal leaders actually represent a minority of community members and 
use the police to enforce their will? 
That's not an entirely farfetched concern. Consider that the Parkside 
Neighborhood Association is largely comprised of area property owners 
(many of whom don't even live in the neighborhood), even though 94 
percent of Parkside residents are renters, and some 50 percent receive 
some form of government assistance. It's not hard to imagine community 
leaders pushing a tidy middle class agenda on poor-but-law-abiding 
people, making their lives just a little bit uncomfortable. Unchecked and 
driven by landowner concerns, the police could emerge as a force that 
How to spend a 
million dollars 
I would like to understand why the 
city of Portland is willing to support 
the apparent segregation desired of 
Deering Center by contributing a 
million dollars to the deconstruction 
of Stevens A ve. According to the 
Center's own report, more than 






definite need and the city responded 
by building the current construction 
to fill that need. If, as the people say, 
the problem is one of speed, the city 
could delegate a traffic officer or 
radar gun. Either one would deter 
this problem and the city would 
acquire essential funds from the 
violators. Let's see .. . the city takes in 
real money and people get ticketed 
for speeding ... gee .. . what a concept. 
If the problem is one of crosswalks, 
then I believe that's what traffic lights 
and stop signs were made for. 
Neither of which would cost one 
million dollars to install. One million 
dollars could go a long way in 
supporting more pertinent and 
essential causes that the entire city 
would benefit from. Education, 
cyberspace, technological or environ-
mental improvements .. . just pick one. 
I know that I certainly do not want 
my tax dollars contributing to the 
Center's elitism nor do I wish to 
reward its separatist behavior. 
T~. to;,.;) NAPPX 
T.A. Nappi 
Portland 
Pot seeds work 
multiple wonders 
I was pleased to see your support 
of legalizing hemp in the August 11 
issue. However, you completely 
neglected what I consider to be the 
most important aspect of this ques-
tion - namely, the unique nutritional 
value of hemp seed. 
Almost every processed food sold 
that contains any fat or oil contains 
"partially hydrogenated" oil or 
II refined" oil. Both of these processes 
convert natural fats and oils to fats 
and oils that do not occur in nature 
and which foul up the working of the 
body. 
Every cell in the body has a 
membrane composed primarily of 
fatty acids and proteins. The proteins 
fit with the correct fa tty acids like 
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle - they do 
not fit correctly with the unnatural 
fatty acids produced by the food 
industry. And so the membranes of 
every cell let in things they should 
not or keep out others that they 
should let in. 
Udo Erasmus is possibly the 
world's leading authority on the role 
of fatty acids in nutrition. The title of 
chapter 60 of his book "Fats that Heal, 
Fats that Kill" is "Hemp: Nature's 
most perfectly Balanced Oil?" 
After reading his earlier book, 
"Fats and Oils," J and two other 
people and a dog thai I have personal 
knowledge of changed diets and 
starled using flax seed therapeutically 
(at the time Udo had not studied 
hemp seed) with the following 
results: brown age spots disappear-
ing; table tennis ball-size fatty cysts 
shrinking; psoriasis of 20 years that 
serves to hassle, roust and harass the less fortunate in Big Brother style. 
Fortunately, that's not the thrust of the new effort under the Portland 
Police Department, which has stressed the humanitarian and problem-
solving aspects of community policing. And it's heartening to note that 
the recent "reinventing government" report produced by the police 
department shows that it's keenly aware of the department's growing 
responsibility to the poor, immigrants and single parents as middle-class 
flight to the suburbs accelerates. "If we cannot provide them with equal 
protection," the report says, "we may well be complicit in the most 
serious civil rights scandal of the decade." 
The city's well-informed and enlightened attitude doesn't mean prob-
lems won't arise in the future. Leaders change, vision gets cloudy. A quiet 
drift toward Big Brother policing is something every Portlander needs to 
guard against as new policing effort is applied throughout the city. 
What's the best protection against a possible turn for the worse? 
Simple: Encourage the broadest involvement possible. It doesn't matter if 
you're not a member of your neighborhood association, or that you 
haven't been involved in local matters up till now. Get involved. Become 
familiar with your neighborhood cops. Stop by the community policing 
center when it opens your neighborhood. It's not simply a matter of 
doing good. It's a matter of safeguarding your rights. 
While community policing is by and large experimental, a few things 
are known. And leading the list of known things is that it simply won't 
work unless the community helps take the responsibility to make it work. 
Neglect that responsibility, and it's a sure bet that it will fail. (BY & WC) 
caused great embarrassment coming 
under control; memory improving; 
arthritis disappearing. (The dog had 
lost use of his rear legs and couldn' t 
climb stairs. Two months after 
starting flax seed oil he was going up 
and down stairs; now at age 13 is 
fri skier that since he was a pup) . 
I'm a believer and you had better 
be too. 
C rqj£ 5 hu,5'i€d 
Craige Schensted 
Pea ks Island 
Water District 
approves of Friends 
The article on the Presumpscot 
River by Paul Karr was excellent 
("Take back your river," 8 .18.94). 
However, the article incorrectly 
stated that the Portland Water 
District opposed the proposal of 
Friends of the Presum pscot to 
upgrade a portion of the river to 
Class A. While the District staff may 
have initially been inclined to object, 
the Trustees voted and directed the 
staff not to oppose the upgrade. 
W0f 
Jeff CI (,ITIents 
President of the Board of Trustees 
Portland Water District 
Money survey biased? 
What's going on at Portland's most 
bodacious rag? I was disappOinted in 
the "News and Views" item in which 
you proclaimed ·Portland Ain't OK 
City," based on a survey of 43 
subjects by MOlley (8.25.94) . Just how 
many readers were polled in total and 
what percentage were Mainers? Were 
they MOlley subscribers who actually 
live in Portland or people who visited 
once-upon-a-time? What questions 
were asked and did they make sense 
when applied to Portland; For 
example, to ask about prevalence of 
museums in an area unique for 
natural beauty (sea, lake, hills, 
autumn) is not fair, or useful. 
We count on you guys to give us 
the whole story, not just to pass along 
someone else's words. Maybe a Casco 
Bay Weekly survey of Portland's live-
ability (natives and newcomers, 
people who live in the city as well as 
people living elsewhere clearly 
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10 Days: 
Getting tested for HIV 
citizen 
Friday I call, using my se-
cret, Beagle-Boy-style, 10 






Suddenly I'm sure I have it. I start thinking of all 
the people I've slept with and all the people 
they've slept with. It's a long way till: 
I'm going to be tested for HIV at The 
AIDS Proiect in Portland. I haven't had 
any symptoms but there was a time in 
my life when I wasn 't a very careful per· 
son. Now we find out if I have to pay for 
it by dying. 
Wednesday 
Looking back now on 
the test, I noticed how 
many times I stressed 
the word "girlfriend" 
during our conversation 
to assert my hetero-
sexuality. When push 
came to shit, I was just 
as homophobic as any 
"Red Blooded American 
Male." I felt embar-
rassed and hypocritical. 
Like a punk kid, bris-
tling at the word "fag". 
Now my red American 
blood is on its way to a 
lab to be examined and 
all I can do is look 
.around and wait. 
I Result time: , 
Congratulations, you're 
negative. Don't forget 
t~ use condoms every 
time and keep in mind 
the health tips we 
talked about. 
no ... no ... no .. . 
yes ... no ... no .. . 
umm ... no ... 
But the test was easy and I felt great. 
Positive or negative, I had faced the is-
sue and could handle the results. For 
the next five days I felt like a million 
bucks. Alii had to do was call on Friday 
to see if the results were in and make an 
appointment to get them. All I had to do 
was wait. 
Negative. It had a sweet sound. After years of 
refUSing to get tested because I was afraid of the 
results, I was negative. I felt in control and 
strong. I should be tested again to be sure, but 
for right now I'm negative. 
14 Casco Bay Weekly 
Happy Hour 
MOnday-Friday 4-7pm 
Daily Beer Specials 
NOW 10 Taps Available 
Friday & Saturday-Late 
Night Menu 







College-on-Saturday, every-other-Saturday, accounting or 
business management degree programs begin September 3 
and 10. 
Husson's 12-week Evening programs begin week of 
September 26. 
You can begin or complete a bachelor or an associate degree in 
accounting or business, full- or part-time. 





222 ST. JmIN STREET 
PORTLAND, ME 04102 
Hear 8- Now 
Rre You Experienced? 
R Celebr~tion of Jimi Hendrix 
Saturday, September 17, State Theatre $16 (+$10 
optional dinner ticket) A dozen of Maine's premier 
ensembles interpret the music ofthe rock legend. 
L~ Bottine Souri~nte Meets 
P~trick Street 
Saturday, November 5, State Theatre $16 (+$10 
The 1994 FaliSeason 
optional dinner ticket) The contemporary Irish super-group with 
Quebec's premier folk orchestra. 
~r~~~ ~~~a~ f ~:p!~f!~ti~~~~h~~~ A~!n!~J:' 
$15. The mystical overtone singing of Central Asia . Be 
very a mazed. . 
Mixed Si~n~ls: R Festiv~1 of 
IJ Border-l:"rossing Music 
Saturday, October 8, 
Portland Performing Arts Center, $16. 
Chinese jazz with Fred Ho's Afro-Asian Ensemble 
Celtic-bluegrass-rock with Flywheel 
Zairean soukouswith Bernard Tshimangoley 
~r~~~, ~e~e~~~r ~6~~~!!mt~t Church, $17 
The Big Sounds Holiday Concert. 
Tickets ca II 774-0465; PPAC box office, 25 Forest Ave; Amadeus Music, 332 Fore St. 
Discounts: Buy all five shows for only $60 (25% off!). Buy any three concerts and recieve $2 off per ticket. . 
Thanks to generous season support from GO magazine, the National Endowment for the Arts, Maine Arts Commission, Shop 'n Save, WBLM, WCLZ,WMPG Holiday Inn by the Bay, Embassy Suites Hotel. 
Re ... e ... bering 
Hendrix 
.. hrough .. he 
purple haze 
• By Jim Pin/old 
Last year Big Sounds From All Over 
brought a variety of Maine artists together to 
perform Duke Ellington's music. This year 
Big Sounds is trolling the same conceptual 
waters, hoping for another artistic success. 
But this year the musicians face a greater 
challenge in the music of Jimi Hendrix. 
Ellington was better known as a composer 
than as a musician; Hendrix is the opposite. 
His playing is the draw. His compositions 
are - how to put this politely -limited. 





girls ill iuzts 
incfude singer / songwriter and public radio 
personality Anne Dodson, ragtime pianist 
and composer Glen Jenks, local musical 
adventurers MRC (formerly Mercy) and 
clarinetist and wow-whistler Brad Terry-
must either find some sub-surfacial weight 
in the music or must be able to musically 
comment on Hendrix' recorded perfor-
mances. Neither is an easy task. 
For many people, the musicianship of Jimi 
Hnedrix is as much an identifying icon of 
the late '60s as Woodstock, "Sgt. Pepper's" 






or Mick's pout and swagger. His records 
are a strip of burlap woven into the fabric 
of the lives of many fortysomethings. As 
time passes, that strip either maintains its 
rough edge or it doesn't, but the foggy 
memories associated with it help define 
who we've grown to be. 
The following are some views of that 
burlap: 
continued on page 17 
16 Casco Bay Wreldy 
While we're aware that eome people view 
the bath muely ae a neceeeity of any 
home, we prefer to look at tt a" a glorlou"ly 
re"torative peroonal retreat for the · mind, . 
t>ody, and of COUl'!>e, the "plrtt. A place to 
cle!!nee, refrMh, relax and eecape, if only 




. We let the choice be youI'!>. 
Decorative Hardware. Lighting 
Kitchen/Bath. Home Acu660riee 
Mon-Fri 9-5:M, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-4 
2:35 Commercial St., Portland 
775-:3:346 • 1-600-266-:3:346 
Silver 
screen 
Andre The true story of a seal that becomes "one of 
the family" after the Whitneys save him from a fishing 
net. He, miraculously. swims from his winter home in 
an aquarium back to Rockport, Maine, each year to 
be with the ones he loves. 
Angellinthe Outfield An update of Clarence Brown's 
("National Velvet") 1951 sports fantasy in which an 
8-year-old foster child is convinced his parents will 
get back together If the hapless California Angels win 
the pennant. He prays to the big umpire in the sky. 
and pretty soon a band of real angels gets in on the 
act. Obviously the other teams had no equallydeserv-
ing fans. Stars Danny Glover, Brenda Fricker, Tony 
Danza and Christopher Lloyd. 
Barcelona Fred , a U.S. sailor, and his cousin Ted, a 
busInessman. hook up after years apart to tackle 
their friendship, women and anti·American feeling in 
Barcelona. Directed by Whit Stillman (-Metropoli· 
tan"). 
&lack Beauty Yet another version (no_ 5) of Anna 
Sewell's 1877 classic about the adventures of a 
black horse -this one seen through the eyes of the 
horse. Directo~al debut of Caroline Thompson, the 
writer of "Edward Sclssorhands, " "The Addams Fam-
ily," and "Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christ-
mas.-
Camp Nowhe,e "Mud" and his boys ditch their 
traditional stupid summer camp by creating one of 
their own, and their stupid parents fall for it. 
Clear and Present Danger Harrison Ford returns as 
Jack Ryan, deputy director of the CIA. Ryan, in the 
midst of a covert operation to Infiltrate the Colombian 
drug cartel, begins to question the legality of the 
agency's aggressive actions. Caught between two 
powerful and nasty forces he must fight for survival 
and what is right. Also stars Willem Dafoe, James 
Earl Jones and Anne Archer. 
The Client An ll-year-old trailer park kid witnesses 
the suicide of a Mafia attorney and hears a last· 
minute confession that puts his life in danger. 
Caught between a driven federal prosecutor (Tommy 
Lee Jones) and some wiseguys who want to off him. 
the boy hires a recovering alcoholic lalHYer (Susan 
Sarandon) to defend his rights. Based on a John 
Grisham ("The Firm: "Pelican Brief") novel. 
Corrina, Corrina Whoopl Goldberg ("Sister Act" 1&11) 
stars as a housekeeper hired to take care of a 
widower (Ray Liotta) and his young daughter, who 
hasn't spoken since the death of her mother. Imag· 
ine what happens next. 
,<010' of Night New York psychologist Dr. Bill Capa 
(Bruce Willis) moves to L.A .. gets into an erotic 
sexual relationship with a manipulative hot babe 
(Jane March) and is thrust into an investigation afthe 
murder of a friend. His goal is to deal with all this 
while escaping a murdering stalker. 
Eat Drink Man Woman Ang lee ("The Wedding 
Banquet") directs the story of a Chinese father trying 
to keep his three adult daughters in the fold by 
expressing his love for them with gastronomical 
feats. 
The Fllntstones You've had your disgusting 
McFlintstone meal , you've got your stupid Rubble 
underwear, you 've been suckered into buying the 
insipid hard rock soundtrack -you might as weli go 
see the movie. In this live-action episode. the famous 
Stone-Age suburbanite (John Goodman) mustgrapple 
with good and evil when his boss at the quarry (Kyle 
Maclachlan) and his secretary (Halle Berry) try to 
tempt him into embezzling company funds. Also 
stars Rick Moranis, Elizabeth Perkins. Rosie Donnell 
and Liz as Granny (who's cooking for Jethro?). 
Forrest Gump In this apparent mating of "Being 
There" and "Zelig," Tom Hanks plays a lucky simple-
ton who becomes an all-American football player. a 
Vietnam hero and a shrimp magnate - ali the while 
stumbling into major figures in American history. 
Through the use of old newsreels and high tech, 
Gump gets to interact with such notables as Presi· 
dents Johnson, Kennedy and Nixon. He also gets to 
teach Eillis how to dance. Sally Field plays his 
mother; Robin Wright, his love interest. Directed by 
Robert Zemeckis ("Back to the Future"). 
Fou, Weddings and a Funeral Charles (Hugh Grant), 
a single and somewhat twitty Englishman. seems to 
spend his life going to his friends' weddings. Despite 
or because of this. he Is determined to remain single. 
Then he meets a free-spirited American (Andie 
MacDowell) who's hanging out in England. Directed 
by Mike Neweli (0 Enchanted April," "Into the West") . 
Written by Richard Curtis I "The Tall Guy: TV's 
"Blackadder"). 
Germinal A French coal mine becomes the battlefield 
of revolution owing to overworked miners. brutal 
managers. aristactratic owners and severe condi-
tions. Based on the 1885 novel by Emile Zola. 
France's emissary to Hollywood Gerard Depardieu 
("Green Card") stars. 
Go FIsh An irreverent, urban buddy film with a twist 
- it's about a group of lesbians who swear, dance, 
smoke and live life without agonizing about closets 
or politics. 
A Good Man In Africa Sean Connery stars as a good 
and honorable doctor caught in the middle In a 
politically tumultuous African country. Connery 
matches wits with an ambitious British diplomat 
(Colin Friels) who tries to use him (and others) In a 
corrupt scheme to obtain mining rights. AJso stars 
lou Gossett Jr and John Lithgow. Directed by Bruce 
Beresford ("Breaker Morant: "Tender Mercies "). 
It Could Happen to You Nicolas Cage plays a New 
York City transit cop, who, upon discovering that he 
doesn't have money enough to tip a waitress (Bridget 
Fonda), offers instead to share his lotto winnings 
should his numbers come in. Of course he hits the 
jackpot, but when he breaks the news to his wife 
(Rosie Perez) that they must split the winnings. she 
goes completely ballistic. Also features Claudia Shear 
("Blown Sideways Through Life") in her first, albeit 
tiny, movie role. 
I Love Trouble She' s a scrappy cub reporter; he's a 
crusty columnist. They work for competing Chicago 
newspapers and both stumble upon the same big 
(and dangerous) story. Watch out Hepburn and Tracy! 
Stars Julia Roberts (who does her own stunts) and 
Nick Nolte. 
jUrassic Park Entrepreneur John Hammond (Richard 
Attenborough) finances the creation of genetically 
engineered dinosaurs in hopes of opening the ulti· 
mate amusement park. Who wouldn't want to spend 
the day with a bunch of huge reptiles? The thrills and 
chills become a bit much when Tyrannosaurus rexet 
aJ. break out of their carefully constructed environ-
ment and run amok. as dinosaurs are wont to do. 
Stars Sam Neill. laura Dern and Jeff Goldblum. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
The Uon King Walt Disney's 32nd full-length ani-
mated feature follows the life and times of Simba, a 
lion cub, who is forced into exile by his evil uncle after 
the death of his father. the King. After Simba's 
llisited by the ghost of his father, he begins a heroic 
journey to reclaim his place as king of the beasts. 
According to Matthew Broderick, the voice of Simba. 
the plot's loosely based on "Hamlet" (except this 
story almost certainly has a happy ending). Elton 
John collaborated with Academy Award-winning Iyrl· 
cist Tim Rice ("Al addin") on the music. Also features 
the voices of Jeremy Irons, James Earl Jones and 
Whoopi Goldberg. 
The Little Rascals Our Gang Is back with Spanky, 
Buckwheat and Alfalfa, except this time the plot is a 
'90s thang. Director Penelope Spheeris ("The Beverly 
Hillbillies") takes a feminist stand when the He-Man 
Woman Haters Club learn their lesson. 
The Mask A 90-pound Milquetoast (Jim Carrey of 
-Ace Ventura: Pet Detective~) finds an ancient Viking 
mask that turns him into an invincible fluorescent 
wiseguy. Instead of using his newfound powers to 
better mankind, he uses them to win the girl Br1d get 
revenge against anyone who's ever bugged him. 
Computer·generated special animation by Industrial 
Light and Magic, the group that brought you the dinos 
of "Jurassic Park." Warning: Elaborate song and 
dance numbers. 
Milk MoneyThree boys, with money they've pooled, 
go to the city to learn about women. They meet V 
(Melanie Griffith) who, besides showing them her 
naked body, gets taken home by them, then dates 
and falls in love with one of their fathers. 
Natural Born Killers Mickey and Maliory go on a 
serial killing spree across the country with the media 
tagging along to party on. Oliver Stone explores 
America's love affair with spraying blood and smok· 
ing Glocks. Juliette l ewis ("Kalifornia") and Woody 
Harrelson (traffic-stopping Calvin Klein underwear 
ad) star as the cool killers. 
Next Karate Kid Mr. Miyagi is back! When he tries to 
teach martial arts to a girl. complications ensue. 
Speed You admired him as Buddha. now you'll love 
him as an action hero. It's Keanu Reeves, an actor 
few would call versatile. In his first attempt to carry 
a picture, Reeves stars as an ace SWAT cop as-
signed to disarm a bomb planted on an L.A. city bus. 
The bomb has been rigged to explode if the bus slows 
below 50 mph. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Jeff 
Daniels. 
Trial by Jury A single mother, selected for Jury duty in 
the trial involving the Mafia. discovers that her son's 
life is in danger unless she votes not guilty and 
acquits a dangerous criminal. William Hurt plays an 
ex~op on a mission of intimidation. Also starring 
Armand Assante ("The Mambo Kings "). Heywood 
Gould, who wrote the screenplay for "Cocktail," 
marks his directorial debut in this film. 
True Ues Arno ld stars as Harry Tasker, a special 
agent far Omega Sector. a top secret government 
agency charged with keeping the world safe from 
nuclear terrorists. Harry is so deceptive he's been 
able to keep his profession a secret from his wife 
(Jamie lee Curtis) as long as they've been together. 
Feeling bored and neglected, she starts falling for a 
can man (Bill Paxton) who woos her by posing as a 
spy himself. Again James Cameron(" Aliens," "Termi-
nator" ) has gone way overbudget, supposedly past 
the $100 mil lion mark, to pay for special effects. 
When a Man Loves 8 Woman Meg Ryan stars as 
Alice Green, a yuppie wife/mother with a drinking 
problem. The f lim follows the struggles of the couple 
(Andy Garcia plays her sensitive husband) as they try 
to keep their lives and marriage together. 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after C8W 
goes to press, mOViegoers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Sept 8-14 
Forrest Gump (PG-13) 
1,4,7,9:55 
The Mask (PG"13) 
12:45, 3:05, 5:20, 7:35, 9:50 
Clear and Present Danger (PG 13) 
12:50, 3:45, 6:50, 9:45 
The UUle Rascals (PG) 
"1,3,5 
Color of Night (R) 
7,9:35 
Natural Born Killers (R) 
1:35, 4:20, 7:20, 9:55 
Barcelona (PG13) 
12:45, 3, 5:25, 7:40, 10 
Next Karate Kid (PG) 
1:45, 4:15, 7, 9:25 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Sept 8-14 
True Wes (R) 
1:10, 4, 6:50, 9:40 
The Lion KIng (G) 
2, 4:20, 6:40, 8:50 
The Client (PG-13) 
5, 7:20, 9:45 




Milk Money (PG) 
1:40, 4:30, 7:10, 9:20 
Corinna, Corinna (PG) 
1:20, 3:40, 6:30, 9 
Camp Nowhere (PG) 
2:10,7:40 
Trial by Jury (R) 
1:30,3:50,7,9:10 
Good Man in Africa (R) 
1:50.4:10, 7:30,9:35 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Go Fish (NR) 
Sept 7-13 
Mon-Fri 5:30, 7:15, 9 
Sat, Sun 1:30, 3:15, 5:30, 7:15, 9 
Sept 13-20 




Sat, Sun 1, 8:30 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Sept 8-14 
Four Weddings and a Funeral (R) 
3:30, 6:40, 9:10 
Black Beauty (G) 
1:10 Fri, Sat, Sun only 
The Flintstones (PG) 
1:20 Fri, Sat, Sun only 
Speed (R) 
12:50 Fri, Sat, Sun only, 4, 7, 9:40 
Jurassic Park (PG13) 
12:30 Fri, Sat, Sun only, 3:20, 6:30, 
9:20 " 
I Love Trouble (PG) 
1 Fri, Sat, Sun only, 3:50, 7:20, 9:50 
Eat Drink Man Woman (R) 
12:40 Fri, Sat. Sun only; 3:10. 7:10, 10 
When a Man Loves a Woman (R) 
3:40, 6:50, 9:30 
Pride's Corner Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook 
797-3154 
Dates effective Sept 9-11 
The LIon King (G) 
8 
Angels In the Outfield (PG) 
9:55 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
FLASHBACK 
continued from page 15 
In 1%9, I watched two good friends 
play chess well into the night while 
listening to records and carrying on an 
occasionally heated discussion over 
who was a better drummer - Ginger 
Baker (Cream) or Mitch Mitchell Oimi 
Hendrix Experience) . My friends were 
both amateur musicians, and Ihey had 
both inhaled a fair amount of dope. 
Andy finally said to his opponent, 
"Checkmate. Mitch Mitchell. Fuck 
you," and left the room. 
}imi Hendrix would light his guitar 
on fire with great ceremony and 
fanfare during the encore of many 
performances. It wasn't really the 
guitar he'd played throughout the 
evening - it was some piece of 
garbage the roadies had picked up 
along the way. Hendrix would turn up 
the volume, run backstage and grab a 
tin of Zippo, come back out and squirt 
lighter fluid on the 
wretched thing as he 
set it ablaze. Then he'd 
, 
music 
It's nearly 1 a.m. The smear is just 
beginning to get going. but I'm not 
even slightly interested as he leans in 
to continue. Been there. Done that. It's 
the spring of 1993, and this guy's 20 
years too late. 
@ 
Watching Bob Dylan's band cut 
through" All Along the Watchtower" 
several weeks ago, it's clear to every-
one on stage that the song is a Hendrix 
tune they're covering. It doesn't 
matter who wrote it. 
A friend in high school owned a 
copy of "Electric Ladyland" from 
Germany. As was often the case, the 
European record jacket was com-
pletely different from the American 
version. Phil's German cover had 15 or 
so naked women lounging around on 
the floor - several of them holding 
record jackets or photos of 
Hendrix. It was obviously 
quite the hit among his 
usually kneel beside it 
and bat it around, 
producing not-sa-
interesting notes as the 
finish charred . Having 
seen this in several film 
clips (and quite 
possibly firsthand), it 
The musical trIbute to Jlml 
friends, showing as it did, 
a wide variety of body 
parts with which we were 
not familiar. 
Hendrix takes place Sept" 
17 at the State Theatre, 
609 Congress St" at 8 
p"m.; the documentary film 
"Jlml Hendrix" shows at 
2:30" 774-0465" 
Phil's brother was also 
fascinated by the cover, 
and one evening - never 
all seems that he is less of a guitar god 
sacrificing his beloved axe Ihan a 
naughty Boy Scout peeing on a 
campfire. 
@ 
When [was 14, one of my best 
friend 's fathers agreed to take a half 
dozen of us to see Jimi Hendrix in 
Lewiston. We were dropped off at the 
edge of a sea of cars, and Mr. Smith's 
last-minu te instructions were: "Have a 
good time, I'll meet you right here 
when it's over." My clearest memory 
of the entire evening is of standing in 
line and wondering aloud why all the 
banners by the entrance said Sunn. 
And that a much older guy told me 
that was the speaker company and 
glared at me like I'd just fallen off the 
hay truck. He must have been 18. 
Once inside, we sat high in the 
bleachers to get a view of the whole 
event. If there was an opening act, I 
don't remember it . If Hendrix played 
for more than 20 minutes, I don't 
recall . What is clear is that there was a 
Sunn represenlative trying to hold up 
the stacks of Sunn speakers during the 
encore as Hendrix did his theatrical 
best to topple them with his guitar. It 
was the loudest concert I've ever 
experienced. My ears rang the long 
ride home as we shouted about just 
how great Hendrix was. 
@ 
On a train from Kansas City, 
heading due south, a skinny talking 
smear of grease sits down and, after 
working on his fingernails for five 
minutes, looks in my general direction 
and says to no one in particular, "You 
know Jimi was like Janis, man, and I 
knew 'em both. They didn't die from 
asphyxiation. Hell, Jimi didn't even die 
that night. It was just that lying 
scumbag of a coroner ... " 
having taken the full 
measure of Phil's potential fury - he 
added goatees, glasses and devil horns 
to all the faces. 
Air guitar. There are three songs 
that make one's hands assume the 
position: "Red House," " All Along the 
Watchtower" and "Hey Joe." For the 
better part of 20 years, these songs 
were the defining solos. If you 
assumed the position, you under-
stood. 
Children should be given small 
guitars and head phones at the age of 
two and a half or three, and they 
should listen to these songs. They will 
play the guitar through osmosis. Then 
they' ll begin looking for gypsy 
clothing. 
As a teenager, I could not have 
cared less about my own appearance, 
but I was thoroughly engrossed in the 
attire of the Jimi Hendrix Experience. 
That's because one of the album 
jackets had the trio riding horses in 
very cool vests. These vests were 
made by my friend's older sister, who 
was a grou pie for the band. I was 
elated. I'd always thought she was 
nice. Now I was in love. My first brush 
with rock and roll infamy. 
Ten years later, I was told the older 
sister knew the woman who made the 
vests. 
It's hoped the artists who will 
tackle Hendrix on Sept. 17 have a 
similar respect for tattered burlap. If 
the material is not always memorable, 
the texture is. 
@ 
Jimi Hendrix choked on his own 
puke just shy of his 28th birthday in. 
1970. 
Jimi we hardly knew you . Maybe 
that's a good thing. caw 
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L!!!!!!!!~!!!~!!~!!!!~~~~~_____ . Computer Analysi. 
Whether you paint with a 
brUSh, roller, sponge 
or body part, 
our paint and home improvement 
sale is for you. 25% off 
all of our non-toxic paints & stains. 
(35% off for art students) 
Also on sale: 
gardening supplies, canning jars, 
our Simply Cotton sheets 
and more. 






HARDWARE. HOUSEWARES. I'lIlSONAL CAU 
,,, COMMERCIAL ST., POATLAND I 7'0-13104 
a unique 
hair experience 
Marlene LeClerc is back 
and eager to serve both 
old and new clients at 
for Men only. 





A $5.00 OFF SPECIAL TO ALL 
CLIENTS TOWARDS A UNIQUE 
HAIR EXPERIENCE. 








at Incredible Prices 
in 100% 
Fall weight linen 
in mini checks, 










Art attack: Things are shaking over at 
the Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. 
On Aug. 18, they christened their new 
first floor gallery (formerly cafe no), 
which now provides accessible space 
for visitors. (They will continue to use 
their third floor space as well.) Also, 
the Sixth Annual Juried Senior 
Perspectives exhibition, not-so-
coincidently titled" Accessible Space/ 
opens Sept. 17 in said space. 
Tonight, Australian artist Sally 
Wright, a guest participant of the 
Institute of International Education, 
presents a SLIDE SHOW AID DISCUSSIOI of 
her work at the gallery at 6 p.m. A 
reception at the Meander Gallery, 40 
Pleasant St., follows. Free and open to 
the public. 775-6245. 
friday 9 
Fright night: Portland Observatory 
(138 Congress St.) is transformed into 
a mwo OF 1UIOI as Greater Portland 
Landmarks presents a program of 
ghost stories at 7 p.m . . 
Susan Dries will make your hair stand 
on end with her haunting stories and 
chilling folk tales. And the shadowy 
observatory at dusk provides a spine-
tingling setting to get your skin 
crawling. The program begins 
promptly, so don't dawdle (or the 
Portland Pottery 
FALL CLASSES 
BEGIN SEPT. 12 
772-4334 
WHEEL THROWING· HAND 
BUILDING· JEWELRY MAKING· 
METALSMITHING • BOOKMAKING· 
BASKET DESIGN 
PORTLAND POTTERY is a 
community-based studio offering 
classes, workshops, and 
studio space to people of all ages, 
abilities and background$. 
CREATIVE· RELAXING· FUN 
goblins'll get you if you don't watch 
out!). Space is limited, and reserva-
tions are strongly 
suggested. Tix: $3 
for ad ults, $1 for 
kids under 12. 
Refreshments will 
be available. (Also, 
see "Community" 
for the observatory's 




Carbon dating: The 
Lime Rockets, one of 
the most popular 
cover bands on the 
East Coast college 
circuit, are now 
performing original 
tunes under the 
name CAlION 14. 
They play tonight at 
Granny Killam's, 55 
Market St., at 
9:30 p .m. 
This Portland-based 
alternative band 
includes Doug Watt 
on drums (lore has it 
he dropped out of 
college to become 
the band's drummer 
BICYCLE HABITAT 
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DOWN TO EAJrlH PRICES 
before he knew how to play); vocalist 
Eric Drew; Shawn Tooley on guitar 
and Dylan Roy (from Belly) on bass. 
While the band loses dough by doing 
original music (cover bands earn the 
big money) - it don't matter, they're 
ready for their day in the limelight. 
"We're hungry," said Watt. "We know 
this is the biggest shot we're going to 
have." 761-2787. 
sunday 11 
GLAD hands: The Maine Civil 
Liberties Union (MCLU) and Gay & 
Lesbian Advocates & Defenders 
-
(GLAD), in celebration 
of their ongoing civil 
rights work for 
Maine's gay popula-
tion and for people 
with HIV, present a 
FUND-HISEl at Katah-
din Restaurant, 106 
High St., from 4-7 p.m. 
This informal event, 
featuring food do-
nated by area restau-
ra nts and ca terers, 
includes a discussion 
of the work of MCLU 
and GLAD, organiza-
tions that promote 
legal rights in employ-
ment, housing, family 
law and health care. In 
addition to supporting 
these organizations, 
proceeds will go to 
help challenge the 
anti-gay rights ballot 
initiative filed by 
Concerned Maine 
Families. Suggested 
donation: $25 per 
person (but don't be 
afraid to dig deeper). 
774-5444. 
Mum's the word on 
Sept. 14. 
-:1 
MAINE"S FAMOUS NATURAL PHENOMENON' 
• Namowd Coach T 0I.n 
.Sond~ 
.1783 &m Muwum 
• C>ift and SouwnIer Shop5 
Desert 
of Maine 
Rid., ,/0., Salarl Coachl 
Open Daily 8:30 10 Dusk 
Open unlil October 12th 
(207) 865-8962 
Desert Rd., Freeport, ME 04032 
(off US RI. 1 & 95) 
ALSO RELAXING COMFORTABL£ CAMPING FACILITIES 
______________ J 
Private and group classes 
for 
Adults and children 
Classes begin SEPT. 12th at 
monday 12 
Patrick's day: Patrick McManus, an 
OUTDOOI HUMOR WRITER (Moose walks 
into a bar, bartender says, "Why the 
long face?"), makes an appearance at 
Greater BookJand Brunswick, Cook's 
Corner, from 7-8 p.m. 
McManus, who resides in Spokane, 
Wash., will be signing copies of his 
latest book, "How I Got This Way," in 
which he tries to explain himself. His 
writing has been likened to that of 
Twain, Benchley, Buchwald and 
Bombeck, and he was called "the 
funniest guy in a flannel shirt" by 
Kirkus Reviews. (Those folks appar-
ently never met Uncle Winburn.) Free 
and open to the public. 725-2313. 
tuesday 13 · 
Fang fare: Don a braid of garlic, grab a 
wooden stake and hie on up to 
Brunswick for a showing of 
"NOSFEHlU" - the first, and still most 
terrifying Dracula movie - at Smith 
Auditorium in Sills Hall on the 
Bowdoin College campus at 8:15 p.m. 
Filmed in 1922, "Nosferatu" was a 
product of the German expressionist 
era (when existential angst was all the 
rage, .even with blood suckers) . Max 
Schreck's bony, pointy-eared, long-
nailed, rat·faced vampire set the 
rodentine standard for all Draculas 
that followed . Silent with English 
subtitles. Free and open to the public. 
725-3375. 
wednesday 14 
Here's mud in your Isis: Walk like an 
Egyptian over to the Children's 
Museum of Maine, 142 Free St., for the 
opening of ANCIENT EGYPT: THE TOIII OF 
OUEElIIAIIA FI, where you can discover 
fun facts about life on the Nile 
through Egyptian history, arts, 











1 !II NIrIII Boy~ It. c-"-_ ............ 
(!07) 7711-11040 
The museum will offer a number of 
special programs in conjunction with 
the exhibit, including a tomb (walk 
through and get mummified); a 
queen's chamber, where you can 
adorn yourself with ancient garb; an 
artisfs studio (make a scarab or try 
hieroglyphics); and murals painted by 
local art students. Oh yes - and feel 
free to bring the kids along as well. 
Tix: $4 (see Family for complete 
details). 828-1234. 
thursday 15 
Hounds tooth: Getting a jump on the 
1994-95 theater season, 
Vintage Repertory 
Company presents 
Tom Stoppard's "lHE 
lEAl. IIISPECTOI HOUND" 
at the Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St., at 
8p.m. 
The play, a whodunit 
parody packed with 
murder mystery 
cliches, tells of 
romance, danger and 
drama at the foggy, 
boggy Muldoon 
Manor, where Lady 
Muldoon and her 
guests get caught up 
in a tangled web of 
intrigue. Murder and 
mayhem, one pre-
sumes, run rampant. 
(Continues through 
Oct. 1; see Stage for 
details.) Tix: $10. 
775-5103. 
friday 16 
where you can sample the wares of 30 
local restaurants, food court-style, at 
the Portland Expo, 239 Park Ave., at 
6:30p.m. 
This event is part of a two-day 
celebration ;)f the Olympics and 
benefit for the 1996 team and includes 
a live and silent auction, featuring 
autographed memorabilia from 
Olympic gold medalists. Tix: $25 (80 
percent of all proceeds goes directly to 
Maine Olympic athletes). Se.pt. 17 
features an Olympic Day Run for Kids 
at 8 a.m. and a Celebrity Softball 
Game at 11 a.m. - both at Hadlock 
Field (see Events for details) . 773-1165. 
saturday 17 
Square deal: Attend an 
~ E 4 uptown shindig to 
~ O"'! celebrate the arts, 
.... • _ culture and mtllnit·v 
~ R \ ~ in downtown Portland 
at the , located in the UPPO 
CUllURAl COIIIDOR (High and Congress 
streets), from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Plan on spending the day - there's 
live music (The Boarders, Rob 
Eberhard Young, Huddled Masses 
Orchestra's Hendrix tribute); kid junk 
(crafts, splatter and face painting, 
Go for the gold: The 
United States Olympic 
Committee for the 
State of Maine pre-
sents "FIIlEST TAS'IES OF 
IIIINE," a fund-raiser 
They're young. They'.re stern. They'll shatter glass on Sept. 10. 
session starts Sept. 19th 
person registration Sept. 13th, 7:00 pm 
at Portland Stage Co. 
25A Forest Ave., Portland 
or call 774-2776 
God made a home in the sky fo r the sun. 
110111 Pili/III 118 
And with our Creator, 
we have made a home for you. 
-,='t--i-d~ hi-?-h-t 
e~~c-h-
State Street Church 
159 State Street - Portland 
774-6396 
Fridays 7:00 pm 
6.. Child care 
-WILD MUSHROOM CHICKEN 
, . POTPIE 
Wltl[warm .piD.clt .alad 
-STUFFED DELICATA SQUAsH 
., with warm 8pinach .. lad .Y '::\. 
~ ~CORNBREAD SALMO~~" A 
with p-illed ,,"i<>DS and' a ,uDdried tomato~ 
. <, aDd basil mayo • 
-TWIN LOBSTAS :~'~ 
weU~ we think they"~ twin.! 
",O<>n't forc<:t our tasty Sunday brun4:h! _ 
Showcasing on th~ ."'rIit. deck-bring'a;'~t.r! 
: The Good Table Restaurant: 
, OP EN : Mllo-Fn I l-Y . ~,H and ~\J n ~.9 • 
I RI. 77 . Cape Eli%abelh • 799'(;00D • 
~ -------------------- ~ 
Children's Theatre); theater (Vintage 
Rep); dance (Gotta Dance exhibition 
and dance party) - plus food, visual 
arts, fall harvest market, giant 
inflatable sculptures and a Portland 
Symphony Orchestra instrument 
petting zoo (please 
don' t feed the tuba). 
772-9012. 
Sallml_ons foI Art a Sou. 
must be ftICfIl"ed In writlng 
on tile TIIursdlly prior to 
publication. Send your 
Ca.end. end Ustl""s 
Infonnatlon to E.1zII1HItII 
P_".y, C_ Bay Weekly, 
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16 IS YOUR.YlCKX NUMBER 
At Andover College, you could earn your 
Associate's Degree in as little as 16 months. 
Associate Degree p~rams in; 
• Accounting 
• Business Administration 
Day & Evening 
Classes Start: 
September 19 
• Computer Science 
• Medical Assisting 
• Office Management ANDOVER 
• Paralegal Studies cQlleg~e ___ _ 
Call lor more Informalion: 
901 Washington Ave., Portland, ME 04103 774·6126 
ToU Cree 1-800-639·3110 
Learn For Tomorrow .•. TODAY 
M.~~n~s 
FREE (@) • e. (@) 
MAKEOVER, 
with your next service-includes makeup, 
photo session, and portrait (@) 
Great Christmas Gift! • 
(@) (@) 
PURE & NATURAL HAIR CARE 
rvY'rI'Y'tIMOIGANfIElD'S 
121 Center St. next to the Civic Center 
Thursday • September 8 • 8:00 • Free. 
Friday • Sept. 9 • $10 / tix 
End of Summer Party Blast 
Bud Bar Bottles $ .. 50 
eavy 
etal Horns 
Antones at Rounder Recording ArtiC1tr"'ll 
Co-Founder Muddy Waters Band 
1995 Rock 'N Roll Hall of Famer 
Jimmy 
Rogers 
.. . and, Sunday's at Morganfield's: 
JAZZ! 
Art & Soul continued from page 16 
stage 
"Inbeat Me Not To Leave Thee" Didi and Gogo are 
two women who never leave their apartment because 
they have everything they need via their ·on line· 
computer .•. that is. until Gogo decides that she and 
Didi need to go to Maine. Suddenly they face the fact 
that their love for one another may be rooted in 
codependency. Shows Sept 1&21 at 7 pm. Oak 
Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. Tix; $7. 773-
4698. 
"Lett .... from a Woman Homesteader" The true 
story of a woman who heads west to create a new life 
for herself and her daughter after the death of her 
husband. Shows Sept &10 at 8 pm, the Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. Tlx: $10. 775-5103. 
"Nunsense II" The gIrls are back tram their experi. 
ence with tainted vichysoisse to enjoy even more 
catastrophes in this comedy sequel. Shows Sept lfr 
Oct 2, Frl & Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:30, The Portland Lyric 
Theater, 176 Sawyer St, South Portland. Tix: $10 
and $12. 799-1421. 
"The Reallnspeetor Hound" Vintage RepertoryCom-
pany presents a whodunit taking place at Muldoon 
Manor, a swamp-infested but otherwise cozy marson. 
Shows at The Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Port-
land, Sept 15-17, 22-25 and 29-Oct 1 at 8 pm, 
Sunday matinee at5 pm. Tix: $10. 775-5103 or 774-
1376. 
auditions 
Caatlng for Video An independent narrative video to 
be shot in Sept is auditioning males and females 
ages 18-60 years, No experience necessary. 874-
0224. 
The Children'. Theabe of Maine will be auditioning 
actors, musicians and technicians for "The Light 
Princess· at Jack Elementary School, 414 East 
Promenade, Portland, on Sept 7&8 from 3:3o.7 pm. 
874-0371. 
Communal Audition. Two casting agencies and 13 
theaters will be auditioning at Oak Street Produc-
tions, 92 Oak St, Portland, on Sept 7, 5-9 pm and 
Sept 8, 9 am-l pm. Actors must provide 15 head 
shots and resumes. To reserve a slot: 775-5103. 
Co!"munlty Orchesba of the Portland Symphony 
inVites string players to its Wed evening rehearsals. 
Locations vary. 883-2460. 
TheGay Men's Chorus will be holding open aUditions 
Sept 11 at 7 pm at the First Parish Church, 425 
Congress St, Portland. 839-4506. 
Italian Folk Ensemble is auditioning singers and 
musicians every Sun through Sept. 761-3818. 
Nutcracker Auditions for the Maine State Ballet 
begin Sat, Sept 10, 10 am-4 pm at 91 Forest St, 
Westbrook. One year ballet experience required. 
856·1663. 
Portland Players is holding aUditions for the musical 
"Mr. Scrooge· Sept &9 at 7 pm at The Portland 




MRC (alternative) 7 pm, USM Portland Campus 
Center, 92 Bedford St, Portland. Free. 874-6598. 
friday 9 
Dinosaur h. with Chavez (proto punk) 8 pm. The 
State Theatre, 609 Congress St, Portland. Tlx: 
$12.50. 879-1112. 
Tom D.an (Devonsquare-esque solo performance) 
7:30 pm, Raffles Cafe, 555 Congress St, Portland. 
Tix: $5. 761-3930. 
saturday 10 
Suede Uazz and blues) 8 pm, Portland High School 
Auditorium, 284 CumberiandAve, Portland. Tix: $14. 
Bad Hat (phish-style jazz) 8 pm, Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 254 Forest Ave, Portland. Tlx $10.761-
0640 . 
monday 12 
Sarah Mclachlan and Single Gun Theory (lusty, 
introspective pcp) 8 pm, The State Theatre, 609 
Congress St, Portland. Tix: $17.50(plus dinnertixfor 
cabaret seats), $17.50 (lower balcony), $15.50 
(general admission), $10.50 (USM students w/ID). 
879-1112. 
upcomzng 
Siald Cleayes 9/15/94 (folk) 7 pm, USM Pub, 92 
Bedford St, Portland. Free . 874-6598. 
Are You Experienced? - A Celebration of Jlml 
Hendrix 9/17/94 (interpretations of Hendrix's songs 
by 12 Maine musiCians) 8 pm ,The State Theatre, 
609 Congress St, Portland. Tix: $16. 774-0465. 
clubs 
thursday 8 
Ben Andrews and CjI. (Delta blues) The Big Easy, . 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Comedy Showc ..... The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St, Portland. 774-5554. 
OJ Landry (bootleg originals) Geno's, 13 8rown St, 
Portland. 772-7891. 
Aquarium Rescue Unit (psychedelic rock) Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market SI. Portland. 761-2787. 
Deejay Ken Gardner (top 40 dance and house) Kaos, 
137 Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
Annl Clark (progressive unplugged) Khalldl's Cre-
ative Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Open Mlc with Joel Leo's BIlliards, corner of Ex-
change and Fore streets, Portland, 780-1111. 
Wacky Thursday (wild music) The Moon, 427 Fore 
St, Portland. 772-1983. 
Baker Thompson Band (blues) Morganfield's, 121 
Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Eye to Eye (fem rock) Old PortTavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Morsel with Tony (alternative) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny Woodman with Pat Foley (unplugged rock) T. 
Birds, 126 N, Boyd St, Portland, 773-8040. 
GreC Powers (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay 11m Slaney (techno, tribal, trance/live karaoke 
in front room with Nick) The Underground, 3 Spring 
St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Acou.tlc Open Mic with Jay Jacques The Wrong 
Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port. 
land. 775-1944. 
Decade Mu.lc ('605-'805 alternative dance) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
friday 9 
Blue Roae (blues/funk/R&B) The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 78o.1207. 
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) 8ramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Tony Y, Jim Dunn and Brendan Cain The Comedy 
Connection, 434 Fore St.. Portland. 774-5554. 
Wheelhouse Santuary and Vertical Leap (Gothic and 
eclectic rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-
7891. 
The Hatters (southern rock) Granny Killam's, 55 
Market SI. Portland. 761-2787. 
Deejay Paul LeClair (top 40 dance and house) Kaos, 
137 Kennebec St. Portland. 774-2242. 
Chris Kleeman (unplugged) Khalldl's Creative 
Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Unfinished Buslneaa (originals) Leo's Billiards, cor· 
ner of Exchange and Fore streets, Portland. 78o. 
1111. 
Big Hot Sun (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Heavy Metal Horn. Uazz/rockabilly) Morganfield's, 
121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Eye to Eye (fem rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Bonehead. (rock) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Sacred Onion (R&B/rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Kahtune. (songs you hear In your car) T-Blrds, 126 
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Tom Dyhrblg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel . S. Portland. 775-6161, 
Deejay Tim Staney (dance, dance, dance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Tempest (rock) Verillo' s, 155 Riverside St, Portland. 
775-6536. 
All ACes Vertigo (all ages dance) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
saturday 10 
Jimmy and the Soul Cats (blues/R&B) The 81g Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78o.1207. 
Tony Y, Jim Dunn and Brendan Cain The Comedy 
Connection, 434 Fore St., Portland. 774-5554. 
Butch and Visciou. Cycle (drlvln' rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown St. Portland. 772·7891. 
Carbon 14 (altemative) Granny Killam's, 55 Market 
St, Portland. 761·2787. 
Deejay Ken Gardner (top40 dance and house) Kaos, 
137 Kennebec St. Portland. 774-2242. 
Chris Kleeman (unplugged) Khalidi's, 36 Market St, 
Portland. 871-1881. 
Unfinished Bu.lness (originals) Lee 's Billiards, cor-
ner of Exchange and Fore streets, Portland. 780-
1111. 
BIg Hot Sun (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Jimmy Rogera (blues) Morganfield's 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-1245. 
Eye to Eye (fem rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Art & Soul continued on page 22 
Jurassic rock 
Their sound ain't new; Dinosaur Jr's been around for eons 
• By Dan Short 
It has been said that} Mascis, leader of Dinosaur }r, deals 
with conflict by taking naps. If one has heard Dinosaur Jr's 
music or, especially, if one has seen them in concert, that's 
almost too easy to believe. As he moans his ambivalence 
through long hair that obscures his face and as he forces 
from his guitar distorted riff upon riff, he stands between his 
huge amplifiers and his drummer's kit as if he hopes the 
audience wouldn't notice him . At times, it seems that he'd 
rather be taking a nap than 
playing. Yet a Dinosaur}r 
show can be an intense and 
paSSionate experience owing 
to Mascis' tortured guitar 
solos and the extreme volume 
of the band . Passionate 
ambivalence - those two 
words seem to sum up 
Dinosaur Jr. 
music 
DInosaur Jr performs at the 
State Theatre, 609 
Congress St., on Sept. 10 
at 9 p.m. (doors open at 8 
p,m,). Tlx: $12.50. 
879-1112. 
The Dinosaur }r saga began at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst in the mid-'80s. There,} Mascis 
was playing as a drummer in various hard-core groups and 
soon met with bassist Lou Barlow and drummer Murph. 
After Mascis switched to guitar, the three formed a band, 
and in '85 they recorded their debut under the name 
Dinosaur. Though the 
album was far from 
perfect, it was an 
audacious mix of '70s hard 
rock and '80s punk 
attitude. The album had 
everything that made the 
band famous: layers of 
overdubbed guitars and 
effects, d ynam ics tha t 
ranged from loud to really, 
really loud and Mascis' 
whine. This band from 
Massachusetts had made 
guitar solos and wah-wah 
petals cool again, but the 
bands from Seattle got all 
the credit. 
In 1987 they signed with 
SST, a label that, at one 
time or another, carried 
such alternative-legends as 
Husker Oil, Sonic Youth, 
the MEAT PuPPets, 
Soundgarden, Black Flag 
and many others. They 
released an album that 
refined all the elements in 
the debut and took them 
others' projects. Dinosaur }r didn't release anything until 
'91's "Green Mind," their first album on a major label. By 
then, Dinosaur Jr had become, for all purposes, a J Mascis 
solo project; Mascis performed nearly every instrument on 
the record, in addition to writing the songs and producing 
the album. Soon, Murph rejoined the band, and after many 
different baSSists, they found Matt Johnson. Since then, they 
have recorded two full-length albums, "Where You Been" 
and their latest "Without a Sound," plus an EP, "Whatever's 
Cool With Me." (Murph left the band prior to "Without a 
Sound.") 
Though the band hasn't drastically changed their sound, 
many original fans treat these records with some scorn. The 
records definitely have their merits, but there's valid 
reasoning behind these fans' attitude. When they started, 
Dinosaur Jr was redefining what college/ alternative rock 
was, though they were never very original. Now Mascis 
seems more than content to play by the rules he helped 
write. Moreover, none of the albums are as good as "You're 
Living All Over Me." Still, at his best, Mascis can create as 
good rock as anybody. Singles such as "The Wagon," 
"Whatever's Cool With Me," "Start Choppin" and the latest, 
"Feel the Pain," are a satisfying mix of pop smarts and guitar 
noise. Dinosaur's major-label work may not be as immediate 
as their earlier stuff, but 
it's gained the band more 
fans. 
Considering the band's 
ability to be earsplitting 
loud, the title to their 
latest album, "Without a 
Sound" (which, by the 
way, was mastered in 
Portland at Gateway), 
seems ironic. Yet, when 
compared with previous 
releases, "Without a 
Sound" comes close to 
living up to its name. It 
lacks both the expansive 
guitar solos of '93's 
"Where You Been" and 
the wall of sound that 
distinguished their first 
albums, Instead, it relies 
on simply arranged 
melodic songs and brief, 
but still impressive, solos 
from Mascis, who also 
plays drums and 
keyboards. The sound is 
still Dinosaur Jr, but the 
band is not as extreme. 
even further. A barrage of 
riffs that are as heavy as 
most metal records, 
"Think I'll Just lie down for a couple minutes ••• " 
"Without a Sound" is 
Dinosaur Jr's most laid 
back, low-key album to 
"You're Living All Over Me" is at once a majestic, earthy 
and deeply personal album about Mascis' lack of interest in 
forming relationships with the world around him. For the 
college radio geek, this is the Dinosaur album to get. 
Though the album is a masterpiece, it hinted at a split 
within the band. One track, "Poledo," was written by Barlow 
and recorded in his apartment on his own. Eschewing 
Mascis' heavy sound, "Poledo" was a deft mixture of 
ukulele, noise and tape tricks. But while internal trouble was 
brewing, the band also faced external legal troubles. An 
obscure '60s San Francisco-area band named the Dinosaurs 
sued over the name; to avoid a lawsuit, Mascis' band added 
the "Jr" to their name. 
After the legal troubles were over, the band recorded 
"Freak Scene" - one of the best and most underrated 
singles of the '80s. Unfortunately, the album that followed, 
"Bug," was a disappointment. The differences between 
Mascis and Barlow grew from musical to personal, and the 
music was suffering. After one final single, a brilliant cover 
of the Cure's "Just Like Heaven," Barlow left the band and 
eventually formed Sebadoh. 
For the next couple of years, Mascis seemed lost, trying to 
restart the band with different lineups and guesting on 
date. Though there isn't a bad song on the album, it lacks the 
sonic overkill that put Dinosaur }r on the map. 
Of course, it won't bring old fans back, most of whom are 
now championing Barlow's band, Sebadoh. Check out any 
on-line computer message board about Dinosaur Jr, and it'll 
contain at least one message declaring Dinosaur Jr to be 
inferior to Sebadoh, Now that the two bands have released 
new records within weeks of each other, the Sebadoh vs. 
Dinosaur }r contest will only heat up. Though I don't want 
to take sides (music isn't a competitive sport), I must admit 
Sebadoh's "Bakesale" is the better album . Like Dinosaur did 
in '87, Sebadoh is now redefining what" alternative rock" is. 
On an interesting side note, one of Mascis' recent jobs as a 
producer - he's produced albums for Buffalo Tom, 
fiREHOSE and Tad, among others - was producing the 
Breeders' latest EP, "Head to Toe." One of the songs he 
helped the Breeders record was their cover of Sebadoh's 
"The Freed Pig." Making the situation even more curious 
was that Barlow wrote the song about how he hated being in 
the same band as Mascis. 
Wonder if Mascis was taking a nap when they played the 
song. ClW 
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302 Stevens Ave, Portland 772-8277 
Sunday, 10 am Wednesday, 6 pm 
.:. Workshop Thurs Sept 15 6:30 
"Humor For Healthy Relationships" 
• OAK STREET PRODUCTIONS 
invites you to experience life in the Old West with 
TINA YOUNG in "LETTERS FROM A 
WOMAN HOMESTEADER" 
THIS WEEKEND ONL YJ THU - SAT AT 8 P.M. 
OAK STREET THEATRE 
92 Oak St. in downtown Portland 
Tickets only $10 - 775-5103 
THE STORY ON WHICH THE MOVIE 
"HEARTLAND" WAS BASED 
DIALOGUE CENTER 
and 
The Center for Training 
& Special Programs 
present 
Thi8 Dialogue Workshop brings parenl. of ~ay8 
or lesbia ns into conversation with adult 
homosexual women and men who mayor may not 
come from the same famiHes. Its goal include : 
(1)incr.a.e under8landing, (2)frank dialogue 
about family fairness and unfairness, and 
(3)creation of an agenda for more constructively 
contributin, to each other' s life. 
Saturday, October 15, 1994 
9:00am - 2:00pm 
IntfividUl'lls-·$75 • Family-$150 
For more jnformation, 
Dialogue Center 
95 High Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
(207) 879-9000 
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Traditional 
LUNCH 
ENGLISH PUB FARE 
SERVED DAILY FROM 11:30am 
Visit the Brewtique 
at 9 Wharf Street, 




Gritty McDuff's • 396 Fore St. • Old Port • 772-2739 
Art & Soul continued from page 20 
clubs 
Memphl, Mafia (rockabilly) Raoul's Roadside Attrac· 
tion. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Sacred Onion (R&B/rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Mark Miller Blu., Band Steamers at Jordan's Res· 
taurant, 700 Main St. S. Portland. 780-8434. 
Heavens to Murgatrold with special guests (power 
pop heaven) T·Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773· 
8040. 
Tony Boffa Band (dance) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton 
Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay Tim Staney (dance. dance, dance) The Un-
derground. 3 Spring St. Portland. 773·3315. 
Tempest (rock) Verillo's, 155 Riverside St, Portland. 
775-6536. 
Dirt Merchants, Mil., Dethmuflln and Car (alterna-
tive rock) Zootz. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 11 
D.W. Gill and the Blue, Train (bl ues/ R&B) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St. Portland . 780-1207. 
Com.dy Showcase The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St. Portland. 774·5554. 
Open Mlc (bring your instruments and play) Geno·s, 
13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891. 
Deejay Ken Gardner (top 40 dance. house. laser 
karaoke 6-10) Kaos, 137 Kennebec St, Portland. 
774·2242. 
Tom Kennedy (progressive unplugged) Khalidi's Cre· 
ative Seafoods. 36 Market St. Portland. 871·1881. 
Steve Blum Trio (blues) Morganfield's. 121 Center 
St. Portland. 774·1245. 
Take 2 (acoustic) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
National Headliner Comedy with Billy Martin T· 
Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland . 773-8040. 
Deejay Mike Giller (city sounds/live karaoke In front 
lounge) The Underground, 3 Spring St .• Portland. 
773-3315. 
La,er Lou (karaoke) Verillo 's. 155 Riverside St. 
Portland. 77 5-6536. 
Jim Duffy (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St. Port· 
land. 773-0093. 
Deejay Bob Look (request night/no cover) Zootz. 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 12 
Laser Karaoke with Ray Dog The Big Easy. 416 Fore 
St. Portland. 780-1207. 
Pat Foley (progressive unplugged) Khalidl·s Creative 
Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1861. 
Open Mlc with Randall Morabltos (blues) 
Morganfield·s. 121 Center St. Portland. 774-1245. 
Comedy Open Mlc with Pat "Boomer" Hicks Raoul 's 
Roadside Amaction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End. 
52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 13 
Open Blues Jam (b.Y.o -drum set available)The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St. Portland. 780-1207. 
Staid Cleaves (southem acoustic) Khalidi's. 36 Mar1<et 
St, Portland. 871·1881. 
True Colour (colorful rock)Old PortTavern.11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Writers' Open Mlc with Annl Clark and Dewey Bums 
(any originals) Raou!"s Roadside Amaction. 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Peter Gleason (b.Y.o. Jam) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
State Street Traditional Jazz Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Steamers at Jordan·s Restaurant. 700 Main St. 
S. Portland. 780-8434. 
Solsllce (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St. Portland. 773-0093. 
wednesday 14 
Red Ught Revue (blues/souIjR&B) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Nancy Dolgvldlcs (progressive unplugged) Khalidi's. 
36 Market St, Portland. 871·1881. 
Tricycles for Hire (acoustic) Moose Alley. 46 Mar1<et 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Tru. Colour (colorful rock) Old PortTavern, 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Luparl. Gluesllck and Sclssorftght (alternative) 
Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 773-6886. 
College Night Unplugged with Scott Folsom Steam-
ers aUordan·s Restaurant. 700 Main St.S. Portland. 
780-8434. 
Deejay Bob look and strlppers (eclectiC fun) The 
Underground. 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mlc with ·Tlllt·s B0II8 (b.Y.o. Jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Zootz Pirate Raclo Night with Deejay P.nd ....... 
nlum (alternative. Industrial. gothic dance) Zootz. 31 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
dance 
Ballroom Dance The Gorham Dance Club Invites 
everyone to a ballroom party and social Saturdays 
from 8-11 pm. Free dance lesson at 7:30 pm. These 
chem-free dances take place at the Center of Move-
mentSchool of Performing Arts, 19 State St. Gorham. 
Cost: $5. 839-0ANS. 
Contradance In Freeport Every second Saturday of 
the month from 8 pm-12 midnight atthe Harraseeket 
Grange Hall. Elm St. Freeport. Come single or with 
someone to twirl. Beginners will be taught. Cost: $5. 
865-6441. 
Une Dancing for beginners takes place Wed from 7-
8:30 pm at South Portland Recreation. 21 Nelson 
Road. s. Portland. Umited to 25 people. registration 
now taking place. 767-7650. 
Saturday Dance Dance the night away every Satur· 
day at Maine Ballroom Dance. 614A Congress St, 
Portland. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; all 
others dance from 9-12 pm. Cost; $5. $3 for begin· 
ners dance. 773-0002. 
events 
Olympic Festivities Celebrate the 1996 Olympic 
Team: Sept 16 at 6:30 there will be a food court 
displaying the fares of 30 local restaurants and an 
auction featuring Olympic memorabilia at the Port· 
land Expo Center. 239 Park Ave. Portland. Donation: 
$25. Sept 17 at 8 am will be the OlympiC Day Run for 
kids 7 to 15 at Hadlock Field, 271 Park Ave. Portland. 
Donation/ registration: $10. Sept 17 at 11 am there 
will be a Celebrity Softball Game at Hadlock Field, 
which is free. 
art 
• openzngs 
Thomas Moser Showroom 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. Opening reception for "Naturalized," black 
and white photographs by Sarah Sutter. Sept 10 at 3 
pm. Wor1<s by Eric Green are also on exhibit. Both 
exhibits continue through Oct 26. Hours: Mon·Sat g. 
5.774-3791 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St. Portland. Opening 
reception for "Accessible Space: an exhibition of 
various mediums from Maine artists over 55. will be 
Sept 17 at 6 pm. The exhibit runs through Oct 1. 
Hours: Wed, Fri, Sat 11·5; Thurs 11-8 and Sun 12·5. 
775-6245 . 
now showing 
Afrlcan Imports and New England Arts 28 Milk St. 
Portland. "Recent Acquisitions/New Dimensions: 
traditional African arts, works by modern artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
10:30 ·9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505·. 
Baxter Gallery 619 Congress St. Portland. "Drawing 
to the Nth Degree: the work of artists for whom 
obsessive drawing plays an integral part in their work 
process. Shows through Oct 2. Gallery hours: Tues· 
Frl 10-4. 775-5152. 
Black Moon Gallery 339 Fore St. Portland. Wor1<s by 
Frank larson. Mllena K1eyna. Claudia Rosenhouse-
Raiken. Dan Billings. Claudia Whitman and Brett 
Morrison. Jack langford and Eva Horton on exhibit 
through Sept 30. Gallery hours: Man-Sat 11·7. Sun 
12-4. 7744423. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art Walker Art Building. 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. Sun 
2·5. 725-3275. 
*Frederlck MacMOIIn!es' sculpture and related works 
shows through Sept 11. 
*In Celebration of Prints shows through Oct 2. 
"Issues: Selection of Photographs from the Perm. 
nent Collection on exhibit Sept 13-0ct 30. 
Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St. Portland. 
Paintings by members of the Freeport Art Club show 
through Sept 9. Hours: Mon-Fri 8-5. 772·281,1, ext. 
223. 
Christine's Dream 41 Middle St. Portland. New 
wor1<s by painter Andy Curran. paintings by Jody 
Dube. Shows until further notice. Hours: Mon-Frl 7-
2:30. Sat·Sun 9-2. 774-2972. 
Corporation Art Gallery Eye Care and Surgery Center 
of Maine. 53 Sewall St. Thompson Point. Portland. 
Works by the Casco Bay Art League and Maine artists 
Evelyn Winter. Charlene Lee. Shirley Lewis and Sylvia 
Dyer. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 883-5669. 
Exchange Street Gallery 7 Exchange St, Portland. 
Miniature Images of Old Orchard Beach by R. N. 
Cohen. Gallery hours: 10-8 daily. 772-0633. 
Frost Gully Gallery 411 Congress St, Portland. New 
wor1<s by gallery artists. Hours: Man-Sat 12-7. or by 
appointment. 77 3-2555. 
The Hardware Gallery Island Ave , Peak's Island. 
Paintings by Claudia Whitman and Monica Dominak 
and stained glass wor1<s by Laud Carlson, on exhibit 
through Sept 8. Gallery hours: 11-6 daily. 766-5631. 
Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Works by Susan Hambleton. Robert Andriulil. James 
Cambronne. Peter McGlamery and Anne Minich. 
Show runs through Oct 15. Hours: Mon·Fri 1·5. Sat 1· 
4 and by appointment. 725-8157. 
Jameson Gallary" Frame 217 Commercial St. Port· 
land. Watercolors by Dana Nelson. photographs by 
Susan Mills and fine furniture by Steven Foss show 
through Sept 20. Hours: Mon·Sat 10·5. Sun 12·5. 
772·5522. 
Jewelers Work 30 Exchange St, third floor. Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original. contemporary 
Jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
10-6 daily. 773-6824. 
June FItzpatrick Gallery 112 High St, Portland. 
"VisionaryTheater. " paintings and works on paper by 
John Hultberg on display through Sept 24. Gallery 
hours: Tues·Sat 12 -5 pm. Thurs 12-8 pm. 772·1961. 
Maine Audubon Society Gilsland Farm, 118 U.S. 
Route One. Falmouth. Monarch butterfly photographs 
by Thomas Chase show through Sept. Hours: Man-
Sat from 9·5. Sun 12·5. 781-2330. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. "Old and 
New: Traditional and Contemporary Work from Ab-
original Australia " shows through Sept 15. Hours: 
Tues·Sat from 12-6 and by appointment. 871·1078. 
Naturally Maine 5 1/2 Moulton St. Portland . Water· 
colors by William Oenicco, earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel, photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo currently showing. Hours: Sun-
Thurs 10-6. Fri·Sat 10-9. 774-0808. 
On Balance 4 Milk 51, Portland. Photographs by 
Victoria German currently on exhibit. Hours: Mon-Fri 
9-5. 772·9812. 
Photography C<><>p 547A Congress St. Portland. 
Hours: Tues & Thurs 12-7. Sat 9·5. or by appoint· 
ment. 761·2113 or 773-8830. 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours through October 31:Tues-Sat 10-5. 
Thurs 10·9, Sun 12·5. Admission through Oct 31 $6 
adults/$5 students and seniors/$lyouth 6-12years. 
Museum admission is free lQ..noon the first Satur· 
day of the month and 5-9 every Thursday evening. 
773-ARTS or 1-800-639-4067. 
"The Graphic Art of Peggy Bacon featuring prints in 
drypoint of humorous caricatures of Individuals and 
groups. Shows through Nov 20. 
"The Scott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 20th-century paintings and 
sculptures. Including works byChagal1 and Toulouse· 
Lautrec. Ongoing. 
"From Courbet to Motherwell: 19th- and 20th· 
Century European and American Art Paintings. sculp-
tures and works on paper by Monet. Renoir, Picasso. 
Matisse and other masters of the past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
" William Matthew Prior 1938 portraits of Joseph 
Sewall Jr. and his family. Ongoing. 
I'm working on a book of essays carled "Joni 
Mitcherl Wrecked My Life." Everybody laughs 
and thinks the title is a joke. but it's true. I 
was brainwashed by her lyrics at a tender 
and impressionable age. ------
I should mention that Rickie Lee didn't help 
matters any. Fortunately. I eventually got 
over that girls-in-hats-thing ... 
"The Sculpture of Auguste Rodin The French 
sculptor's work in bronze is featured with supplemen-
tarydocumentary and photographic materi" by Rodin. 
Edward Steichen and Alfred Stieglitz. Shows through 
October 9. 
·Vlncent'. Journey A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people living with AIDS. Ongoing. 
'Works by William and Marguerite Zorach Approxi· 
mately eight sculptures and 27 works on paper by 
two of the most Important artists working In Maine 
this century. Shows through October 2. 
Portland Performing Arts Center 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Photographic exhibition by Tonee Harbert 
of last September's Duke Ellington festival In Port· 
land shows through Oct 8. 761'()591. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monument Square. Port· 
land. Bone and stone tools dating back 8,000 years 
and dug up by the Casco Bay Archaeological Project 
are on display through Oct 31. Man, Wed. Fri 9-6: 
Tues. Thurs 12·9; Sat g.5. 871·1747. 
Richard Park. Gallery 288 Fore St. Portland. The 
hand·tinted photos of Jerilyn Caruso. Gallery hours: 
Mon.frI10·5:30, Sat 10·5. Sun 12-4. 774-1322 . 
The Stein Gallery 20 Milk St. Portland. New figurative 
sculpture by nine artists currently on exhibit. Gallery 
hours: Mon·Sat 11-6. Sun 11·5. 772·9072. 
Stiliwood Books 19 Pleasant St. Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently on exhibit. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-6. 871'()480. 
Thomas Memorial library 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape 
Elizabeth. Figurative etchings. drawings and litho-
graphs by Holly Kidderwill be on display through Sept 
17. Hours .. Mon. Wed. Fri g.5; Tues. Thurs g.9; Sat 
(beginning Sept 10) g.5. 79g.1720. 
University of Southern Maine Portland Campus 
Cent.r 92 Bedford St. Portland. Exhibit of art work by 
USM students currently on exhibit. Hours: Mon·Fri 7· 
10. Sat-5un 10-7. 780-4090. 
other 
Fund-raiser for the Portland Museum of Art, 7 Can· 
gress Square. Portland, Sept 10 from 7·11 pm. 
Celebrate the "Big Band" era. TIx: $25/ $40. 775· 
6148. 
Maine Gay VI.ual Artl,ts A creative and supportive 
program is being formed for gay visual artists. If 
interested. call Jeffrey at Sagittarius Studio: 775· 
3420. 
Open Slide Night The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
(UMVA) invites artists, craftspeople and anyone in-
terested in the UMVA to attend an open slide night 
the second Friday of each month at 7:30 pm at Jay 
York Affordable Photo, 58 Wilmot St. Portland. Bring 
slides for discussion/feedback. 773-3434. 
Slide Show and lecture by Australian artist Sail 
Wright. Sept 8, at the Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth 
St. at 6 pm. A reception follows. Free and open to the 
public. 775-6245. 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
While my peers were doing the marriage/ 
career thing, I was driving across country, 
traipsing around Europe and falling for· 
dangerous boys. 
Sarah McLachlan performs Sept. 1.2 at the State 
Theatre, 609 Congress St", at 8 p"m. 879-1.:11.2. 
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A pOinfed invifafion.,. 
to stop by and see our new semi-preciou 
arrowhead pendants. Bring in this ad and 
take 15% off as many arrowheads as you 
can carry (while last).' 
~
ra.,.a.n Bea.dsTM 
449 Forest Ave 
Portland. ME. 04101 
Z07-7{'1-2503 
·Offer expires Oct.15. 199'1 
·G'IJj;A!R':A:N,Y'E!E1Il _ .... _ ........ _ ............. , ............. .1 ...... , .... . 
Street, North Conway N f-F\ J 
across from the train station)' 
{f)3-35('-7{f)8 
both stores open daily 
·E:R· 'EfRno·r 1 ~) ~~: '~, 
• A. A _ '" • 
Hikers for men and women 
f'o. SINCE t'4.. 
~'-.JJ 1630 1.._ "'""'_. 
Faccory Score 
Exi, 17 off295. 
U.S. Route One, 
Freeporr, 865-4333 
LAB 0 R 0 A V 5 PEe I A L ! ! !,. 
100/0-500/0 off Entire Store 
SUMM 
BL0 
Great Savings • Awesome Styles 
Fun, Interesting Dresses, Pants, Skirts, 
lackets, Sweaters, Hats and more! 
!?.API/J RIVF,J<. Ct)· 
4 School St. • Freeport • 865-6403 
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Seafoods 
In t;he heart ohhe Old Port 
36 Market; St; .• 871-1881 
2 Hours FREE PARKING at; 
Cus"Com Hous e Parking Garage 
Lunch served 11:30-2:30 
Dinner served 5-10 
r------------------------------------------------------, 
5estember Lunch 5pecial 
$5.9 Pan Fried Crabcakea 
valid unt;iI Sept;ember 30'" 
with this coupon 
------------------------------------------------------
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Try Portland's Best Apres Work Happy Hour M-F 4-7 Free Buffet 
Irs TEQUILA TIME! Featuring our own using 7 different Tequilas 
, ............................• 
• BEST PIZZA IN NEW ENGLAND: 
• ~q:;Z}\ J.r?~,;>" \·,,'[.10-0 $ 2 0 0 • 
• .' ~'-j' LD OF P 
• Coming Soon: ~O\\ 'I;: '> • 
FULL c'l.J.p-. "~.~ . <':<;" Offan~lar~eor. 
• /'fb ' , I ~  _ 1 deep dish Pizza • 
• ~4 BAR _ I~~~~EE~ ~ $ ==. 
: SE~Yn~CE ~~ ~ ' •• :1 :1£')XLJ 1 00 e· 
• Happy Hours !lJi PIZ -C?cUc:,y ~ffanysmall • 
• Pt, Ahead '~f<; Z A pizza or calzone • 
• '<''?A ?~1'1-{>. <'4 with this coupon EXP.9/15/94 • 
• 688 FOREST AVE. PORTLAND 774-4100: •............................ ~ 




AT REGULAR PRICES 
Alll-lOUGIl OUR BEER SEW::noNS CHANGE 
WEEKLY, WE ALWAYS HAVl BlERS 
>ROM Kl NNEBUNKPORT 5REWING ro. 
SUNDAY RIV ER, "fA DOG. SAM ADAMS. 
HARPOON. GEARY·S.IIC"PIA. MJOREWS 
L'~E ST.GEORGE. AN!> GRITTY, 
SPECTACULAR OCEANFRONT AND SKYLINE VIEW 
·Fine Dining Inside 
·Heated, Outdoor. Dockside Deck 
·Dockside Menu 
FREE BOAT SHUm.E FROM PORTUND'S OlD PORT 
g'~~~ 
RESTAURANT 
231 Front St.. South Portland 799·5552 
Lunch 11:30 • 2. Dinner 5:30 • 9:30 Weekdays 
5:30 ·10:00 Friday & Saturday 
Y~~~~~l 
, 6\~BERJ's I Chowder House 1 




i ·· .. 
I 
I 
-Winner-People's Choice Award for 
Chowder at the 1994 Chili & 
Chowder Challenge 
-****-"Taste & TeU", Maine 
Sunday Telegram 
.9<(0 871-5636 ~V'~ 
I 1l}1l}ercial $t" yo 1 All Major erMt Card s accepted 
~ .. ~ .. ~ 
CIu6fiN~ream 
41 Middle Street 
Portland, Maine 
Serving breakfast all day 
Fresh baked goods daily 
Tues - Fri 7-1 
Weekend Brunch 
Sat-Sun 8-2 




AHARN THAI. Authentic Thai food . Buffet 
lunch Mon-Fri. Daily specials. Catering. Take 
out. Our new owner is proud to make his 
delicious choices available to you . Visa & 
M.e. accepted. Smoke free . One City Cen-
ter. Portland . 772-1118 . 
CATERING 
CHEF STUARTS FOODWORKS. Prepared 
full entrees, rotisserie specials, casseroles, 
soups, assorted salads, fresh baked breads 
and pastries. All offered in state of the art 
packaging, all designed to be picked up and 
enjoyed in your own home or office. Mon-
day-Friday lOAM - 6PM. On the cutting 
edge of the Old Port. 47 India Street. Port-
land. 773-9741. 
ECLECTIC 
BINTLIFF'S RESTAURANT. Fresh, creative 
cuisine. Breakfast and lunch M-F, 6AM·2PM. 
Breakfast all day Saturday, 6AM-2PM, and 
Sunday, 7AM-2PM. Now serving dinner 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday, 5PM-9PM. 98 
Portland Street, Portland. 773-2096. 
FOODEES. Sixteen international pizza com-
binations. Five heart-healthy crusts . Voted 
best pizza in New England by the Boston 
Globe. Buffet Monday-Saturday 11-2pm. 
M.e., Visa, accepted. Parking. 688 Forest 
Ave. Portland . 774-4100. 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend 
brunch . Screened, starlit deck. Full bar. Sea-
food, barbeque, Greek. Old jazz, good look-
ing staff. Honest food. Honest prices. M.e., 
Visa accepted. Parking. Rte 77, Cape Eliza-
beth . 799-4663 . 
HUGO'S. Dinner Tuesday-Saturday from 
5:15. Innovative menu featuring fresh sea-
food and interesting vegetarian dishes. Pro-
vocative atmosphere. Main courses from 
$8.95 . Parking . Reservations accepted . All 
major credit cards accepted. 88 Middle St. 
Portland. 774-8538. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar featuring 36 
beers on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, 
soups, salads, platters. Lunch ordinnerinthe 
mysteriousWoodfordsarea. M.e., Visa,Amex 
accepted . Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portland . 
772-0300 . 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 
and unpretentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta. 
Homerlilade, Good Cookin. Monday-Thurs-
day 5-10PM, Friday & Saturday 5-11 PM. 
Corner of Spring and High St. Portland. 
PORTLAND WINE & CHEESE. Delicious 
homemade soups and sandwiches, wines, 
champagnes and cheeses. Large selection of 
gourmet foods. Gift and picnic baskets. Party 
platters, catering and deliveries. M.e., Visa 
and Amex accepted. 168 Middle St. Port-
land. 772-4647 . 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy 
lunch or dinner in our funky, casual atmo-
sphere, comfortable enough to bring a date 
or dine alone. Sandwiches, appetizers, veg-
etarian items and homemade desserts. Mon-
Sat11 :30AM-1AM. Sunday4PM-1AM. M.e. 
& Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-6886. 
-TABITHA-lEAN'S RESTAURANT. Cajun and 
vegetarian specialties. Homemade sweets. 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner. Tuesday through 
Sunday, 7 AM-9PM. Twenty hot sauces . 
Freshly ground coffee. All major credit cards 
accepted except Discover. Validated off·street 
parking. 94 Free St. Portland. 780-8966. 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh game 
and seafood, organic produce. Moderately 
priced entrees and a casual, comfortable 
ambiance. M.e. , Visa accepted. Parking. 
Reservations suggested . 58 Pine St. Port-
land. 773-8223 . 
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C A FE 
BAGEL WORKS. Freshly baked traditional 
style bagels. Vermont cream cheeses, egg 
sandwiches for breakfast. Deli meats, 
cheeses, fresh salads and soups for lunch. 
15 Temple St. Portland. 879-2425. 
COFFEE BY DESIGN. Coffee by the bean, 
by the cup, by the pound . Fine tea, baked 
goods and pastries too. Enjoy at our coffee-
house ortake out. Monthly art shows. Open 
7 days. MC and VISA accepted. 620 Con-
gress St.,Portland. 772-5533 . 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other 
side of the arterial for brunch. Offering a 
variety of breakfast items and lunch specials 
weekly. MC and Visa accepted. Tuesday-
Friday 7-2, weekend brunch, Saturday & 
Sunday 9-2. Parking. 41 Middle St. Port-
land. 774-2972 . 
THE MOON. Serving awesome appetizers, 
a full menu of burgers, sandwiches & sea-
food pastas at their outdoor cafe in the 
heart of the Old Port. 427 Fore St. Portland. 
772-1983. 
94 Free Street 
_ Now Serving 
Beer & Wine 
To t;olll1pIE~me.nt 
Let Us Do 
The Cooking 
For You! 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
Tues-Sun 7 am - 9pm 
780-8966 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked 
pastries and great lunches. Summer seating 
on the deck. Soups with pizzaz, creative deli 
sandwiches and healthy salads. 205 Com-
mercial St. Portland. 773-2217. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONY'S ITALIAN KITCHEN. For a great 
and inexpensive meal or a homemade pizza 
stop by for lunch or dinner. Open 7 days. 
Parking. 151 Middle St. Portland. 774-8668 . 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Forthe best home-
made pastas and sauces in Portland . Open 
for lunch, dinner and late night din.ing. 
Italian wine and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. 
Desserts. Bring the family! MC, Visa and 
Amex accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 Market 
St. Portland. 773-7146. 
RICETTA'S BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA. Voted 
Portland's "Best Pizza" four years running . 
Northern Italian cuisine. Gourmet lunch 
buffet daily. Dine·in, take-out, delivery, ca-
tering. Expanded dining room . M-Th 11 :30 
AM-l 0:00 PM. Fri. and Sat. 11 :30-11 :OOPM. 
Sunday 12-10PM. MCNisa/Discover. 29 




THE NEON DINER. The Art District's favor-
ite! Farm fresh veggies, meats, new vegetar-
ian menu! Great daily specials. Open 'til 
3AM Thurs,Fri,Sat. 653 Congress St. On 
Longfellow Square. 
RUSKI'S. Breakfast all day. 7AM-1AM. Daily 
lunch and dinner specials. Daily happy hour 
4-7 w/beer and mixed drink specials. Six 
page menu . Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner ... what a real neighborhood pub should 
be. M.e., Visa accepted. 212 Danforth St. 
Portland . 774-7604. 
SEAFOOD 
BAY HARBOR RESTAURANT. Portland 
Harbor's beautiful oceanfront restaurant. 
Gourmet seafood, steaks, pasta inside. All 
day dockside dining outside. Freeboatshuttl~ 
from Old Port. Valet parking . MC and Visa 
accepted. 231 Front Street. So. Portland. 
799-5552. 
J'S OYSTER BAR. Fresh seafood daily. Shell-
fish & pasta dishes our specialty. Relaxed 
friendly atmosphere. Seasonal patio dining. 
MC and Visa accepted. Parking. 5 Portland 
Pier. Portland. 772-4828. 
----......... .. .... 
'. . "'" 
~Prairie. Bread -Irish Oatmeal \ ,_. . .. , 
<ountry LOaf -Scotch Crust · .' 
205 Commercia' St. / 773-2217 or IIlslt our bakery at 263 St John St / 773-5466 
GIFT BASKETS 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Fine Imported and Domestic Wmes 
Pates: 
Salmon, Country, Chicken Liver, 
Lobster and Shrimp mousse. 
Cheeses: 
Chevre, Mascarpone, Fresh 





Jams, mustards, herb 
vinegars, olives, crackers, teas, 
cranberry curd, creamed 
honey, pumpkin butter, and 
much more! 
WEDDINGS • BIRTHDAYS • HOUSEWARMINGS 
ANNIVERSARIES • HOLIDAYS • ANYTIME! 
Drop by for lunch. 
Delicious Soups and Gourmet Sandwiches 
'p 1 d .:.· ort.an 'i,
·W'· in·' 9 &' ' . . Cb· ,> .IfU~£'1i1 ~ ,.:,' ~ . '\ . ~ .. : ,i ~~;gl~ 
Tel: 772-4647 • Fax: 772-5294 
168 Middle Street, in Portland's Old Port 
HOURS; 
Mon-Thur til 6 pm 
Fri/~at til 7 pm 
KHALlDI'S CREATIVE SEAFOOD. Featuring 
local and seasonal ingredients carefully se-
lected & prepared, served in a casually el-
egant atmosphere. We invite you to join us 
where we have captured the seafood niche 
in Portland . Conveniently located in the 
heart of Portland's Old Port. All major credit 
cards are accepted. Reservations advised. 
36 Market St. Portland. 871 -1881. 
NOUVELLE 
DAVID'S RESTAURANT. Upstairs casual din-
ing, delicious food, and raw bar. Downstairs; 
elegant cuisine. Seafood, chicken, beef and 
pasta entrees. Prepared by MasterChef David 
Turin. MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 164 
Middle St. Portland. 773-4340. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek 
food. Familyrecipesandfriendlyatmosphere. 
First level: eatery/taverna. Second level: 
smoke free dining with out-door deck. M.e. 
Visa accepted. 128 Free St. Portland. 774-
1114. 
****- Portland Press Herald 
• Patio Dining overlooking the Atlantic 
• Surfside Garden Breakfast 
• Banquet and Wedding Facilities 
Serving Contented Customers 
for over 27 years 
55 West Grand Ave. Old Orchard Beach 934-5044 
~~~~()~~ 
[)1~~J2 
635 CONGRESS STREET. LONGFellOW SQUARE' 775-7669 
Portland's Favorite Uptown Dining 
NEW FALL & WINTER HOURS SEPT 5 
Daily 8am-6pm 
Late Night Dining 10pm-3am 
Thurs, Fri, Sat 
1/2 Price Breakfast Any Late Night wAAis Ad 




S.lectiOOll hom the Dinner Menu 
Appetizers: Pernaquid Oysten 
on the HatfSh.1I 
Soups: Cream of fresh Tomato 
with Dill 
Entrees: Pork Roulade 
with Leeks & Apples 
PaTking auailabk - Dinner Nightl, at 5:30 
Enjoy OUT outdoor patio! - Resemuioru Welcome 
Now NOlI-Smoking 
58 Pine Street. 773.8223 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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REDUCE· REUSE· RECYCLE 
Tanning and Cruise Centers 
Last Month For Our Sununer 
GyDl and Tan Specials! 
287 Marginal Way· Portland· 775-3318 
expo 9/30/94 
It's time to trade in your old snowboard for a new one. 
Opening 
Sept. 10 
BURTON * EVOL 
LIB TECH * GNU 
LUXURY 
AIRWALK * ARNET 
Check 
it out! 
5150 * JOYRIDE 
SIMS * NITRO 
MORROW 
SPECIAL BLEND 
196 US itT 1 PO BOX 6063 FALMOUTH ME USA 04105 207-751-1194 
HeH & NoUJ Big Sounds From nil Over Presents 
Are ~ ou h erie e~1 A ~ele~ration of Jimi ~en~rix 
Saturday, 
September 17 
~. Concert 8 PM State Theatre 
Documentary film Jimi Hendrix 2:30 
609 Congress Street, Portland 
TIckets: $16 (+ $10 optional dinner ticket) 
at PPAC box oltice, State Theatre or 
~~ [:wJ Amadeus Music Call 774-0465 
The music of Jimi Hendrix, as interpreted by: 
The Bowdoin Chamber Singers 
Folksinger Ann Dodson 
The Huddled Masses Balkan Music Orchestra 
PSO concermaster Lawrence Golan 
Ragtime pianist Glenn Jenks 
Irish musician Kevin McElroy" Friends 
The electronic music/alternative rock band MRC 
Blues guitarist Mark Miller and his band 
Bolivian music by Pacta Andino 
The Royal River Philhannonlc Dixieland Jazz Band 
Maine fiddle champion Don Roy" Friends 
Jazz clarinetisl/Whistier Brad Terry 
Anecdotes from Jimi's career 
JIIII Hendrix, himself, on film 
SpOllSored by WBlM, lee Dodge, the Natiooal Eildowrrumt lor It1e Arts, 
It1e Maine Arts Commission, WCll, WMPG. 
Art & Soul continued from page 23 
smarts 
Book Sale The Baxter Memorial Library. 71 South St, 
Gorham. will be hosting a book sale Sept 10 from 9 
am4 pm. The Baxter Museum will be open for free 
tours during the book sale. 839-5031. 
Get Your GED Gorham Center for Volunteers and 
Community Education. 12 Robie St, Gorham Is an 
official GED testing site. Testing is by appointment 
and is free. 839·5035. 
Intercultural DiscussIon Group meets Mondays, 7 
pm at the Center for Intercultural Education. 565 
Congress St, Portland. Volunteers are needed as 
well. 775-{)547. 
lenc.ng Ubrary USM's Portland Women's Center 
seeks donations of women's literature. both fiction 
and nonfiction, to stock their lending library. Dona-
tions may be made Mon-Fri from 8 am-2 pm at the 
center In Roam 40. Payson Smith library, Falmouth 
Street. Portland. 7804996. 
lesbian and Gay Parents are needed to participate 
in a study examining the effectiveness of communi-
cation in families with lesbian mothers and gay 
fathers, If you feel your voice has been silent or 
silenced in this culture. please speak up by becom-
ing a part of this research, $15 per hour stipends are 
proVided to Interviewees. all information will remain 
confidential. Call Dr. Richard West at the USM 
Department of Communication at 780-5410. 
The Matlovlch Society is an educational and cultural 
organization of lesbians. gay men, bisexuals and 
friends. Join in a panel discussion with the editors of 
queer press in Maine, Sept 8 from 7:30-9 pm, at the 
Holiday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring St, Portland. 
Accessible to the mobility·impaired and free hotel 
parking, 773-1209. 
PreseNlng Oral History will be the topic of the 
conference "What Is the Story?" Sept 24 at Bailey 
Hall, USM, 37 College Ave. Gorham. Ed Kulawiec, a 
retired professor of eduction at USM will tell the story 
of Janusz Korczak, a Polish educator who died during 
the Holocaust. Also being discussed is "What Is 
Real? Whatever You Believe: Stories from the AIDS 
Memorial Quilt,' "Place in life Story: the Case of a 
Maine Grandmother" and "Teaching with Folk Leg-
ends.' The conference begins at 9 am. 780-5078, 
Women's Studies Party welcoming Angela Bowen, 
visiting dissertation scholar for this school year, and 
providing an opportunity to meet feminist students, 
faculty and staff at USM. Sept. 14, 94 Bedford St, 
Portland, from 2-4 pm. 780-4289. 
Wo~dAffalrs Council lecture Genta Hawkins Holmes. 
director of the US Foreign Service, will lecture an 
'Diplomacy for the 21st Century,' at St. Luke's 
Cathedral Parish Hall, 143 State St, Portland. Sept 
15 at 5 pm, Tix: $5 public, WAC members, USM 
community and St. Luke's parishioners free. 780-
4551. 
outdoors 
Boomerang Club Meets every Sunday at 10:30 am 
at Payson Park. Come and learn how to fling that 
thing. 775.(J411. 
Gorham Trails needs more members to support its 
efforts to improve trails and historic ways in Greater 
Gorham. 839-4644. 
Group Paddle Norumbega Outfitters sponsors a 
group paddle every Wed at 6 pm from Portland's East 
End Beach. BYOB (that's boat). 773-0910. 
Maino Outdoor AdVenture Club offers hiking. 
kayaklng, canoeing. climbing and ather trips for 
people of all skill levels. Next meeting is Sept 7 at 7 
pm at the Unitarian Church, Allen Ave, Portland. For 
club membership call 781·7454. The TRIP HOTLINE 
number is 828-0918. 
Monarch Watch Help Maine Audubon. Gilsland Farm, 
118 US Route 1. Falmouth, tag and observe mlgrat· 
ing monarch butterflies every Sat in Sept. On Sept 17 
from 1 pm-2:30 pm listen to Thomas Chase discuss 
his photographs of the monarch butterfly. Tlx: $5 
(members), $7 (nonmembers). 7B1-2330. 
NatUle Walk Naturalist Gary Roberts leads a walk 
Sept 10 at Gilsland Farm. 118 US Route 1, Falmouth 
from 1·2:30 pm. $3 members. $4 nonmembers. 
781-2330, 
Prepare Your Garden for winter with the know-how of 
the experts at Estabrook Farm. Sept 11 at Gilsland 
Farm. 118 US Route 1. Falmouth, from 2-3:30 pm, 
$3 members. $4 nonmembers. 781-2330. 
Scarborough Marsh Stalk through the marsh on Pine 
Point Road in Scarborough by canoe or foot. The 
Maine Audubon SOCiety leads daily canoe tours at 10 
am and Thurs at 6 pm. Walking tours set off Wed and 
Fri at 10 am and Thurs at 6 pm. 883-5100, 
WIldlife by Canoe Norumbega Outfitters give tips on 
preparing and enjoying a paddle In nature Sept 18 at 
the Gilsland Farm. The Maine Audubon Society. 118 
US Route 1, Falmouth. The program begins at 2 pm, 
tickets are $3 members. $4 nonmembers. 781-
2330, 
Wolfe's Neck Nature Programs The state park at 2 
Burnett Road in Freeport hosts ongoing guided tours 
of the wooded seaside reserve. All programs happen 
between 2-3 pm and are free with park admission. 
865-4465 , 
community 
Amnesty International group 174 will be meeting 
Sept 8 at 7 pm at the Woodfords Congregational 
Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland. GUest speaker, 
Susan Peabody, will speak and shaw slides on her 
work in Latin America. 767-4305. 
Annu" 10K Walk to benefit the Maine Children's 
Cancer Program will be held Sept 24, 10 am In the 
Back Bay Cove parking lot (across from Shop-n-
Save). Additional activities include a post-Walk picniC 
or cookout. 871-6274. 
Bean Supper at the Highland Lake Grange, Hardy 
Road. Westbrook. Sept 10. Seatings will be at 5&6 
pm. 854-2379. 
Bingo Nights Thurs at 6:30 pm at John Roberts Road 
Bingo Hall,S Portland. 883-2512. 
Booney Rat Donations Help benefit Maine's vets 
and the local community by donating your working 
electronics, kitchen ware, furniture and tools to The 
Booney Rat, 239 Congress St. Portland, Open 10 
am-5 pm daily. 
Celebrate lesbian and Gay Rights The Maine Civil 
Uberties Union and Gay and Lesbian AdllOcates and 
Defenders will be hosting a fund·raiser Sept 11 from 
4-7 at Katahdin, 106 High St. Portland. to raise 
money to mount a legal challenge to the anti-gay 
rights ballot initiative filed by Concerned Maine 
Families. To purchase tickets: 774-5444. 
Congress Square Festival Celebrate everything that 
is Portland, Sept 17 an Congress and High streets, 
with music, theater. art, family and food. The festivi-
ties begin at 10 am. 772-9012. 
Giant Rea Markat to benefit the United Wayan Sept 
10 at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maine, 2 Gannett 
Drive. South Portland (near the Mall)from 9 am-l pm. 
822-7062. 
Goodwill Donation Drtve Aug 22-Sept 23 Goodwill 
Industries of Maine is asking the Greater Portland 
community to sort through and clean aut their ware-
houses and stockrooms to donate overstocked, 
slightly damaged or customer returned merchan· 
dise. 774-6323. ext 451. 
Heavy Item Plck-up Sept 6 begins a 4-week program 
by the city to pick up your biggest trash. 874-6460. 
Junior Achievement needs volunteers for their pro-
gram In October. Help young people understand and 
prepare for the work force. 773-4225. 
Lawyers for tho Poor The Hospitality Hause of 
Hinckley, Maine, is recruiting lawyers statewide to 
represent twithout prior payment) low~ncome citi-
zens who have been denied governmental assis-
tance. 453-2986 or 1-800-438-3890. 
looking for Wheelchairs to be donated to the Center 
for Therapeutic Recreation for a swimming program . 
772.(J504. 
Parents Against nred Truckers will meet Sept 21 at 
7 pm at the PubliC Safety Building Gym, 107 Middle 
St. Portland. 353-2339. 
The Portland lyric Thoatre will be hosting a free 
open house Sept 9 and 10 at 8 pm, 176 Sawyer St, 
South Portland. Reservations required. 767-3949 
(10 am-2 pm). 
The Portland ObseNatory Climb the 104 steps of 
Portland's 87-year-old signal tower to catch a birds-
eye view of the city. New observatory hours are Frll-
5.7·9:30 pm, Sun 1-5 pm and Sat 10 am-5 pm. 774-
5561. 
Probl. Street Resource Cent .. Activities Include 
newsletter meetings lues at 10 am; community 
meetings Weds at 10 am; writers' group open to 
anyone Weds from 11·1 pm; art groups open to 
anyone feeling the urge for creative expression Weds 
at 11:15 am; activity committee meetings Thurs at 
10 am: and advocacy meetings Thurs at 11 am. 874-
6560. 
Presumpscot Watershed Allianc. Anyone interested 
in preserving the Presumpscot River Watershed can 
attend a meeting Sept 8 at the Windham Rod and 
Gun Club. Tow Path Road, Gorham, at 7 pm. 839-
8000. 
The P'lblic Theatre in Lewiston is seeking volunteers 
to usher, answer phones. backstage crew, etc. The 
season opens Sept 23. Call 782-2211. 
Race and WalkWomen's Distance Festival is having 
a 5K Race and Walk. Sept 18, 8:30 am beginning at 
the Sonesta Hotel ,157 High St, Portland. Proceeds 
to benefit the McAuley Residence of Portland. a 
transitional housing program for women with children 
or alone. 797-4625. 
Rummage Sale Prout's Neck Country Club, 499 
Black Point Road. Scarborough, Is sponsoring a 
rummage sale Sept 8, 10 am-12 pm, to benefit the 
Women 's Auxiliary. 883-4972. 
Scrap Cars to Support Special Olympics The Special 
Olympics will remove and recycle your junk car. 
Proceeds from the scrap metal benefit the organiza-
tion. The towing is free and you may receive a tax 
deduction. 1-800-594.(J954. 
Senior Trip Falmouth Community Programs is spon-
soring a trip to the Portland Museum of Art for people 
62 years or older, Sept 1~ from 5-9 pm. The trip 
departs and returns at the Falmouth Shopping Cen-
ter, US Route 1, Falmouth. Tlx: $2 residents/$4 
nonresidents. 781-5253. 
Tennis, Anyone? The Annual Mister Bagel Tennis 
Classic to raise money for the Maine Children's 
Cancer Program will be held Sept 17-18 In Falmouth. 
To register: 846-6274. 
Tour the Tate The historic Tate House, 1270 
Westbrook street, Portland, offers tours through 
Sept 15: 18ttH:entury herb gardens an Weds and 
colonial architecture an Sats. Hours: Tues-Sat 10 
am-4 pm, Sun 1-4 pm. Tlx: $3/$1. 774-9781. 
USM Women'. Studl .... offers a tea to welcome 
Bonnie Burns, a visiting professor teaching a 'Les-
bian Representation' course. an Sept 13 from 2-4 
pm In the lounge, 92 Bedford St. Portland. 780-
4289. 
VIctoria Mansion Ruggles 5 , Marse made a load of 
money In New Orleans between 1846-1885 and In 
1858 he had workers build himself a mansion at the 
carner of Danforth and Park Streets In Portland, The 
massive stone building is open for tours weekends. 
Fri and Sat 10 am-4 pm,Sun 1-5 pm. beginning Sept 
9-Oct 16. Admission: $4. 772-4841. 
Wadsworth-longfellow House Tourthe home of the 
long-legged poet. The house was the first In Portland 
to be built entirely of brick and it Is preserved as it 
appeared In the 1890s. The doors at 489 Congress 
St, Portland are open for the summer Tues-Sat 10 
am-4 pm. Admission: $4 adults/$l children under 
12. 772-1807. 
family 
Buzzing Bees Program Maine Audubon Society of· 
fers Wed programs for preschool-aged children be-
ginning Sept 7. Stories and activities from 10-11:30 
am at the Gilsland Farm Sanctuary. 118 Route 1 in 
Falmouth. Light snack provided; bring a cup for your 
child . Cast: $4 members with child. $5 nonmembers 
with child: $1 members. $2 nonmembers for each 
additional child, Reservations required. 781-2330. 
Children's Museum of Maine offers exhibits and 
activities for children of all ages, Hours: Wed-Thurs· 
Sat 10·5; Fri 10-8; Sun 12-5. 142 Free Street. 
Portland. Admission $4. free to the public Fridays 
from 5-8 pm. Pre--registration and additional fees 
required for some activities. The museum will be 
closed Sept 5-13. Call for specifiC dates and times, 
828-1234. 
Creative Resource Center The center at 1103 For-
est Ave. Portland, hosts regular activities for kids. 
Cost: $8. 797-9543. 
Family Night The Greater Portland YMCA hosts 
Friday Night Family Night every Fri from 6:30-9 pm at 
70 Forest Ave, Portland. Enjoy swimming. open gym, 
ga~e room, weight room, walleyball. arts and crafts 
and refreshments. Cost: $5 per fami ly, free for YMCA 
members. Free child care the last Fri of each month 
from 6:30-8:30 pm for kids ages three to five. 
Registration required. 874-1111. 
friday Night Special Portland Recreation offers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Community Center. 1600 Forest Ave. Port-
land. 
Ghost Stories will be horrifyingly told by scary Susan 
Dries at the Portland Observatory. 138 Congress St, 
Portland, on Sept 9 at 7 pm. Reservations are 
required. Tix: $3 ($1, kids under 12).774-5561. 
Maine Children's Alliance is looking for ,photogra-
phers to submit work for a book entitled Kids Count 
which will Illustrate the status of children in Maine. 
Photos must be relevant. B&W and copyrighted. 
Deadline is Oct 5. Send entries to the Maine Children's 
Alliance. PO Box 15012. Portland 04141. 775-
2500. 
Parent Hotline Find care and support through the 
Parent Hotline. 767-5506 in Portland or 1-800-249-
5506 outside of Portland. 
Parenting Classes Greater Portland YMCA presents 
a series of parenting classes once a month at 70 
Forest Ave, Portland. Free for YMCA members; $5 for 
nonmembers. Child care available for an additional 
$2.50.874-1111. 
Portland Public Library at 5 Monument Square, 
Portland . presents ' Tales for Twos" an Sept 9 at 
10:30 am. "Preschool Story Tlme'for children 3·5 
Sept 12 at 10:30, " Anger Fun for Babies" under 2 
years old at 9:30 am on Sept 14, and ' Tales for 
Twos' Sept 16 atlO:30 am, Programs are free. 871· 
1700. 
See the Star. at the Southworth Planetarium, 96 
Falmouth St, Portland. Sept 16 tourt~e solar system 
at 7 pm and at 8:30 see the Led Zepp/in laser show, 
7804249. 
Tell Me a Story Registration has begun for a onEH:ln-
one 20·minute storytlme for children ages 18 months 
to 2 and a half years and their caregivers , The 
programs start Sept 15 at 10:30 am and continue 
each Thurs for four weeks at the Scarborough Public 
Library. 48 Gorham Road. Scarborough, 883-4723. 
YWCA Child Care Preschool. kindergarten and be-
fore and after school programs are available at the 
YWCA at87 Spring St, Portland. Call Kelly Hoskins at 
772-2912. 
health 
Aquatics for Arthritis The Arthritis Foundation offers 
aquatic classes in the Greater Portland area to 
increase flexibility and mobility in aching jOints. 
Evening classes meet Tues and Thurs from 5-5:45. 
Day classes meet Sat from 1:30-2:30 pm and Tues 
and Thurs from 1:15-2 pm. Light beginner classes 
happen Tues and Thurs from 9-10. 773-0595. 
Buddhist Meditation Group meets every Thursday at 
7:15 pm in Yarmouth. For more information call 846-
0764. 
Concemed About lead? To learn about lead and the 
risk it poses to your family. request a lead fact sheet 
prepared by the U Maine Cooperative Extension 
Service. 1-8oo-287-14711lr 780-4205. For Informa-
tion about childhood risk and screening. call 287-
3259. Free to YMCA members. $5 for others. Child 
care available on site for $2.50.874-1111. 
Confldentlal STO Clinic The Portland Public Health 
Division sponsors a Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Clinic, offering confidential , 10Woeost screening and 
treatment on a walk-in basis lues and Thurs from 
3:30-6 pm at Portland City Hall. Roam 303. 389 
Congress St, Portland, Medicaid accepted . Anony-
mous and confidential HIV testing by appointment 
only. 874-8784. 
DI.abllltles Support Group will meet Sept 15 from 1-
3 pm at A'pha One. 1700 Broadway West, South 
Portland, and on Sept 20 from 6-6 pm atthe Westbrook 
HousingAuthority, 10 Llza Harman Drive. Westbrook. 
767·2189. 
Farm Therapy This is a therapeutic program for 
physically and emotionally challenged children and 
adults includes sensory and hands-on work with 
horses , Takes place at the Flying Changes Therapeu-
tic Riding Center an Route 9 in Durham. 443-5804. 
Free Meditations Sundays at 6 pm at The Yoga 
Center. 137 Preble St. Portland. 799-4449. 
Free Yoga The Yoga Center. 137 Preble St, Portland, 
is offering a free introductory yoga class Sept 11 from 
1-2:30 pm, Fall session begins Sept 12. 775-{)975. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
HOMEBUYER TRAINING COURSE 
Do You Dream of Owning Your Own Home, 
But Need Some Help Getting Started? 
The Cily of Portland, in conjunction with Key Bank, is offering a 
course on how to purchase a home. II's open to the public and free 
of charge. Call the Portland Communily Development Office for 
more information and to register, 874-8300 ext. 8730. 
Course Topics: 
·Preparing and Quatifying For Homeownership 
·Mortgage Financing Options, Inctuding the City's Nom.part and Port .... nd.r Programs 
September 14th 1994 
Portland City Hall· Fourth Ftoor Training Room 
6;30 to 8;30 pm 
This Homebuyer Training Course is being sponsored by: 
~ 
~BANK 
This course is one in a series being offered by the City of Portland and area banks, ask about our 
other topics and dates. 
ATTENTION PORTLAND VISUAL ARTS: 
FALL FOR ART! Oct 8,1994 ~ 
Portland Visual Artists are Invited to Participate in: 
OPEN STUDIOS: Studios Like Yours 
are Invited to Open Your Doors to the Public 
and 
ART SALE 
Portland artists may participate 
in an exhibition and sale of 
their works in a temporal)' gallel)' on 
Congress St. Noon-6pm on Oct. 8 
Participaols pay a S 10 registmlion fee aod 30% commission On all sates 
Call 
772-9012 
for more info. 




ThermoChrome 5000 i •• natural rormula tb.t decr .... . 
.ppe\iu, and boo!ts the metabolic rau, to help people I ... rat. 
It also provides energy wilhoul caileine. 
If you don't need to lose weight you can still 
experience the benefits of energy. Since I have 
introduced ThermoChrome 5000 to friends, I have 
had reports of peopte to sing 6 pounds in three days. 
I have atso heard slatoments like: 
1 will never be out of this product, the energy is 
unbelievable!" 
Thern)oChrome 5000 is available in 3 day 
trial sizes as well as 30 day supplies wKh 
a 30 day lull money back guarantee 
and can be purchased at: 
CORSETII'S - Gorham Rd., Westbrook 
JETPORT HAIR DESIGNERS 111-
4000 Western Ave, South Portland 
UNION STATION ATNESS CENTER-
Union Station Plaza,Portland 
Or call ANDREA THOMPSON at 793-4650 
We Ire looking for salons and fitness cenlers to carry 
Thermochrotne SOOO. If interested, call 793·46SO. 
A Fc\\ {It the ~laO\ TC:'Itlmomai" fIC)m 11amer:'l 
• I've 1ost:?1J Ibs in 3 weeks. 
I love ThennoChrome 5000. 
Lee POOl', llnlingtm, MaIn. 
o r .... lost 12 Ibs. I am fitting into cl<illes I have"" been .ble 
to wear for over a year. 
Betty PreoIoo, Umingtoo. 793-12(1l 
• I.m. m<therorthree small children, I nm two brge beatty 
salons,.nd I ju<tquit.mo~c~rettes.1 stsrWtaking 
ThermoChrome 5000 el;htdays ago, ha.e lost 9 mils, have:?1JO% 
more energy! ThermoChrome 5000 really works 
.nd betie.e me, I've biod everything, 
I.Yn Brid, ... Hairp«'t - Sanford 
This product Is • DIETARY FOOO SUPPLEMENT, NOT A DIET 
PIL~ v.ttidl is .. natural with NO CAFFEINE or drugs of ""I kind. ~ 
ocrltaim Chrcmium PlcoIinaIe and Chr,ese Herbs ¥Iti<il slirmJate 
your body'! metabolism to it's optimum level. People are 
experiencing a 3 to Sib. weight loss in Ile first week, and averaging 
3 Ibs, per week thereafter, depending on your percentage of 
bodyfat. This produd bums taI: ...... e retairing aM lea'l musde. 
If you are pregnant and looking for just the right doctor, 
let us help you! 
Brighton Medical Center's 
Care Referral Service 
a We will match you with a physiCian in your area 
a We will make the initial appointment for you 
a Insurances and Medicaid accepted 
a A wide variety of prenatal courses are available 
For more details call 879-8283 
BRIGHTON MEDICAL CENTER 









28 Casco &y Weekly 
""\\111~ From Our Traps 
to Your Table 
Our organic tank system 
has no chemicals and 
8· contains purified 4li. 
~ chilled sea water- F 
Making our lobsters 
more wholesome 
4JI and sweeter! 
~ .. 
Eating lobster is more 
than just a meal-




From Around the World 




Milltatry Surplus • Brand Closeouts 
Most Natural Fibers • Overdyed Colors 
Outrageous & Unusual 
534 Congress St. 
Ponland, Maine 04101 
(207) 828·2023 










A Harvest of Tile Whatever your needs. 
we provide tiles for 
the most basic or 
spectacular tastes-at 
affordable prices! 









269 Commercial St., Portland 
775-2238 
• Flooring • Hearths 
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health 
Homeopathic Study Group learn about an alterna-
tive medicine that worksl Study group meets 2nd 
Sunday of each month from 24:30 pm. Small dona-
tion welcome. Call 865-9220 or 725-0408 for info. 
Planned Parenthood offers HIV testing, annual ex· 
ams, pregnancy testing. birth control information 
and supplies (free condoms), testing and treatment 
for STDs and Infections, menopause services and 
more atits health center at 970 Forest Ave, Portland. 
Handicapped accessible, confidential and afford-
able. Medicaid Is welcomed. 874-1095. 
Portland Public Pools Reiche Pool, 166 Brackett St, 
Portland: adult swims, Tues & Thurs 12:15-1:15 pm, 
Man 4:3~ pm, Tues-Fri 4:3~:30 pm; open swims, 
Tues & Thurs 6:3G-8 pm. Rwerton Pool, 1600 Forest 
Ave, Portland: adult swims. Mon·Fri 12:15-1:15 pm, 
Sat 12:30-1:30 pm, Man, Wed, Fri 4:3G-8:30 pm, 
Tues & Thurs 5-6:30 pm; open swims Mon-Thurs 
6:3G-8 pm, Sat 1:30-3:30. 874-8456. 
Portland Street Clinic This clinic provides free com-
prehensive health care for adults at the Community 
Resource Center, 15 Portland St, Portland. The clinic 
is sponsored by Mercy Hospital and administered by 
the city of Portland Public Health Division and is open 
Thurs 5·9 pm. All services are free and are by 
appointment only. 874-8982. 
sun Meditation Join the Portland Sufi Order for 
meditation sessions. Sessions ongoing and open to 
all; no experience necessary. Donations accepted. 
Sessions at Expressive TherapyCenter,150 St. John 
51. Portland. 774-1203. 
Teen/young Adult Clinic is a place to go for health 
concerns, medical problems. sports/ school physi· 
cals done. or birth control issues. Open to anyone 13-
21, Mondays from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 
22 Bramhall St, Portland. Walk~ns seen if they arrive 
by 7 pm. 871·2763. 
VIsion USA The Maine Project provides free eye 
examinations to low-income. uninsured Mainers and 
their families. Eligibility requirements. Contact the 
Maine Optometric Association for info. 268-2031. 
Visiting Nurses offers health screenings for children 
up to 6 years Sept 9. from 9 am-12 pm, at the 
Yarmouth Community House, East Main Street, 
Yarmouth . 775-7231. 
Yoga at the Portland Yoga Studio 616 Congress St, 
Portland. Hatha yoga for peeple with AIDS every Wed 
from 12:50-2 pm at 22 Monument Square, Portland. 
Cost: $1, for those who can afford it. 797·5684. 
Zen Buddhist Meditation Group Public sitting medi· 
tation meets from 10 anr 11 am every Sunday. There 
are extended sittings on the first and last Sundays of 
each month. The Casco BayZen Group welcomes all . 
Small donation. 839-4897. 
etc 
ACT UP jPortland Join us in the fight for universal 
rights! Get active on local , state and national issues 
of education, discrimination, access to health care 
and AIDS services. Straight or queer, boyar girl , HIV· 
positive or negative, black, brown or white - act on 
your beliefs in a dynamic, nonviolent grassroots 
organization dedicated to direct action to end the 
AIDS crisis . Meets the first and third Sundays of each 
month at 7 pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland . 
Wheelchair accessible. For more info write ACT UP, 
P.O. Box 8712, Portland ME 04104 or call 828-
0566. 
Boating Skills can be yours by attending this 12· 
lesson course offered by the United States Coast 
Guard Auxil iary. Classes begin at SMTC, Fort Road, 
South Portland, Sept 14 at 7 pm. $27 registration 
fee. 934-2326. 
Casco Bay Culinary Association meets the second 
Man of each month. 799·2234 or 774-4308. 
Come Blow Your Horn The Casco Bay Concert Band, 
an adult wind ensemble, Invites professional and 
amateur pursuers of music to their weekly rehears-
als Mons from 7·9:30 pm at Memorial MiddleSchool, 
120 Wescott Road. South Portland. No auditions. 
799-8836. 
Cool Alms Bowdoin College, Brunswick, will be 
showing several films in Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall . 
Sept 13 at 7 pm and Sept 14 at 8 :30 pm will be the 
German Expressionist film "The Cabinet of Dr. 
Callgari " (1919); Sept 13 at 8:15 pm and Sept 14 at 
7 pm will be "Nosferatu" (1922 ), the scariest Dracula 
fi lm of all: Sept 15 at 7 pm "The Diaryof Anne Frank" . 
Free .. 725-3259. 
Creating Opportunity Through Change Women 's 
group meets Thursday evenings from 6-7 :30 at 854 
Broadway, S. Portland. 767-1315. 
DIYorce PerspectlYes Is a support group for people 
in all phases of divorce that meets Weds at 7:30 pm 
at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodford 
St, Portland . 774-HElP. 
Enriched Golden AIle Cent .. invites men and women 
60 and over to daily luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. Special programs on 
Wed. 774-8974. 
Exotic Pet Club Yank that scaly thing out of Its cage 
and show it to other weird people. Pet parents meet 
the second Man of each month upstairs at Walker 
Memorial library In Westbrook. 854-2493. 
Aght Discrimination The Maine Civil liberties Union 
Is Interested In hearing from any Portland resident 
who feels that she or he has been Illegally dlscrlmi· 
nated against in housing, employment or credit on 
the basis of sexual orientation. 774-5444. 
Free Vocal Lessons SweetAdellnes invite interested 
women to leam four-part harmony beginning Sept 8 
at 7 pm at Frank Harrison Middle School, McCartney 
Street, Yarmouth . Register by Sept 1. 8464726. 
Friends of Feral Felines Is a new group helplng stray 
cats and needs volunteers and homes for orphan 
kitties . 772·3484. 
The Couple that GlggI ... Together ... learn how to 
strengthen relationships with humor at the 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland, 
Sept 15 from 6:30 pm-9:30 pm. Fee: $20. 828-
4643. 
"HMS· Ron, a replica of a Royal Navy frigate built 
in 1757, is on display at the Maine Maritime Mu· 
seum, 243 Washington St, Bath, Sept9 &10 from 10 
am·5 pm. Tix: $8 adults, $4 children. On Sept 10the 
cruise boat Summertime will offer a trip alongside 
the Navy frigate as she retums to the museum from 
14 pm. Tix: $23 museum members, $25 nonmem-
bers. 443·1316. 
Home Halr-Car. The Vis~lng Nurse Senlice of South-
ern Maine is offering shampoos, haircuts and perma-
nents to men and women who are confined to their 
homes. Coslfor a simple shampoo/ cut is $20. 284-
4566 or 1-800.6604867. 
Leads Club The leads Club offers professional 
businesswomen an opportunity to meet weekly and 
network. 1-800447-9356. 
Maine Gay Men'. Chorus Is a volunteer community 
chorus bringing men together to enhance social 
tolerance and diversity in the Greater Portland area 
as well as affirming the gay/lesbian experience with 
creative musical entertainment. 839-4506. 
Maine Marltlm. Summer Shlpyllrd The maritime 
museum at 243 WaShington St, Bath, presents daily 
demonstrations on the hour between 10-3 through-
out the summer rain or shine. 443-1316. 
Names Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt holds a panel-
making workshop the first and third Sun of each 
month. 871-1641. 
Portland Symphony Orchestra Women's Committee 
hosts daily talks, demonstrations and activities as-
sociated with the home at the Woodlands, 39 Woods 
Road, Falmouth. 846-5096 or 846-3985 . 
Puppy Raisers Wanted The New England Assistance 
Dog Service seeks puppy raisers to open their homes 
to foster puppies in the assistance program. The 
organization trains and provides dogs to physically 
disabled people. If interested, call 934·1963 or write 
P.O. Box 604, Old Orchard Beach , ME 04064. 
Southern Maine Companions a group of nonsmoking 
men and women 40 and over who are single, di-
vorced, widowed or separated meets every Wednes-
day at 7:30 pm to plan social activities. 775-1553 or 
934-0840. 
Speak French? Use those nasal tones at a French 
table on the second Tuesday of the month starting at 
5:30 pm at Hugo's, Portland Bistro. 772.Q405. 
Speak Portuguese? Here's your chance to rap in 
Portuguese or Spanish in an Informal setting. A new 
social group is forming and welcomes both fluent and 
fumbling speakers as well as people just interested 
in the culture. Call Eduardo at 871·7474 or evenings 
at 761-9257. Obrigado/Gracias. 
Speak Spanish? Practice makes perfect. or better 
anyway. Talk it up in Espanol every Thursday from 11-
12 noon at Walker Memorial Ubrary, 800 Main St, 
Westbrook. Ol~! 854·2493. 
Spruce Street Solre. Be a part of a convivial gather. 
ing to discuss books and share Insights and Inspira-
tions . 774-{;254. 
"Take Me Out to the Ballgam." Exhibition The 
Maine Historical Society Is featuring an exhibit on 
Maine's contributions to the game of baseball from 
the 1860s to the arrival of our Sea Dogs. The gallery 
at 489 Congress St, Portland is open Tues·Sun from 
1().4 pm . Admission: S2 adults/ Sl children under 
12. MHS members free. 879-0427. 
Women In Harmony Is a new, diverse organization of 
women who love to sing - no experience necessary. 
Open rehearsal Sept 14, 7 pm at the Immanuel 
Baptist Church, 158 High St, Portland. 774-4940. 
OW 
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bulletin board 
CASH CORNER BINGO HAll 
Ample Free ParlUng 
385 MM1 St., So. Portland. 773-1453 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 6:30 PM 
FRIDAY lafternoon) 1:00 PM 
SATURDAY 1:00 PM 
155 off all pkg •. on Sat.) 
SUNDAY 6:30 PM 
3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY WED & 
SUN NIGHT & FRI AFT. 
12· 18 ",rcls S10 WIth I shotgun 
24 cards $12 WIth I shotgun 
30·36 ",rds S15 w.th I shotgun 
42·48 cards S16 WIth 1 shot un 
SUPER BINGO 
Sundlly, Oct. 9 
$35 #, 24 card, " 2 tholguM 






• DARKROOM & 
STUDIO RENTAL 
879-2560 
142 High St. Suite 315 PorUand 
Childrens 
Birthday Parties 
lJ - i:" 45 min. ehow ~th live dovee. 
"'h-raOl>it<> & free magic t<ici<&.' 
U Call Van,jini at 854-1743 
"The Chlldren'6 Magician" 
• 'CHILORENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES" 45 
minute show wnive doves, rabbits, free magic 
tricks. Call Vandin /. The Chlldrens Magician. 
, 854·t743. 
BAHAMA CRUISE· 5 days , 4 nights , 
underbooked! Must sell! S279/couple,limited 
tlckels. Call (407)'767-0208. ext.473, Mon' 
day·Saturday, 9:00am· I 0:00pm. 
FREE ClASSIFIEDS!?! That's right... Every 
purchase 01 three weeks of The Sure Sell 
Class<lieds gets you the fourth week FREEl 
Call 775· I 234 for more details. 
HEADING SOUTH FOR THEWINTER? Profes· 
sional. mature, respons ible, nonsmoking 
homeowner, on sabbatical for one year, is 
seeking the opportunity to house sit your 
home. I will treat your residence wilh TlC. 
References ayailable. Call 879·1713. leave 
message. 
MAINE ClAM CHOWOER RECIPE· Use 10",1 
Ingredients for Maine tast •. $3.00 to: BCAS. 
P.O.Box 6774, Portland, ME 04101. 
PO LIT/CALL Y PISSED OFF? Our T·sh ins will 
help you express it! Deslined to become 
collectables. S/M·2Xl. $20.ppd. ckiM.O. OUT 
STRAIGHT ENT. P.O. Bo, 92, E.Walerboro. 
ME. 04030. 
help wanted 
$I ,OOOlWEEKLY stuNing envelopes at home. 
For FREE deta ils, send SASE to : P.O.Box2469· 
KL. Aston. PA 190t4. 
A FREE CHRISTMAS! Christmas Around Th. 
World offers greal pay wlfree gifts. No collect-
100. no delivering, no investment. Free $lOa. 
kIt. Need phone & t<Ir. Call Pat, 282·0927. 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
Person wanted to assist 
manager. Opportunity for $300 




D THE IMPOSTE 
Each week we put a cleverly disquised fake 
line ad in the classified section. If you spot 
the imposter, clip it out and mail it to: 
FAKE CLASSIFIED, 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland,ME 04104 
Every correct entry wiU be entered in a 
drawing for 2 free Videoport movie rentals. 
help wanted 
RESPONSIBLE, DEPENDABLE WOMAN 
NEEOEDto worl<cleaning home!Joffices. Need 
" liable lransportation. Call Vicki, 883·2939. 
JanitoriaV 
Housekeeping 
UNICCO Service Company, New 
England's largest and most pro· 
gressive building services com-
pany, has Part-Time (Janitorial 
and Supervisory) positions avail-
able in the Portland area. Previ· 
ous cleaning experience help-
fu l. Hard working, responsible, 
with stable work history and 
reliable transportation required. 
Good starting pay and steady 
hours. 
For employment information, 
plea •• contact Jo-Ann Linko .• t 
772-4677 EOE. 
CATHOLIC CHARITIES MAINE REFUGEE RE· 
SEmEMENT PROGRAM hasan on·call open· 
Ing for an Arabic Interpreter In Portland. Must 
have a minimum of a high school diploma and 
fluency in English and Arabic. Please send 
resume or leUer of interest before 5:00 PM on 
September t6, 1994. 10: Brenda J. Macomber 
1270, Human Resources Office, P.O. Box 
10660. Portland. ME 04104. CathOliC Chari· 
ties Maine is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmat ive 
Action Employer. 
CIVIC CENTER CONCESSION WORKERS for 
Pirates hockey games, concerts. etc. Part-
time. experienced fast food preferred. Up to 
$7.5OIhr. Apply 9·5 al the Civic Center. 
CLEANING PERSON· Respons ible, depend· 
able, energet ic person for residential clean ing 
service. Oays only. Excellenl character and 
work references reqUIred . Car needed. Call, 
761-0204. 
FAX IT! 775·1615 , THE SURE SEll 
CLASSIFIEDS! 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! $500 to $900 
weeKly/pot ential processing mo rtgag. refunds. 
Own hours. Call (909)715·2378, ext. 405. (24 
hours). 
PROGRESSIVE PORTLAND AGENCY looking 
for part-time supporters for people with 
cog native impairments. Slarting pay $6.50/ 
hr. Excellent benefil package. Send resume to : 
Peregrine Corp., 74 Elm Street, Portland, ME 
04tOl. 
A t Ihe Charles A. Dean M emoria l Hospi tal & N urSing H ome, we 
ta ke pride in offering a profess ional environment for your 
career, in a beaut iful and serene selling fo r your li fes lyle. As the 
principle health ca re facili ly for the grealer Moosehead lake 
Region, we offer a professionally d iverse environment. 
Here's your opportunity to jom us: 
DIRECTOR OF NURSING - ACUTE CARE 
The Acute Care DireC lor of Nursing is responsib le fo r all nursi ng 
depart ments includ ing ER, O R, and OB5. Thi s posi tion ~ l so 
includes extensive quali ty Jssurance and Improvemen l actiVities 
and responSIbilities. Th t! D.O .N. is.J member of the organiza tion's 
senior management group ~1nd pa rt icipates in theadministra l ivc 
on·cal l schedule. The .dea l candida Ie w ill be a B.S.N.licensed 10 
prac tice in the slal e of Maine WIth it dIverse nursing background, 
nurSing managemenl experience. and familiari,ly wi th QA & I 
system s. lCAH O accredilalio n process, and rur~ll health issues. 
VVe are iln operating division o f the Mid·M aine Medical Cen ter, 
c.A. Dean offers an excellen l compensa lio n package Including 
lucra tive benefits and mo re, all de~igncd to enhan ce your 
career po len l ial in an atmosphere you'll th rive on. 
Conlacl Nancy Pelletier, Assist.nl Adminislr.lor, CA. Dean 
Memorial Hospit.l, P.O . Box 1129, Greenville, ME 04441. 
An Equal Oppor lunity Employer 
A CHALLENGE TO EVERYONE WHO WOULD 
NEVER DREAM OF DONATING PLASMA 
By Jill Zimmetman 
Student, crafter, artist, animal-lover 
Let's face it. I know dozens of people who are sensible, healthy, 
considerate. busy-with-life people who do not know about my 
plasma center. They are both "shocked & delighted" to fmd out. 
We will take the "delighted" part fIrst YOU HAVE NEVER 
OPENED A DOOR ON A HAPPIER PLACE than here or for 
a better reason. No one is a s!ranger more than 5 minutes. Here 
we appreciate and respect you. It takes about an hour to donate 
plasma- on your fll'St visit you will get a short physical. We look 
for donors that are in the best of health. It's not complicated like 
giving blood; you don't feel tired or stressed . Your body replaces 
plasma almost immediately. You do gel a pin-prick. Then, 
reclining on your big soft leather lounge-chair you can read. talk, 
study, or just daydream. Or, meet some new friends. 
Because plasma is such a necessary thing now in modern 
medicine there is a terrifIc shortage of it. Not enough people 
donate it freely. So, you receive good money for a good deed. 
Everybody wins! ($130/mo. cash) in your hands. $1600 cash 
yearly. That's the " shocking" part: It is so nice and easy. The 
exira cash is wonderful...Ctuistmas all year. 
I want to meet you. WELCOME! 
Jill 
Portland UiologicaL~, Inc. 
685 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
772-5715 
The place of FRIENDLINESS, APPRECIATION, 
GOOD CHEER. 
help wanted 
TELEMARKETERS WANTED· No sales. FulV 
part-time, day/even ing hours. no experience 
n.cessary, ",sualalmosphere. Call (207)871' 
8618. 
WIZARDSFORWINOOWCLEANING! Must be 
reliable, neat, use extension ladder. Call Win-
dow Wizards. 761-0228. 
business opps 
ASSEMBLE ITEMS AT HOMES! Top pay! Easy 
worl<! (904)686·3634. ext. L523. Open Sun· 
day. 
HOME WORKERS NEEDED· Easy money! Send 
long self·addressed, stamped envelope lor 
details to HBA Marketing. P.O. Box 202 B. 
Lisbon, NH 03585. 
positions wanted 
PART· TIMEWORK WANTEOAS PHOTOGRA· 
PHERS ASSISTANT for blacklwhite. color, 
studio, andlor location assistance. Please call , 
761-0816. 
child care 
FREE RENT IN EXCHANGE FOR CHILO CARE 
lour nights per weak. 657·5255. leav. meso 
sage. 
MOTHER OF 2 HAS OPENING for I lulHlme 
child in my Westbrook home. Call , 856·235t. 
roommates 
BACK BAY AREA HOME· lots of charm. big 
yard. W/O, F prelerred 10 share wllh N/s male. 
S385!mo.+ 1/2 utils. 775·9088. 
COUNTRY lOG CABIN IN HOLLIS WOODS 
nearSaco River. Spacious, sunny & secluded. 
201m in. to M •. Mall. West on RI .22. Sporls· 
minded male to share w/same. S300/mo. In· 
cludes all. AVailable 911 . Pols O.K. Call Andy. 
929·6365. 
DEERING AREA· Conscientious, N/S, gaynes· 
bian/bi roommate to share quiet duplex. 
Approx. $285!mo.+ phone. Contact 775·0764. 
FALMOUTH HOME HAS SECLUDEO ROOM 
AVAIlABLE in exchange for 1 Ohrsiwk. of gen· 
eral help and some child care, ages 3 & 6. 
Sepmle phone. Share bath, kllchen, family 
room. yard , and laundry. Very flexible, N/S. no 
pets. 879·0798. 
'8' 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories cbeck one 
o buHetin board o professional services 
o lost & found (free) o financial 
o rideshare (free) o sMl for sale 
D help wanted o garagelyard sales 
D business opportunlUes o antiques 
o positions wanted o give away (free) 
o child care Owanled 
o roommates o arts & crafts 
o apls/rent o holiday gifts 
o houses/rent o theatre arts 
o seasonalfrent o fairs & festivals 
o offices/rent o music o art studios/rent o wheels o storage/rent 
o business rental o boats 
o rentals wanted o recreation 
D real estate o campgrounds 
o land for sale o summer camps 
o mobile homes o bed & breakfasts 
o auctions o publications 
o body & soul o animals 
o instruction o \egal notices 
o business services o dating services 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/me) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St., Portland 
deadline 
Monday, 3PM, pre-paid 
your ad: 
5 Place my ad in the hands of over 120,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly, Maine Times, and Penny$aver! Call 775-1234 to inquire about other zones and rates. 
fine print 
Oassl1led ads must be paid lor In .dvoree with cash, personal 
check. money order, VISa or Mastercard. Lost & Found items 
istad tree. Classified ads are non·_e. CBW shall nol be 
~ for MY typographical errors, omissions, or changes in the 
ad which do not affect the value or content or substantialy 
change tho meaning 01 the ad . CrOOn will be issued when viabI<I 
error has been determined within one week or pWlication. 
CBW 
Phone#: __________________________ ___ 
Name: ____________________________ ___ 
Address: ___________________________________ __ 
o visa 0 me expo date 
# 
FIRST 15 WORDS: 
Cho<l< One 
o Casco Bay Weekly-$9/Wk. 
Addttional words @ 2St wdiwk: S 
O The Su,. Sell-Casco Bay Weekly, Maine 
limes, and PennySaver-$l61wk. 
Addttional words @ soe wdiwk: $ 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
15 
25 
FREE: $, __ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$25/ run ~iI H sells: S __________ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only) 
(call for details) 
I 
I 
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On going group fur Men and Womcn 
Starting Sept/Oct 
Sliding F~e Scale 






Cheryl Fuller Aronson 
MA, LCPC 
Sliding fee scale available 
• Eating Disorders 
• DreamWork 
• Women's Issues 
• Anxiety & Depression 
774-4436 
ALL DAY SESSIONS/$60 PER SESSION 
September 24, October 22, November 19, December 17 
Saturdays 9:30·5 pm at 222 Sl John St., Portland 
FaciliaJed by RACHEL SAGER, LSAC 0 CALL 775-1711 
SHERRY L HANSON, MA, LSA~ LCP( 
Coun,e/ing and Hypnotherapy 
Creative Change and Healing 
h' 
SullsIcI\!. AIluse' ,allic DiJord •• Pain (onhl 
• Oller m.1ssues 
139 Pock St., Portland, ME 12011775·2233 
. . ,":. ' 
Donna Godfrey, M.S.,I...C.P.C. 
AuistaDte in recognizing 
desuuctive panerns in your 
liCe, overcoming Cear ~ 
and living life joyfully. \;t) 
846-1260 
MONEY IN OUR LIVES 
Meanings. Myths, Memories. 
New Concepts, New Tools. New Habits. 
6·week money-Issues groups start In September 
i;~~;I~lmt:it::~1~:t;t4p.q~'Jt~·9$~jQ(?'JZ?Z~ .·· 
'b~r:::tn~r:;~ .. " 
k. 8-wee~ course designed in the spirit of Natalie Goldbergs book 
"Writing Down The Bones" 
Gerard De Lany, CMT 
Stress reduction 
and bodywork 
Classes are ongoing, with a new closs each month. Cost: $50. 
: For beginner! & advanced writers. Call Michael m·6351 828-6573 
'. 
" - . , 
TII .' . Pllr1Ian/1, !Main~ 0«112 FOR HE.AL ... OrrBOinB'lJrtatr'll"'Uf5:jf , 
. " .... 1.0_ VJ!.Q. c..i«, J<';;";J,u,J. '. , ani'lJrtanufwp5 -Ii. r ~ 
R.oLa .. d'';;;.. . . cuff 628-2031 t-
SWEDISH · SHIATSU . . ' _ 
~ __ ~ __ '-'..01!!!!10.~ 






REIJ<I • SPORTS MASSAGE 
"'How>' 
/I1on,· Frt8,OO a.i.;.· 8,00 p.m. 
Sat •• &iIi. 8DO .'-m .• 4,oop.ni .. 
'By appoinhnenl only 
VICKY HEFLIN . 
967-9850 '" 
MICAH HA YENS . HOIl. Y GILES 
967-0016 967·2883 
.. - ," 
• Therapeutic & Swedish Massage 
• Back & Neck Therapy 
• Reflexology 
. " .. . " : .': -. ... ' . ',', . • Polarity Therapy -. : -. '. : : ' . 
", :. ' . . 
.ts. Bill Barter 
1 .. LCPC 
773-0205 
Counseling For: 
Surviving Child Abuse 
Relationships 
Sexual Orientation 
Addiction & Recovery 
Sliding Fee Available 
. • • Bach Rower Remedies 
Cherie Boward RMT, NTS 
Natural Therapeutic Specialist 
" ;" , 
Yarmouth 
846-1482 
Tim McBrady, LSAC 
• Substance AOOse/ Rec<w")' Relaled I ..... 
'IndMduaV GrOloJpf Family Counselling 
'. . • Rol>Ol1oble Ro ... 
• WeekJJrrdI Evening Hours Available 
n4-1961 
. ',' . . . . 
', ' . 
.. 
" : 
Psychodruna • lINg' DioJogu<s 
Sanduay Worlds 






• Swedish Massage 
. '. -Relief for stress, pain, PMS 
. ... pNDA DICKSON, RN" NTS 
49 Ocean Ave., Portland 
. 874·6008 
t-..------..,-JJ 




John Straus, Naturopath 
828-6369 
, " 
. ' . ( r T(' r I '/ /'/ " 










7pm - 9:30pm 
9am -4:30 pm 
1 pm-4pm 
$60 includes materials & 
Riso-Hudson Indicator 
Call 775-7390 to register 
& for more information 
Immanuel Baptist Church 
156 High Street, Portland 
L-______ ..,...-J •• .• •• 
Cj I,T C'L~'17"'C)J.T1:..S )J.'JIJlJ.L.Jt'JL'C. 
roommates 
FIND A ROOMMATE IN THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDS· Call 775·1234 now and place 
your 15·word ad lor as linle as $l2Jweek. 
GIM, LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE MIF, NIS, 
NID, to share S .Po~land flat, $195/mo . • 112 
ulllilies. Parking, yard. 799-6589. 
GORHAM· MIF to share home. Pertect for 
person with no furniture. N/S, N/pets. $2501 
mo.' 112 utils. 892·6509. 
HOUSE MATE, NlS, large ranch in Lyman, 101 
min. from Biddeford, 20/min. from Portland. 
Ownerseldom hom •. $300lmo. 499·2219. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED· NIS for house on 
Unle John Island, beautiful location. $3751 
mo. + 112 utilities. 846-t590. 
LONGFELLOW SQUARE· GMitolerant room· 
mate $1901mo. Includes, lights, heat, phone, 
cable. 1st. & last months rent required. 774-
7554. 
M/F TO SHARE large 2BDR. w/neat, straight, 
professional male. $300lmo . • . Call Steve at 
772·6759. 
MALE NURSING STUDENT, 26, seeks older/ 
elderly roommate to share his house. Errands, 
etc. Negotiable. $300lmo. all included. Secu-
rity deposit. 874·2180. 
NEAR USM- NIS professional L Ioo~ng lor GJ 
L to share 2BR, 1 st floor, spacious. $2851mo. 
+ 112 utils. 874·4960. 
NEAR USM· NIS, female(prefer25+I, to share 
3BDR .. partially furnished house. Washer, 
backyard, basement, garage, sun porch. $275-
$295/mo.+ 1/3 utilit ies (oil heat). (2071871· 
7212, UM. 
PORTLAND·M/F, NIS, thirties, wanted to share 
gceat Woodfords area apartment. $l54/mo. + 
security and 114 uti lities. call, 871·7028. 
PORTLAND· Professional Couple seeking 
easygoing roommate to share their house. 
$300/mo. all included. Security deposit. Park· 
ing, large bedroom. 874-2t 80. 
PROFESSIONAL N/S TO SHARE CONDO In 
Scarborough. Owner present only on week· 
ends. Small quiet complex, garage, WID, DIW, 
private bath. $400/mo. + utilities. (6171322· 
7991 . 
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TO SHARE 2BDR. in 
N.Deering. Own bath. WID, pool. $350/mo. + 
utilities. 828·0737. 
ROOM FOR YOUR FURNITURE! Grad student 
& cat seek NIS, responsible female, 25+, to 
share large, sunny, Woodfords 2 BDR. Par'<· 
lng, storage. 1011. $265+. 871·0033. 
ROOMMATE WANTED NIS responsible fe· 
maletoshare my house in Gray. WID,closeto 
Pike. $3OO1mo. includes everything. No pets. 
657-3119. 
SACO· Drug-free, NlDs to share cozy house w/ 
sober, wor'<ing musician, 14yrs.AAlNA.$300/ 
mo . • sec.dep.lncludes all. 283·t2~1 . 
SCARBOROUGH· Charming, countcy sening, 
2·3 bedrooms, I 112 baths, lots of privacy. 
$295/mo.+ 112 utilities. 839-ij{)87. 
SEEKING TOLERANT NIS, M/Fto share house 
with two other profess ionals and a dog. High· 
lands area. $275/mo. +1/3 bills. 871-1352, 
available 8/28. 
STEVENS AVE.· Sunny and spacious 3BDR. 
duplex, $2601mo. + 1/3 utilities. Please call 
evenings, 775-9128. 
USMIMMC AREA· Off street par'<ing, WID, 
hardwood floors , fireplace. $300lmo. utilities 
included. 76f·2436, leave message. 
WEST SIDE- Roommate needed for three-
stocy, 3BDR., furnished condo. Available 9/31 
94·1/1195. $2601mo. utilnies included. WID, 
NIS. 879·1553. 
WESTBROOK· Seeking responsible 3rd. FIM 
to share 3BDR. wlF&GM. Security negotiable. 
$200lmo. +1/3 utilities. 854·4274. 
apts/rent 
t2 SMITH STAEET·Overtooking historic India 
Street, gateway to the Old Port. 3·rooms & 
bath in house of musicians. $4421mo. in· 
cludes HIHW & parking. Call (2071761.1764 
to view. 
BACK BAY AREA· Water views, gas heat, 
newly renovated, hardwoodlloors, 2BR, off· 
street par'<ing. $465/mo.+ utils. 767-4279. 
DEERING OAKS AREA- Efficiency & I BDR. 
$JOO·$3501mo., heat & HIW included. No 
pets. 828·6842 evenings. 
HIGGINS BEACH· 2BDR .. year·round apart· 
ment. $5251mo. includes everything. Lease 
plus deposit. (6171776·0845, leave message. 
INDIA ST. 1 BDR. Newly renovated , sunny 
apartment with private outside deck. Off·street 
parking, H/HW included. $4751mo. No pets. 
761-1584 days, 892·4168 evenings. 
INTOWN· Stunning contemporacy 1 BDR. in 
historic brick building. Off-street parking.$5751 
mo. heated. Johanna, 773·1990, ext.l53. 
NORTH YARMOUTli·1BR, natural woodwork 
birth, mahogany cabinets, carpeting, tile 
kitchen, bathroom, large bathroom and 
shower, skyl Ight, large lot near woods, sepe rate 
entrance. 829-3584. 
PARK ST.· Large, sunny, 1 BDR, hardwood 
floors, high ceiling. Includes heat & HIW, 
parking & Laundcy. $43O/mo. 879·ij{)81. 
PEAKS ISLAND-2BDR,livingroomldlning area, 
eat·ln kitchen, privale yard, close to fercy/ 
village. $5501mo. heated. 766-2295. 
PORTLAND, OCEAN AVENUE· Spacious 3/~ 
BDR. Modem kilchen & bath, WID hook·up. 
$800/mo.+ utimies. 883·3B91. 
TO RENTYOURAPAR1J>1ENT FAST, and tothe 
highest caliber tenants, call 775·1234, TliE 
SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS, and reach over 
100,000 people throughout Greater Portland! 
condos/rent 
OCEANFRONT· Luxurious beachfront condos. 
Winter rentals from $6OOImonth. Year·round 
from $875. Old OrchardlPine Point area. call 
Nancy Z at 883·9068. 
rooms/rent 
USM AREA· Female peefened. Fucnlshod, safe, 
execulive neighborhood. Private phone line, 
kitchen privileges.$3OO'moJsecunty. 773-8206. 
houses/rent 
BRUNSWICK. MERE POINT· Oceanfront, fur· 
nished, 3BDR., postlbeam home w/deck, 
wood,tow/gas heat. Available Sept-May. 
$8501mo .• utils. (2071729·1376. 
SCARBOROUGH· Spacious, fumished, 3BDR, 
1.75 baths, hudwood floors, Jenn·alr range, 
DIW, WID.Avaliablemonth·to·month. $1 ,2001 
mo. heated. 883·3891. 
seasonal rental 
BIG SEBAGO LAKE WATERFRONT CAMP-
Sandy beach, fireplace, dock. mooring. many 
extras! $4251week. 781 ·3057 evenings. 
NEVIS, CARIBBEAN· 4BDR., 4-bath, pool, all 
amenities. 18·hole golf, ocean/mountain 
views. For friends , fam ily, business retreats. 
Reasonable winter rate. (2071·596-6658. 
NORTH CONWAY, WHITE MOUNTAINS-
lakeside cottage. 2 bedrooms, I II2-baths. 
Swim, tennis, canoe, sailboat. S47S1Wk. Avail· 
able 8/27. Day· (2021273-3773, evenings-
(3011340-1360. 
PEAKS ISLAND 2BDR HOUSE onocean. Beau· 
tiful views, jacuui tUb, fireplaces, yard. Fur· 
nished. September,15th. through June,15th. 
$5251mo. 767-2633 evenings. 
PEMAOUIO/CHAMBERLAIN. Great ocean 
view, house·keeplng, sleeps 5, new '94, 






Avwlable Oct 1 st 1994 
Full Time Office 
Shale waiting room 
wilh two other therapists 
• Modern 
• Well-Lit 
• Centrally Located 
For more information Call: 
Norma Kraus Eule, L.C.S.W, or 
Paula Marcus Platz, L.C.S.w, 
784-8747 
FOR LEASE, PORTLAND- Furnished office with 
shared recept ion, kitctlen and conference room 
in anractive, professional environment. Excel-
lent COD location, 75 Mar'<et St. $375/mo. call 
772-1112. 
PART· TIME, OLD PORT, OFFICE SUITE, views, 




, Excellent Downtown Location 
, Some Rentals as low as 
$1201 mo. heated 
, Some Suites wI Ocean Views 
, Secure Building • 
Congress Property Management 
P.O. Box 4211, Station A 
142 High 51. Suite 612 
Portland, ME 041 01 ~ 
• (207) 879-0949 V" 
QUALITY OFFICE SPACE AVAILAB LE. ON BAL· 
ANCE has an opening for a full·time practitio· 
nero Currently, On Balance offers shiatsu! 
acupressure, theraputic massage, rolflng, 
naturopathy and homeopathy, polarity therapy , 
holistic counseling and Reubenli.ld Synergy. 
We are Interested In IIndlng a practitioner 
whose skills complement our current spec-
trum of services. Applicanls need to have been 
in practice lor at least two years. Please con-
tact Cynthia Gamer at 772·98t2. 
art studios/rent 
ARTIST ONLY BUILDING· Vecy large, light, 
aicy studio, lots of wall space, huge windows 
overtooking Downtown Po~ land. Heat and 
electricity Included. $425/mo. 799·7890. 
ARTISTS STUDIO: ARTISTS ONLY BUILD· 
ING. All inclusive rent. Two studiOS available. 
$85 & $1751mo. 878·3497. 
pass this paper on 
to a friend 
September 8, 1994 31 
If you are thi1lking about self-imprave1llent, hy allY 01le of tile variOIlS healtll practitioners foulld in Casco Bay Weekly's Welbless Directonj. 
If keeping your business healthy is your intent, then advertise ill the Weekly Welllless Di,.ectory, Call 775-12J4 
WOMEN WITNESSING WOMEN 









Therapy Groups for Women 
with Eating / Food Issues 
Contact: 
BARBARA lDEWENBERG-IRLANDY, M.A.., L,C.P.C. 
Women Working Toward Balance 
Crealing Relalionships Thac Work For You 
Weekly Women's Group 
Sally McMurphy, CADAC 
Laura Bradley, LCSW 
Women's Tfierap!f group fonnittg noW 
Thurroay Af1.crnoons, &plcmber La June 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D. 
Licensed PS)'chologist 
P .. ctice Smce 1970 
19 Prospect Street, Portland, ME 
with JANE GAIQ, LC6W 
Reduce 6hame, Explore 6piriLualiLy. Express Yourself . . 
lnsurance,rMedicaid Reimbursable 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
Celebrating the Dream! 
Dream Therapy Group 
O';golng bl.monthly 
Beginning Wed. Sept. 2Bth 
Barbara Hare Noonan, MS, LCPC 
Call 772·1896 for Information, 
' . , 
MASSAGE THERAPIST 





. ': : . 
STRESS 
CHRONIC PAIN 
Back to School? 
Introductory Offer 
ONE HOUR Massage 
Only $25 
%uscCeWOTKJ 
',uai''''IJ?fAs51IfJ' !or'Ev''':J 'lJorfy' 
Marie King, RN, BSN. CMT 
AMTAMember 
775-5745 
Sports ·l1Ierapeutlc • Swedish 
storage/rent 
rentals wanted 
EXPERIENCED HOUSE SinER SEEKS Homel 
apartment caretaking position. Prolessional. 
relIable, honest. and handy. References avaIl-
able. 770-1265. 
MATURE WOMAN, 7-year LI.Beanemployee, 
is looking forsunnyapartmenl wlyard. House-
shanng a pOSSibility. 878-8518 
WINTER RENTAL, profesSIOnal couple, prafer 
condo, Falmouth-Freeport. October 1st. Ap-
proximately $6OO/mo+/-. 985-8717 evenings, 
or leave message w/speciflcs. 
real estate 
BATH, HISTORICAL c.1840 GREEK REVIVAL· 
Fully restored, 4BDR .. 2·tl2 baths, With beau· 
tiful woodwork throughout, includIng bUln-in 
cabinets & seats, tin ceiling in dining room. 
$179,900. Call 443-1416 or 443·3333. 
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND· SlWooded acres, pri· 
vate, electnclty surveyed & approved for build-
ing, lar road. By owner, $34,900. 637-22t6. 
DRESDEN, MAINE· Great views from this 
bright, 3BDR .. solar contemporacy. Centrally 
located, not far from 1·95. Private 4.7 acres 
plus 46 acres shared whwo other homes. 
$1 t 9,900. Call Sa lly Fes ler, Centucy 21 
Baribeau Agency. (2071729-3333. 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED Homes 
and properties! HUD, RTC, IRS, DEA, and 
other government agencies. Listings for your 
area. Call toll free! 1 (8001436·6867, ext. R· 
1553. 
NEWTOMARKET· 5119,900. 4BDA. Victorian 
wfln-Iaw apartment. Excellent condition, gao 
rage, fenced in yard. (2071799.4901. 
Call 767·5191 
" .. . ' 
.$4() Insurance Reimbursable 
.. 
774-8633 Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks. Stress, 
Recovery Issues 




begins Sept. 20 
FREE CLASSES 
TUES. S.pc. 13· 7:15·8:45pm 
SAT. Scpr. 17· 9:00-10:30am 
Call for flyer: Pam Jackson 
767-5607 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
• • TAl CHI CHUAN 
T'AI CHI FORM SELF·DEFENSE 
A med~ativ'~ 8lencing , 
, exercise • with 
. toning opposing 
the body force In 
. & caIrning order to 
the rTind . control ~ . 
STRESS REDUCTION • LONGEVITY 
HEALTH· INTERNAL ENERGY FLOW 
"A System Promoting Balance 
on a Physical and Spiritual Level" 
-Gene Golden 
, 616 Congress SI. 3rd Floor· 772·9039 . 
Make your life like 




First hour FREE! 
Fran Sayers, Ph.D. 
774-2012 
, '. .... 
" . . ,', .: .. '. : ' . ": . . : .. , . .... , 
" . . ' 
ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY ; . 
~ V PAST UfE REGRESsiON 0 STRESS REdUCTION EMOTIONAL GEARING • INNER Cl-ijld/GuldE WORk , . .' . . . , 
'ii9 
V ANITA LANDINO, CHT • (201) 780·01Ul 
. .... " 
Richard Lewis MSEd., LPe, Nee 
Individual, Group and Family Counseling 
780.8301 Brief th<rapy, clinical hypnotherapy, family issues, trauma, 
a.nxiety/stress. sports/performance enhancement. 73 Deering St. 
Suite 201, Portland 
CONSOLlDATED HEALTH SERVTCES. INC, $ 
Shirley 1. Parker, LPN, LSAC 
Liexnsoed. Substance Abuse: Counsdor 
Specializing in Impaired Nurses 
650 Brighton Avenu •• Portland, ME 04102 
(207) 773·3000 
real estate 
OWNERS, BROKERS! Advertise your house 
before MORE qualified buyers for LESS! call 
775-1234 to inQUi re about The Sure Sell 
ClasSifIed's a"ordable Photo Real Estale sec· 
tlon. 
PEAKS ISLAND- 2BDR. home on lacre lot. 
Year-round, near stores. Motivated seller! 
Asking $1 f9,9OO. (2071766-5002. 
STETSON· 8.5 WOODED ACRES. SOIl tested, 
surveyed, utilities, paved road. Ideal home 
site, asking $20.000, financing available 296· 
3777. 
WILLARD BEACH· Immaculate 1 BDR. bunga-
low. Hardwood floors, fireplace, FHW heat, 
garage. $86.900. (2071883·9144 or (2071839· 
6859. 
land for sale 
CUMBERLAND CENTER· 1+ aeee building lot. 
Close to schools/playgrounds. Underground 
utilities. Excellent value. $34,900. (2071799· 
4901. 
FRYEBURG· 4.3 acre building lot. Must sell. 
Approved septiC design, secluded, close to 
town, $18,000. Call 878·8928, leave mes-
sage. 
body & SOUl " 
Learn Therapeutic Massage 
or Polarity Therapy 
Pmfl'ssional Ll'wl Trainin!(s 
body & soul 
ANITA LANDINO, CHT. Hypnotherapy. Heal 
abuse, relalionship issues Empower your-
self. Unloashcreativity, lOY, confidence! (2071· 
780·0831. 
BEGINNING TAROT: Eight week introductocy 
class sta~s September f 9th. S125.00, Joanne 
FiOrini, 799·8648. 
CLASSICAL HOMEOPATHY- Natural Heal1h 
Car. that works. 8 years experience. Adults 
and children. John Straus, Naturopath . 828· 
6369. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
M.A., L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. 
AlleVIate chronic backaches, headaches. neck 
and shoulder stIffness. sciatica, stress, 1m· 
prove flexibilIty, muscle tone, Circulation, ath· 
letic pertOfmance. Byappointment, 865-0672. 
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY· Improve your clrcula· 
tlon, re lieve stress and feel good! Initial $10 
discount. Krist in Erico, 773·1346. 
HOOKED ON FOOD? Maybe it's not your lault. 
Learn the physical and emotional aspects of 
food and get back In the drive(s seat. Food 
Dependency Workshop, Friday, September 
23, 1994,9am·4pm,$40.00. Wor'<shop led by 
Sara F. Levite , MS, LCPC and Phil Werdell, 
MA. Foc information call 829-5635. 
HORIZON STUDIO presents -Drums of Pas· 
sion-. An 8·week introductocycourse in Egyp· 
tian Dance. 9114 & 9/15, 6:45pm·8pm. Call 
87B·9414. 
IS YOUR LIFE NOT QUITE AS YOU WOULD 
LIKE ITTO BE· no manee how hard you tcy? " 
so, Solution-Based Brief Therapy can help. 
B92·7303, Dr. Gaille Brennan. Evening & week· 
end hours for your convenience. 
Hours by appointment. 
.. .. . ... 
.... . .. . ; 
.... . ..... . 
.. 
.. .• .': . 
: 
1. From Surviving To Tlviving 
On-going mixed Iherapy groups 
beginning week 01 Sept. 121h. 
Spaces available. 
2. DraWing: Learning to See 
Weekly doss beginning 
mld-Seplember 
3. On~ing Dream Group 
Twice monthly, Wednesday 01 
noon, beginning Oclober . 
KNEAD YOUR KNOTS! Therapeutic massage 
lor re laxation, stress reduction. Gift certifi-
cates , sliding scale available. Peggy Muyco, 
767·8015. 
LlGHTOFTHE MOON. with over 40,000 book 
tit les available, also has a larue selection of 
Tarot cards, unique gifts, and tools to heal the 
body, mind and sp irit. 324 Foce St. 82B-1710. 
Open Daily. 
LOVE YOUR BODY. Women's Expressive 
Therapy Group. Transform your relationship 
with your body through movement and art. 
1 O·wks. begins Sept. 20th. Anita Flores MA, 
LCPC.865-6027. 
MYSTIC REVELATIONS by Jeri. Looking lor 
answers? I can help. Intuitive card readings, 
astrological counceling. Call 797-2621 for 
apPOintment. 
_. , : .. .. 
Tel. 797·2621 
(or appolntmen I 
MYSTIC REVELATIONS 
bYlert 
• intuitive Cord Readings 
• Astrological CounseUng 
.' .. 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772-3176 
Men', Therapy Group MOIL 7·9 pm 
Mixed Therapy Group Tues. 4·6 pm 
.::: Lisa Bussey, M.A.; L.C.J'.C. ': 
. Certified Eating Disorders Specialist 
Monday A,M. Group 
" ,.' 
• Eating ·Relationships 
.Body Image·Sexuality .. .. .. 
Individual. & Group 
775·7927 
Elizabeth G alnett , Rt'\ , MS, LAc 
Acupuncture &: Oriental Medicine 
• Painless Needling 
• Safe, Effective, & Affordable 
'Free Consultatfon 
• Sterile Disposable Needles 
871-5966 
• Sept. 12 - YIN & YANG OF ADDICTION 
6:30-8:30 $20 
• Sept. 13 - BEGINNER TAROT 
6:30-8:30 6 consecutive weeks - $60 
• Sept. 14 - WINGS OF LOVE 
6:30-9:00 $20 
• Sept. 15 - INTUITION DEVELOPMENT PART I 
6:30-9:00 $20 
Reservations Requ' ed 
324 Fore Street • Portland, Maine 




lets stock up our herbal pantries 
for winter. All Supplies included . 
Bring home herbal extracts, oils, 
salves, potions, make hol iday 
gifts, medicines, and/or a wreath. 
Dig into poultices. and play with 
nature in a spirit of fun and 
camaraderie, songs and magic. 
with 
Jenny Yasi 
October 15&16. $175,oWeekend 
c.n, (207) 766·2604 
for more information and registratton 
NEED HELP TO OUIT SMOKING, over eatin g, 
or worcying? Is it hacd just gening it all to-
gether? Cert;lied Medical Hypnotherapy, 892· 
7303. 
NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY reliev.s chronic 
muscle pain. Swedish massage: Physlologi-
cally healthy, deep relaxation. Ilona Silverman, 
CMT, 871 -1610. 
PENISINIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional 
vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1-3 
inches. P.rmanent & safe. Resolve impotence 
& premature ejaculation. Dr. Joel Kaplan, 1· 
800·987-PUMP. 
PSYCHIC READINGS by ANNA- ·Ccystals 
·Readings 'Tarotcards ·PalmReadings 'Past 
Life Readings. Call 761-5655. 
PSYCHODRAMA- All day sessions, $60/ses-
slon. 9/24, 10122, 11119, 12117, at 222 St. 
John Street, Portland. Facilitated by Rachel 
Sager, LSAC. Call 775·1711. 
. '. : 
UNDERSTANDING THE ENNEAGRAM. A three-
day workshop, Sept. 16· t 8 on human person-
ality and interaction based on the Enneagram, 
a remarkably effective psychological and SPlri-
tual "map" which identifies where you are and 
where you are gOino in your own develop-
ment. Led by Dr. Paul Hanneman, NLP Master 
Practitioner and spiritual guide. Immanuel 
Baptist Chucch, 1256 High St., Po~ land. For 
Information and reg istrat ion, call 775·7390. 
instruction 
·DARKRooM & PORTRAIT STUDIO RENT· 
ALS ·Basic Photo Classes 'Private Lessons 
• Live Figure Models. Call 879-2560. 
ADULTS READ BmER·Adult Learning Oppor· 
tuM"S. FreOl'Confidential. call 1-800-322-5455. 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE- 10 weeks 
beginning Sept. 26, Monday eve .. 5:45-
B:45pm, 5250 tu ition. Call 799-5728IWrite: 
K.Boldt, 19 Birch Knolls, Cape Eilz'beth, ME 
04107. 
FAlL SEASON 1994. (il From Surviving To 
Thriving. (iii Drawing: Leaming To See. (iiil 
On-Going bream Group. For information call: 
799·t024. 
FIREARMS INSTRUCTIONS· Trained profes· 
sionals teaching weapon saf,ty, 
marksmanships and proven shooting tech-
niques. Basic, Intermediate and advanced 
courses taught. Basic course meets require-
ments for a concealed weapons permit. Con-
tact Peter Joyce at Weaponcran Inc. at 823· 
9108. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR POLAR· 
ITY THERAPY. Professional Level Trainings. 






Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234 
TEN CREATIVE DRAWING LESSONS using 
"Drawing on the right side of the brain", with 
Bonnie Spiegel at her studio Thursday morn· 
ings. Beginning Octob" 6, $125. 77~·4160 . 
TUTORING· Engl ish, composnion, SAT. prep 
or Social Studies. Certified teach" wnh 
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"DRUMS OF PASSION" 
An 8-week introductory 
course in Egyptian Dance_ 
Hip technique, finger 
cymbals & choreography_ 
September 14 & 15 
6:45pm-8:00pm 
Call for more infonnation 
878-9414 
Practice costuming 




Anatomy & Physiology 
Established in 1981 for the purpose of training individuals in 
the health professional career field of Massage Theory, 
P.O. Box 24, 99 Moose Meadow Lane, Waldoboro, ME 04572 832-5531 
professional serVo 
MUSIC FOR ELEGANT OCCASIONS- MIChael 
Katz, ClasSical GUitarist, InstruClor USM. call 
lor pnvale audillon, 773-1133. 
RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd .. LPC, NCC. - Indl' 
vidual. Group, Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call lor Group offeflOgs, 780·8301 . 
STUCK? BREAK THROUGH BLOCKS! Expand 
awareness, creatiVity & Insight. Rheatha 
Forsler, MA, lCPC, Expressive ThmplSl. In-
diViduals and Groups. 874·2970. 
Charles B Melcher 
Portraits. Weddinp & Event8 
PortJand ~ Maine 
207 775.6301 




Simplified Steps Including; 
• Resources for exam study guides 
• Unpublicized shortcuts 
• Training/supervision options 
Quickly achieve your Mental Heallh 
licensure ILCPC, etc.) 
Applicable for traditional and 
creative arts therapies 
For uemre prejJmaJio. package smd 
nm>V, address, and 145 Ill: 
Counsel Network 
P.O. Box 1272 
Portland, ME 04104-1272 
business services 
"HANDYMAN MIKE -Carpenlry, pOlnllng, ex-
tenor/intenor. large or small. Insured. Call 
797·4428. 
IraCllOglmaintenance Remodeling, balh- PETE r 5 MA 5 ON RY Ing - Thorough cleaning weekly, biweekly, or 
rooms, kitchens, f inished basements. roofing. forthatspecialoccasion. Call Vicki, 883-2939. 
decks. additions. Intenor/exterior painting . • Brick, Block. Stone &. Concrete· 
vinyl siding, complete mobile home set-up & • Slate Roofs • 
servICe No iob 100 big or small. Prompl reli-
able service. Insured 871 -0093. 
A-I SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS· Repairlreplace 
Rool,chlmneY,celil ngs. walls, guner. Carpen-
try/pa int. 28 years experience References. 
775·2511 . . 
ACORN FENCE CO.' S.les , Repair, Removal. 




- Written and Verbal Report. 
Radoa AIr Tes1inc 
- Maine Ucensed 
• Fully Insured • Free Estimates 
883-9608 P,t,r Lauzl,r 
Yard Care Unlimited 
kill 
Mowing & Trimming 
"Yard Care "landscaping 
W:B83·8207 Fr .. 
B:759-50"7 Consuhal ion 
ATLANTIC SEALCOATING· Double Ihe IIle 01 
your driveway or parkmg lot by sealcoalmg 
For a lree eslimate, call 839·6287. 
RcsWeatlal Emiro_nW Tes1b1c 
_ Sick Hoose Sufveyo CAROLYN PARDI, Cert llIOd Pa~legal. Wills, 
_ Allergona _ MoI."'ro Power of Anorney, LiVing Trusts, LiVing Wills, 
_ Combustion Byproducts IIiiilI Divorce, Bankruptcy. Prenuptial Agreement. 
- M~iga1ion PIons 'l!!!!I' Aeasonable ~tes. 772-6620 
772-6005 CLEAN RITE Cleaning Service °Medlcal 001· 
PETER BASS - INSPECTOR lice ° ReUl1. Dusling/moppingiVacuumlng. Free 




DAVID COHEN'S WINooW WIZARDS. Fall 
WindowCleaning Insured employees, 1 Oyears 
experience. C.1I 761-0228. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- SmalllLarge loads. 
Locally, long disl.nce. Ga~ges , basements, 
anics cleaned. Excel lent references. Low rates. 
B" Pol . ... $1.95 u'" 774-2159. 
BUYFOUR - G£TONE~ 
417" P"" ... . 75' ,",CH FAX YOUR AD TODAYI 775·1615. VlSalMC 
BUY /0 OR MORE · 20% OFF accepted. 
GARDENER'S DEUGHT 
~T.~~ 8W ~ FURNITURE· Stflppmg- repainng- relinish· 
~~mzm:m==;:cilem"",o:;- mg. Quality ~rk' fair prices- prompt service. 
tJ ReggIO'S FurMure Place, 772-1121 . 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE Effi· 
cient, reliable , reasonable rates 12 years ex· 
perlence. Relerences. 774-6467 
HOUSE CLEANING! COME HOMETOACLEAN 
HOUSE l F"endly, dependable, quality service 
Cali loday! 871-7150. Free esllmales. 
HOUSE CLEANING- FALL CLEANING , weekly, 
bl-weekty availab le. For free estimate, refer-
ences, call Kim, 892·0122. 
J. DUNN REMODELING· BUilding conl~clor. 
Houses, addftions, garages, docks, kllchens, 
and bathrooms. Insured. Call Jack Dunn, 856-
6617. 
JOHN CZAJKOWSKI & ASSOCIATES , Carpen-
ters . Fine carpentry, restorations. 
cabinetmaking, renovations. Reasonable rates, 
references , insured 773·7613 
KING WINDOW WASHER- Residenllal and 
commerCial clean ing also available. Free esll-
males 839-4226. 
MIKE'Z TREE & LANDSCAPING SERVICES· 
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, removal of 
dangerous limbs , tops. trees , feeding, 
slumpgnnding. Des igniinstaliallOn 01 gardens, 
lawns, and fences. Cer1lfied AborisVland-
scaper, Insured. 883-87461799'0689. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? No lob 100 
big or small. free estlmales. GERRY'S ELEC· 
TAlC. 773-5897. 
financial 
RECEIVE OVER 114 OF A MILLION DOLLARS 
CASH, Inol a loan or g~nl) For your amaZIOg 
Ir .. report send a 110 S.A.S E.lo DLT. RR2 
Box 1 078B, Sanlord, Me. 04073. 
• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
SHOES' WEDDING GOWNS· COATS· SUITS· DRESSES 
Yo~ef Fashion Boutique 
Old Umefick Mill 
RI , 11 , Washington St. 
Limerick. ME 04048 
1-207-793-6657 
549 Congress st. 




Top Quality Clothing & Jewelry From Around the World 
Absolutely Beautiful American, Imported, and Exported Jewelry 
Fantastic Selection of Slytish New and Vintage Oothing 
For Men, Women, Infants, and Olildren 
New and Used CDs and Cassettes 
Gifl Catalogue Available 
NEED EXTRA $$$CASH$$$? 
We are always looking for qualily, fashionable, brand name clolbing. 
We pay 50-50 on consigrunenl items. 
No appl necessary & no liIIlll on Ibe number of Ilems! 
Donale a largeluU Helt, bag 01 dean nSDiobk cwlhing 
and gel 11J%ol/an, pure""" slor...,iJet 
Willi 50\-Lce, Levi, and any clean Jeans • used CDs and cassettes 
• Fashionable men's, women's and children's clothing 
THESE NAME BRANDS WANTED-PLUS MOREl 
Adrian Jordan' Calvin Klem • London Fogg· LL Bean • Victoria's Secrel' 
Argenti • Harve Bernard' Talbot· Karin Slevens • Express· Coah • Etienne • 
Carole Linle' Col.,.H ...... Liz Claiborne' Cbaus • Evan Picone • 
Susan Brislol • GAP' Peny Ellis 
1 0' X 12' R""".I,oalOO 
$995.00 
i'cl.des concrete Wirg. IlIlilg & stairs 
ma,¥ designs to choose flom 
THE EVERGREEN CO. 
Acorn 
Fence Co. 
Prol1ll1 Prelessional Service 
Free Estimates 









NAST Y ~~...I 
CO"tPUlS J YE tCI EANtN b 
and 01"'" .la IIUppOf1 &.lIN"'@!; 
. ,.and other IKe .,pport services 
U you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning people. .. or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 
You need me in your life 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 
892-1203 CLEANING SERVICE~ 
CHEERFUL AND DEPENDABLE 
DAILY. WEEKLY. MONTHLY. 
MOVE IN/OUT SERVICE 
Call us now for a cleaner, 
more organized home or office, 
856-2689 
Remodeling, bathrooms, 
kitchens, finished basemen Is, 
roofing, decks, additions, 
interior and exleriar poinling, 
vinyl siding, complete mobile 
home set-lJp and service . 
No iob too big or small . 
Prompl reliable service. Insured. 
IVIASONRY 
$10 off Chimney Sweeping 
• Fully Insured 
883-9608 
• Free Estimate 
Peter Lalzler 
expires 10/31 
" CAR TOO SMALL? 
I'LL HAUL! " 
~ 
Finished & Unfinished 
• Coun"y Fwnirure • Jell.,. Cabiaet5 
• Clocks. Aluiqut RtproductioM 
• Quilt RKa • Poutiq Chain 
, · U'l~."" 
.... W~VI.riJ 
Home Repair Service 
• Leaks -Gutters ·Aoofs 
.chimneys .ceilings ·Palntlng 







today for your Money Saving 
Benelil Package 
* ~Iealth Insurance- at 
Affordable Group Rates 




• Power of Artorney 
• Living Trusls 
• Living Wills 
• Divorce 
• Bankruptcy 
• Prenuptial Agreement 
Reasonable Rates 
items for sale 
COMBO FLOOR ·POLISHER - CARPET Sham· 
poo Electrolux, used once to demonstrate, 
POid S500. Best offer. 839·4954. 
COMPUTER- Apple IIC. MOnllor, two disk 
dnves, prlnler, soHware, Great for school. 
Asking $600. 772·0991 . 
DINING·RooM SET- Includes 59" lable wllh 
leal, six labric-covered chairs, and a 2-piece 
china cabinet. Ornate deSign. Dark wood Only 
$450. (207)646-9482. 
KORG 01 RW ~ck mounted module, barely 
used SI ,300. DX7 keyboard, Peavey KB300 
amp., package deal, $400. 774·1268. 
RECESSION USED APPLIANCI: SALES- Wash· 
ers, dryers, stoves, refngerators, freezers. 
Large Invenlory. Guamnleed and delivered 
642-3686 
UNIVEGA GRAN PREMIO 19 112' lrame, ~c­
Ing 12 speed bike. Full chrome molylrameand 
fork. Sunlour Superbe de~ill eurs. QR alloy 
wheels, lurbo saddle. Great cond,l ,on. Besl 
offer. Call, 878·3528. 
yard sales 
1600PENNSYLVAN IAAVE.-Movlng sale' Sal I 
Sun /Mon · l awn furniture, exerCise eQuip· 
menl lbarely used), skeletons lrom Ihe closel, 
tons of womens' shoes, cat toys, McDonalds 
colleclables. Moving toCuba, everyth ing musl 
go! 
ANNUAL MULTI -FAMILY BERKELEYICON-
CORD STREETYARD SALE. Salurday & Sun-
day. Seplember 10 & 1\ , 10-2 furnilure, 
sportmg goods, household items, antiques. 
10YS, etc. Rain date September 17 & 18. 
wanted 
WANTED: BLACK & WHITE ILLUSTRATIONS 
Irom asplnng art lSls lor MAINE IN PRINT, 
publIShed by Ihe MOIne Wnters and Publish-
ersAlliance Weotfer. byline, material for your 
portfOliO, and g~tilude . Wrlle: Ed llor, Maine 
in Prinl , 12 Pleasanl SI., BrunswlCk,ME.04011-
2201. 
arts 8. crans 
DORY MODEL 8'- Exce llenllor Office, bank, 
reslauranl dISplay, SI.ve 799-1198. 8-8:30am 
or aHer 7:00pm. 
HELP! Customer demand IS growing faster 
Ihan ourabUlty lo secll reartisans. craltspeople, 
furmture makers Call Mame Artist Crafters 
Mall and ioin Ihe excllemenl. 453-8089 
getaways 
Maine Mountain Bike 
Hostel 
2-3 Day Tours - food/Lodging/Hot Tub 
$7 Soo per person complel. (on .bin' .. ) 
Brochures, Res8IVCJtio()$, Ren,ols 
Back Country ExcursIons 
(2071 625-8189 
wheels 
--RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY SELl!"" 
for $25 The Sure Sell Will advertISe your car 
unlil you sell it C. II775·1234Io placeyourad. 
VisalMaslerCard accepted. 
wheels 
DODGE 600 CONVERTIBLE 1986· Good Ilfes 
and exhaust, 98K miles. Best offer, 883·3197. 
DODGE DYNASTY 1989- 4-door, 6cyl., aula' 
malic, loaded, mini condition. High miles, rust 
lree, $2,800 761·5609 
DODGE INTREPID ES 1994- Loaded, lealher, 
CO. $19,500 635-2619, leave message, 
DON'T PAY MORE THAN 525 10 sell your 
vehicle ! The Sure Sell ClasSilleds Will keep 
your car, lruck, bus, RV, or mOloroyle running 
unlil ll sellsforonly$25! Ca ll 775·1234 or FAX 
1110 775·1615. VisalMC accepled 
SUBARU DL WAGON, 1986- 5-spd ., Ironl-
wheel drive, grealcond~lon mechanically, well-
maintained, high mileage but good for many 
more. S1.650/8.0 563·8673. 
SUBARU GL 1986- 3·door, lOW miles, aula' 
maliC transmiSSion . Exce llent cond it ion, 
S16OO1B 0 772·3901 
SUBARU GL 1986· Wagon, aula, power. 155K, 
stereo/cassette. Some rust. Great car $1 ,8001 
B 0. (207)828-836611207)865 0675. 
THINNING OUT THE FLEET: 1970 VW Beelle, 
1,000 miles on engme Other vehicles avaIl-
able. 799-4891 
trucks/vans 
CHEVROLET SUBURBAN 1983· V-8, 350, 4· 
boll, rebu ill 20K ago, runs excellenl , body 
good. $2, 10018.0. 926·5171. 
DODGE PICK-UP 1952 -Rebuill molar, 1968 
Plymoulh Fury Convertlble-Greal runners. 
Must sell B.O 883-8436. 
FORDAEROSTAR XL, 1992· EX!ended wagon, 
6·cyl AmIFm, crUise, NC,45K.$10,800 862-
5915. 
FORD ECONOLINE CARGO VAN 1985· Aula· 
matlc, V8, 103K, nice stereo. Recent inspec-
tion. SI ,500. 828·6571. 
boats 
LIKE TO WORK ON WOODEN BOATS? 25H. 
whaleboal needs repairs . Good G~y martne 
englOe, Monel shaH, stalO lesssleel gas lank& 
exhausl pipe Make offer, 883·2788 
MARATHON 23.5'· AH cabm crUiser. 305 
Chevy, Mere VO, sleeps 416 Excellenl condi-
tion w~olsand loIS oleX!~s! SII ,5001B 0 1-
474·5472. 
PEARSON SAILBOAT 26' 1975 - Rad io, com-
pass, knol-meter, deplh·llnder, main, 120 & 
150 Genoa Spinnaker, 1983Mereury9 8hp ob. 
Excellenl condll ion. $11 ,500 call (207)539-
2387. 
FAX IT! 775·1615 , THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEOS! TOYOTACELICAGTHATCHBACK 1987-148K, 
automatic, over·drlve, AlC , full power. Good 
cond~ion $3,00018 O. 296-3777. 
FOAD RANGER XlTSUPEACAB, 1992+cyl .. 
5' speed,AmlFm cassene, 32K.$1 O,SOO. 839· 
8023. LM 
PERMA·FLOAT 10' loam lilled inlailible boat. 
Unsinkable, slrong, Ilgh1.S595IB.0 767·2633 
evenings, 
FORO ESCORTLX, 1993-4-door, 5-spd ,NC, 
low miles, like new Must sell, leaVIng country. 
$8,600IB.0 883-0219. 
FORO FESTIVA 1988- RebullI engine 3,000 
miles, 50mpg , standard, exce llent condition. 
$2,000IB,0. 883-5412, even ings. 
GEO PRIZM 1990- NC , PIS, PIB, aula, AMI 
FM , clolh IOle"or, 34mpg. Asking $5,500. 
(207)283,4820, LlM. 
HONDA ACCORD EX 1990- 4·door, loaded, 
power sunroof. New l iming belts, millt cond l-
lion. $10,295. Ca ll 1-646·6520. 
HONDA ACCORD LX 1985· GrealShape. 125K, 
loaded, aulomallc. S2.400IB.0. 773-0072. 
HONDA CRX, 1991- leol, excellenl condlllon, 
sunrool . NC, 5·speed Many eX!~s . $8.8001 
B.O. Call, 766-2413. 
ISUZU IMPULSE 1986· Black, 5·spd ., AMIfM 
cassette, air, crU ise , standard, 51 ,10018.0, 
exc condo 828-8049. School - must sell! 
JAGUAR 1976, XJ6· Tomalo red wltan lealher, 
only 47K miles. In great shape, must be seen. 
$7,00018 O. call MIChael, 839-3354. 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1984· Pearl white, burgundy 
lealherinterior All opllons.$4,995. 783·33361 
783-3729. 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1986· Black, tan lealher, 46K. 
Aillaciory options. thIS car is minI! SII ,900 
783-33361783·3129. 
JEEP CHEROKEE 1978- Runs excellenl. 78K, 
v·a, tows and plowS anything. New transmiS-
Sion, AMIFMICASSICB Pis, p/b. 4WD Must 
sell. 442·0919. 
JEEP WAGONEER, 1984-4-wheel dnve, auto-
matic transmission, needs work. $800 780-
0545. LlM. 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK III, 1976- No 
rust, all power" unrool, newlires. $200018 O. 
774·0746 
MAZDA 323, 1989- Excellenl cond il lon, no 
rusl w12yr.lranslernble warranty, exp July/96. 
New t ire s, Pioneer AM fFM/ca ssette. 
34mpg.IOlown. $5,400, 883' 1534. 
MERCEDES 230, 4-DOOR SEDAN, 1975- En-
gine and body in good condilion, runs well. 
$850IB,0. 773·3847. 
MERCEOES BENZ 220, 1971- AulomatlC, 
lealher intenor, Excellenl body, black. Excel-
lenl condll ion, clasSic! S2, 1 OOIB.O. 883-6608. 
MERCEDES BENZ 380, 1984· One owner, 
silver, blue clOlh Intenor. All faclory oplions. 
$1 1,900 783-3338/783-3729 . 
MERCEDES BENZ 450·SLC, 1977- While, tan 
lealher All opllons, one owner, Sl1 ,900. 783· 
33361783·3729. 
MERCURY TOPAZ XR5 1988- 1 owner, low 
miles I54K), 5·speed, all power, Immaculate, 
$3,900. 773 ·1 445 days, 883·6437 evenIOgs. 
MERCURY TRACERlMAZDA 323 1989 - 5· 
speed , AMIFM, cassene, 3-door hatchback . 
Excellenl cond il ion $3200 Musl see 774-
1804 
MONTE CARLO 1985- 98K, 4.3·V6, aula malic, 
power steenng/b~kes , NC. S900IB O. 767· 
7033. 
TOYOTA CELICA ST 1987- 163K, 5·speed, 
blue, new exhaust. new slicker. Runs great! 
$1,200 firm 833-5337. 
TOYOTA MR2, 1988· Looks and runs greal. 
Recenllu ne·up, banery,exhaust, l ires Loaded. 
$5,500. 767-3522. 
TOYOTAPICK-UP, 1988· V6, 4x4, grealShape. 
New stICker and emissions. 55,995 call 1-
282-2937. 
NISSAN 1994- K C, 4x4, low miles, warranty, 
FULLY equ ipped. Musl see/sell al $13,500 
Leave message Bill, 775-2207. 
NISSAN PIU 1984· 5·speed , one owner, clean, 
runs greal, 12K. $1 ,87518.0. Call . 773-7330 
RV's 
HOLIDAY RAMBLEA, 1972- Exce llenl work· 
PRIVATEER RUNABOUT 1986· 18 , lull can· 
vas. 1988 90h.p. EVIOrude. Coxt~l ler. S5 ,5001 
B.O. 883-8932, leave message. 
PUMA 23' SLOOP- Pocket cruiser, sleeps·4 
Fully equ ipped wleloclron lc & much gear. Free 
moonng. Seller very mOllvated. $6,000IB,0. 
897·3911 , days 
QUICKSILVER INFLATABLE BOAT 1993- 12 
112'. Excellenl can dillon. 1993 8h.p Mariner 
oUlboard Low hours, like new. SI ,90018 O . 
(207)799,9823 
TOYOTA TERCEL WAGON SR·5 1983- 4WO, Ing cond llion, aWOlng, lu ll queen'size bed. 
SAILBOAT· 24' Sloop, Johnson IOboord, use 
of Falmouth moormg for season 3 sail, beamy 
and comlortable, sleeps-5. Very stable and 
dry Alummum trailer. For qUick sale, $4,900. 
(207)637-2216 140K miles. TrOller package, AC Needs some Asking $4,200 Call 1'247-3202. 
work. S750. 767-6012. 
TRIUMPH TR6, 1974· Roadster, clasSiC, 10' 
lally rebulll, 53K, $10,000 invesled. Have all 
papers. $7,500, 828·1505. 
VEHICLES UNDER S200! Cars auctioned by 
IRS. DEA. FBI nallonwide. Trucks, boals, 
motorhomes, computers , and more! Call toll 
Ireel 1(800)436,6867, eX! A-1581 
VOLKSWAGON BUS 1979· Very good condl· 
l ion, mmimal rusl . $3,OOOIB.O. 766·5771 
VOLVO 740·GLE TURBO 1988· 5-speed, reo 
cenlly repainted, excellenl condllion, all ex· 
Iras. $8,600. 862-5915. 
VW 111 SEDAN (BEATLE) 1912- Low miles, 
exce llenl shape, new radials, amlfm rad io, 
aux. healer. Musl see . $4,000IB O. Bill 
(207)775-2207. 
VW FOX, 1988- 72.000 miles, 4·sp .. d, 2-
door, blue, AMIFM cassene SI ,500. Call 879-
90n, leave message 
VW RABBIT 1983- Good shape, runs wel l. 
May 1995 sticker. S900IB.0. 772·6615 eve· 
nings. 
VW RABBIT WOLFESBURG , 1984- 4-spd., 
sunrool. cassene, 133K, runsllooks good. 
S750. 885·5673. 
VW Westlalia 1982-Head soulh lor Ihe wlOler! 
Fullyequipped, Inspeeled, lOOK miles. $4,200. 
(207)780.1044. 
motorcycles 
BAD TIME TO SELL, GREAT TIME TO BUY. 
HONDA 600F2, 7K miles, $3,500. Call, 775· 
1132. 
HONDA CBR 600F21992· 3K, black, purple & 
pIOk. All stock. Exce llent condll ion, $4,SOOI 
B.O, 878-3730 
KAWASAKI VULCAN 500 1991 · 4,200 miles, 
navy blue/Silver. Mmt condil ion. $3,70018,0. 
282·0283. 
YAMAHA H-SPECIAL 650 1984· Black, gor-
geous, temllC nde Wanting 5650. Beaui llul 
bike. 775·6243 
ITASKA WINDCRUISER 1987-37 ,all oplions 
" 45K miles, like new. $35,900IB.0, Call 
(207)758.0778. 
WINNEBAGO LIFETIME, 1973- 28 ', 360 
Chrysler mOlar, 59K miles, 3.25 Oman gen-
eralor. Asking S8,50018.0 883-3632. 
boats 
O"SELL YOURBOATFORONLY$25W" Sure, 
It 's worth much more than that! But, for on ly 
$25 The Sure Sell Will advertISe your boat unlil 
you se ll It! Call 775-1234 for more Iflforma· 
tl on. VlsalMC accepted . 
ALDEN OCEAN SHELL, double wlsing le row-
Ing unit & oars 5 yrs old, tru ly pflstme can-
dillon S1.900flfm. Localed on MOl Call 866-
2171 weekdays or 244-7746 weekends. 
BAYLINER 24 '-Volvo In/oul, galvanlzedlrOiler 
S8.000. Trade 4W/o Iruck, smaller boal , 
camper, elc. 773·0660. 
BUCCANEER, 27 · DIOsel, wheel, VHF, flasher, 
4 salls, trailer, electnc anchor Win ch , Fu lly-
equipped, ready $10.900. (207)879-76781 
(207)767-2601. 
CANOES & SEAKA YAKS-Old Town, Mad River, 
AQuaterra, Current DeSIgns and more NEW' 
USED Besl selecllon and prioes in New En. 
gland Ifrom S299). We lake lrades! MAINE 
SPORT OUTFITTERS, ROCKPORT. (207)236-
7120. 
CENTERBOARD SLOOP 16'- plOe, cedar, mao 
hoganyoveroak. Bronze fastened. Good salls, 
316SS cenlerboard, excellenl cond il ion. 
S2,500IB.0 wlgalvanlled Ir3ller DICk, 
(207)363-4168. 
CLASSIC WOODEN LAKE BOAT 16'· Good 
Father & Son winler proiecl. Call Bnan , 871-
8209. 
CUSTOM 1991 20 ' SLOOP BY LYMAN· 
MORSE North sails, Harken I,"IOgs, covers 
and 1~ ll er . S10,000 (207)832-6934. 
EGGHARBOR, 1964-37'xI3 5'beam, twc1982 
Perkins diesel englOes, rel lnished in 1990. 
adult services 
o HORNY IN MAINE - Find your sex partner 
lonlghll All lifestyles 1·900·737-7278, eX! 
511. Leave message Iree! 1-800,528,8555 
18., E.T., WDC $2.951mln. 
JOLENE'S INTIMATE CONVERSATION LINE. 
883-6109. VlSalMC, S2.00ImIO. Have credll 
card ready. 18. 
HOT, WET, LIVE 
DIRTY SEXI 
EROTIC, WILD" KINKY 
1-900-HOT-DUCK 
(468-38251 
S2.50-399/ m;n. 1 B+, 24"rs 
Instant Credlt---No Credtf Cord Needed 
Asking $35,000. Can be seen al DiMillo's. r==:-:-__ ------.... 
883·3632. EURO NYMPHOS 
FIBERGLASS 21' WEEKENDER- Four SOI ls, Hot, Erotic Talk with 
mOOflOg , 61H P. OIB, VHF, slo~ge slands, Inttlrnational Beauties 
plus more. Ready 10 SOI l. S5,000IB.0 878· Barely I.e"al 
5744. '" '-on-' 
LASER CLASS SALIBOAT. Aace condition, 1-800-991-1888 
SI ,20018,0. Call, 326·8230. Ill • • 1",1 Rate. ""ply 
September 8, 1994 33 
SCHOENBROD SIEGER 1988- Rowing shell, 
Slevenson padded cover, Kevlar hull. Wood 
rellnlShed , excellenl cond llion. SI,900. 562-
7569 
SEA KAYAK, SELKIE· Bu lll 'in pump, rudder 
syslem, like new. Excellenl cond il ion SI,5001 
B.0. 725-1313. 
SEAFARER SLOOP 1977- 29', diesel, 3-salls. 
lurling , VHF, Lo~n, OF, head , sl .. ps·5. 
SI6,900. 761 -6280IWJ, 729·7883IH). 
SEARAY PACHANGA 1987- 22 , 335 hours, 
330 HP, clean, wilh 1~ller . $14 ,000. Call, 883· 
4239. 
USED KEVLAR RACING CANOE. Old some 
glassworl<, raced 3 times $55018 O. 563· 
5649 
animals 
AKC DALMATION PUPPIES- 5lemales, $325; 
3 males, S300. Ready 10 go Sepl 11 . 727· 
4224 
AKC LAB PUPS· Born 8/7, 2 chocolate Ie· 
males, 2 chocolale males, 2 black males, 
championship IIOId/show lines. OFA and eyes 
cleared. $42511emale, $450Imales. Call, 563-
5649. 
WE LIKE IT HOT! Dominique & DanIOlle Call 
us at home lor explOSive lun. 878·0852 VI 
MClPAL, CK'S Two·on-one .valiable 18 • . 
HOT LIVE 
PHONE SEX 
HI!!:, EROTIC WOMEN 
WANT TO TALK TO YOU 
UVE 1 ON 1 
212-741-1202 
only .9~ I oUnute 
ower '2:1. eo .. IDlmWII 
1 Number /4 Choices 
1-900-745-4959 
o Party Line • Dale LlDe 
• Live ]-0 0-1 • Alternative 
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AUDI 100, 1989- All power, new tires, well NO MONEY: TRADE 1984 MAZDA TRUCK lor mus."c 
maintained. Book: SI0,000, askIOg $7,2951 any lunClional streetable motorcycle. Ca ll Bill, B.O. (207)563·8167. 773-1522, ____________________________________________ _ 
BUICK SKYLARK CUSTOM 1985 . Aula . New 
b~kes , slarter. Good I"es. $12951b O. Day-
lime 774·0991 , evenIOgs 774-0497. 
CAOILAC ELDORADO 1976- 58K. miles, lronl 
wheeldnve. Goodcondll lon.$2,OOOIB 0. 799-
9672, call anytime. 
CAMARO 1968- 327 engine, aulomatic, PS, 
PB, 60K miles. Ready for showlgo. $8,750 . 
799·9868 • 
CHEVROLETCAMARO RS, 1990-Adulldnven, 
well maintained. 305-V8, cowl-Induction, Cor· 
ven. ~lIy wheels, .ulom.tlc, power, AC, 1iI1, 
airbag. Red on g~y. $9,30018.0 761 -1868 
CHEVY 20 MARK III VAN 1984-70K, excellenl 
condition. New b~kes, exhaust. A.C., fold 
down bed, cooler, closel. S6,400. 883-7159. 
CHEVY CAMARO 1979· New 350, Cyclone 
headers, I~ nsm lss lon, sh iH kil , 70 series Ilres 
Keyslone rims. S95018.0. 772-3784. 
CHEVY CORVAIR MONZA 1967· 50K original 
miles, great condl1lon. movIOU must sell. 
SI,900IB.0 879·0509. 
CORVETIE 1979- 63K Till wheel. cruise, I· 
lops, 350 aulomal ic. $7,00018.0 Call 854-
1389, leave message. 
CORVETIE CONVERTIBLE 1962- Siandard, 
red wiWhile soft lop. Excellenl condition. Ask-
Ing $19,500, call 772·0991. 
OLDS CUTLASS CONVERTIBLE 1972- excel· 
lenlCondition. $6,20018.0 767-3331 or772-
221 3. 
DAUMMER CURRENTLY WITH -ANOTHER 
WORLD- seeks a pro local weekend band 
Available 911 8, have equlpmenl and I~n spor· 
talion call Dave, 642-5810. 
FLUTE LESSONS: One free Inlroduclory les· 
son. Reasonable ~Ies . All ages. Call Polyna 
Moreland aI772-7269. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME, 1981 - r::==========:--------------.... 
46K, 2·dr .. 8·cy!" black. New brakes, exhaust. APPEARING 
Runs greall. $1 ,15018.0. 761-0250. 8/5 The Barking Sp,der, Brunswick. 9 pm-lam 
8/6 Wedding, Rockport 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS, 1981- Rebu ill mo- 8/10 Privale, Bar Harbor 
lor, new Ilres, clean, needs wOrk. S695. 865- BI12 R(k's cale, Naples 
9510. After6pm, 865·4821. 8/13 Wedding, Camden 2-6 
PONTIAC FIREBIRD, 1989· Red, T'IOPS, air Plivale, Samosel, Rockland 
condillonlng, 12K. Asking $5,500IB.0. Call 8/tB Morganfield's, Porlland 
GUITAR LESSONS, etc.-From Segovia 10 Koike 
10 SRV. Al so. Inslrumenls for sale. Ca ll Peler 
Albert, 854·4050 
GUITAR LESSONS· Teaching loyourlearning 
and mUSical style. Experienced, certified 
teacher, Berklee graduate Call for more I010r· 
mallOn, 443-1564. 
GUITARIST· New 10 Portland, 100kIOg lor lei· 
low musiCians to form heavy dream pop band 
In style 01 calhenne Wheel, Verve. call Ben 
874-3374. 
PIANO LESSONS· Your home or mine. Ages 
4·74. First lesson Iree. Call Esther F~nces , 
775·1160. 
PIANO SERVICE-ProlesSional, regIStered tech-
niCIan· Joseph's Plano Service. Joseph Baclca. 
RPT, PTG Member. call 774-26961 1(800)-
924·9085 
THREE EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS need 
drummer. bassist and (most Impor1ant) cor· 
rect chemlslry lor wacky new advenlures. No 
gigs yet· We'll know when II'S lime. Call 828· 
8014. anytime, leave message. 846·5390. 8/19 Gilbert's, Camden 
8/20 Verillo's Pon~nd 
PONTIACFIREBIRD,1984-2-door,aulomatic, 8/26J.mie·s, PMlnad pass this paper on 
AmlFm. $1 ,20018 O. 828·1574 Cool Shade Of Blue 8/27 Wedd ng, D,t-AIIIo's 12-4 
HIGH SCHOOL PERCUSSIONIST wlShIOg 10 
purchase a used xylophone in good or excel-
lent condilion. Call 774-5157. 
207-799-3017 Jamie' s, Porl~nd t ~ 'e d 
PONTIAC GRANO PRIX LE 1988· Loaded, 1r-___________________ ;;;;;;~ __________ .;._.;;O;;a;.;lfI;l;n;;_~~ 
aulomalic,74K.$5,50018.0.SeenaIJIHyLube, 
S.Port land. 773-4950. 
MUSICIANS }\ BANDS }) INSTRUMENTS PONTIAC LEMANS 1969- Black, show car linlsh, lu lly reslored. Musl see $6,500 Serio 
ous inqUires only 893·0274. 
PONTIAC SUNBIRD 1985·106K miles. Runs 
great, maintained well. Paperwork included 
$1 ,25018 O. 770-9865·days, 854-5362·eve· 
nIOgs. 
PORSCHE 924, 1977· Greal shape. Must see/ 
drive Yellow. Many eX!~s $3,90018 O. 799· 
4514. 
5MB 900, 1983-1 14K, good condil ion New 
clutch, shocks, tires, b~kes , S2,500IB.0 Call 
772·7919. 
Whether you're a musician looking for a band, or a band looking for a musician, 
or even a musical instrument looking for someone to play you" , - 1 
Casco Bay Weekly will run your 25 word classified ad ABSOLUTELY FREE until you hit the right note, 
NO GUITAR STRINGS mACHBI! 
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THE CONFIDENTIAL, SAFE, AND FUN WAY TO MEET SOMEONE SPECIAl! 
women .. men 
A HARD MAN IS GOOD TO FIND! I'd like a 
phy>iQllY frt, open-minded, secure, loving 
and comminod mate who is well-equipped for 
IWe.llike giving backrubs, good conversation, 
'Ir 3520 (9121) 
APPRECIATIVE OF LIFE'S simple pleasures? 
Athletic, anractive, fun-loving, honest, inde-
pendent, intelligent, into fitness. music lover, 
open-minded, outdoorsy. romantic and sin-
cere. Would enioy sp.nding time with a SWM, 
25·33, who has qualities that compliment this 
SWF, 27, N/S, 5'6-. 'Ir 3495 (9121) 
ARE YOU A SWJM WHO IS HAPPY with your 
lite. but miss the magic of sharing special 
moments with a woman? Are you a profes-
sional, attractive, outgOing, funny, and emo-
IIOnally stabl. man? Doyou value honesty and 
family, and enjoy traveling, outdoor activities, 
movies, back rubs (giving and receiving), or 
just cuddl ing by afire in the winter? tf so, then 
please call and let's lalk. 'Ir 3596 (10/12) 
ATIENTION INTELLIGENT MEN! Anractive, 
robust WSW w/robust mind looking for a 
Single male, 40-50, with size between his ears, 
not neccessa" ly between his legs! 
'Ir 3584 (10/5) 
BEAUTIfUL YOUNG WOMAN with a bad sweet 
tooth craves a special sugar daddy to help 
satlsty all her n.eds. I'm 28, 5'6', 110#. 
'Ir 3559 (10/5) 
BEAUTIfUL, UNCOMPROMISING, success-
ful, Salt of Earth woman, Rare combination of 
intellect and spirit. Appreciates same in meo, 
35+, who have learned hfe's lessons and have 
the common man's stamina to hold their own 
at work, play or hom •. 'Ir 3587 (1015) 
BIG BONED GAL seeks big boned guy. Likes 
music, movies. books, good conversation. 
Senses of humorlhonesty reqUired . let's get 
log ether to explore life and each other. 
'Ir 3553 (10/5) 
BLONDE BOMBER looking lortop gun to have 
Ihe time of life. let's take each others breath 
away. Men 35-48 who are successful, self-
rehaat and look good in flight suit encouraged 
to apply forth IS mISsion. 'Ir 3585 (1015) 
ICARE FOR A DAY(jF FISHING, scuba diving, 
beaching, followed by asunset island plcnicof 
wine, cheese:Fl'lnth ~"'d and frUit, con~dr­
sation and dancing under the stars with a tall, 
athletIC. fun-loving, spontaneous SWF. 40, NI 
S? Come and have some fun! 'Ir 3496 (9121) 
CRAZY, DOWN TO EARTH, INTELLIGENT. LPN, 
cheerleader's Mom, looking for a few RAH-
RAHs of her own. 5'9', 39, smoker. drinker. 
Oon't sit on the Sidelines, let's get into the 
game! 'Ir 3497 (9121) 
CREATIVE. COMPASSIONATE, al1ractive 
woman seeks WSimpatico" male friend, 40-50, 
to share music, dance, massage, healthy din-
ners, the ocean and woods. 'Ir 3591 (10/12) 
DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES? Anractive 
DWF, BrIBI, 25, With two young Children, 
looking for tall WM, 25-30. Honesty, inlelli-
g~nce and financial security a must. 
'Ir 3552 (10/5) . 
DOMESTIC GODDESS WANNABE- Part orfull-
time alternative lifestyle forthis enlrepreneural 
woman from the '80s; sincere, NIS, liD, W, 
winy, ENTPJ, mom of 35, I'm radiant yet 
humble- searching for an apprecial ive, laU, 
intelligent, humorous WM,30-40, whose aura 
backs his beauty. Please be confident yet 
modest· enjoy wine, dine, song. dance- pos-
sess a sensation of ·couldbel" (Maybe this 
asset "shouldb.".) 'Ir 3491 (9/21) 
DWF, BVBI, MEDIUM BUILD, medium height, 
mid 30s, smart, humorous, and very anrae-
tive; living spontaneously, Searching for 51 
OM, 28-40, who iseonfident, creative, happi~ 
employed and masculine enough to be sensi-
tive. Long hair a plus. 'Ir 3598 (10/12) 
ENERGETIC PROFESSIONAL- Are you? Moti-
vated by life , fun, look good In your jeans, but 
enioy dressing up too. PhysicallY fit, attrac-
tive, an animal lover, have values, NIS, NID. I 
am all of the above and more. DWF, 33, 5'4', 
mom of 1, looking for friendship. 
'Ir 3494 (9/21) 
FEED MY SOUL; TOUCH MY HEART- Lov, 
Millay, Michaelangelo, Milton's passion and 
Mozart. Eyes that kisss. mindsthatseek, hands 
that serve. We are to each other what we 
deserve. 'Ir 3524 (9128) 
FLOWER ROBBED OF SUN and fed too much 
fert ilizer. WF, 26, long blonde hair and long 
legs, needs understanding gardener, 26-34, 
tall man with heart. No weeds , 
'Ir 3593 (10112) 
HARD DAY? ~you'rethe right boy, I'IlIuckyou 
in, read you stories. and never ask "What are 
you thinking?". 'Ir 3592 (10/12) 
I LOVE FISHING, 00 YOU? I'm not your pearls 
n' lace yuppie girt. I have a great sense of 
humor (mak. me laugh!), and am 5'5', blond, 
blue eyes, very athletic (Iefs go rollerblading!), 
spunky, energellc, Intelligent and adventur-
ous. You should have similar qualities. 
'Ir 3594 (10/12) 
I NEVER BLUSH. SHAMELESSSWF, 23,seeks 
partner In cnme. College-educated, M In:! sense 
of humor (can you lell?). I amoke. I drink. I 
don't wear pastels. Got it? 'Ir 3580 (101S) 
LOST: SWM, 20-30. romantic, personable, 
enioys the little things in III, as well as the big. 
SWF, NIS, is stilllooklOg for you. Please call! 
'Ir 3498 (9121) 
MARKET RESEARCH conducted by .ntrepre-
nounal SWF. Seeking Portland-south SWM, 
39-49, With strength of character and shoul-
ders, humorous, take charge personality With 
hean of gold. 'Ir 3554 (to/5) 
ME WANT BIG STRONG MAN! 30-43; smart, 
stable & silly; caring, compaSSionate & calm. 
I'm 30, 5'9", 175/, blonde, blue-eyd & ",",uti-
fuVbnght inSide and out. 'Ir 3493 (9/21) 
MIDDLE-AGED SPINSTER seeks acl ive , unat-
tached man over forty With no illUSions as to 
what may result from answenng a personal. 
N/S , veg, hlthy, 5T. 125/. msomrph, hks, 
cnoes, clmbs, gdns, rds, wrts, pnts, drws, 51 
E. 'Ir 3599 (10/121 
MR, RUGBY- Notimetowaste.let'sruck! Bind 
on to me, baby, and let's drive. I'm not a 
hooker but we cou ld maul each other! 11' 
3523 (9128) 
NEW GIRL IN TOWN, er, WOMAN· Politcally 
correct (usually) WF, fit. short, enioys garden-
ing, X-C skiing, Common Ground Fair. Seeks 
fit, funny, (not funny-looking) man, 35-55, 
who Isn't waiting for Marcie HCipkins. Per-
sonal Advertiser #455, P.O. Box 1238, Port-
land, ME 04104. 'Ir 3549 (9/28) 
OPTIMISTIC OW MOM, 37. athl.tlc, bright, 
anractive, professional, dreams of man who Is 
well-educated, seW-confident, passionate, hon· 
est. communicative, phYSIcally fll, with sense 
of humor. who enjoys ouldoor adventures, 
children, music, and intimacy, Are you the 
man 01 my dreams? 'Ir 3517 (9121) 
PETITE, ENERGETIC DWF seeks oducatod pro-
fossional SlDWM, 40-50, for dating, compan-
ionship. likes include boating, travel, con· 
c.rts, skiing, dining out, good conversation. 
'Ir 3597 (10/12) 
RAPUNZEL IN FAULTY TOWER seeks nalu," 
spirit lor traveling new dimensions, moon-
gazing, fire ceremonies. beach m.glc, healing 
and laughter. 30-45, N/S, lID, unattached and 
honesl please. 'Ir 3583 (10/5) 
RESPONSIBLE BUT SPONTANEOUS, 22, 5't rr, 
1601. I care about heallh, but I'm not a nut. 
College student, want peace 01 Woodstock, 
courting of old, and intellect of new, 
'Ir 3550 (9128) 
me .... women 
"ITIS BEmR TO COPULATE than never." Do 
you concur? Intellig.nt, passionat. straight 
single male, 38. MildlY neurotic, but aware, 
somewhat spiritual, honesl, sincere, dlscrimi-
naling.nd discreet Looking to meel. woman 
to add some excitement. delight and Pisslon 
to both our lives. 'Ir 3570 (1Cl.'S) 
2nd SHIFTWM 30-S0METHING .. eks physi-
callY fit. free-lhinking WF, 30-45 for daytime 
adventure and romance. let your wildest Ian· 
tasles come true. Sense of humor required. 
'Ir 3506 (9121) 
Personal Of The Week 
YOU CAN CALL MY AD BORING, but not 
me! GWM, 18, looking for friends and 
maybe Mr. Right. I like walking, dancing, 
and quiet times, 'U' 3627 (10/12) 
Winners of PERSON Of THE WEEK receive 8 free bouquet of cut ftowers courtesy of 
ROSES,ETC. All pgrsonal Ads are entered. Send yo.r personal ad to Casco Bay Weekly 
Personals, P.O. Box 1238. Portland, ME 04104 
CALL 1·900·370·2041 TO RESPOND 
TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calis cost $1.49/mrn. Must be 18 or over. Touch -tone 
phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
SWEET ANDLOVELV, slightlywnnkledwidow, 
loves mUSIC, animals and nature. Where is my 
healthy, honesl man who is between 60·70? 
'Ir 3581 (10/5) 
SWF, 21 , COLLEGE STUDENT, petit. , qul.t. 
down to earth. Interests include beaches, 
movies. dining out , pholography. Seeks NIS 
SWM, 20-25, romantic, sincere. honest, with 
warm nature and similar interests for relation-
ship. 'Ir 3492 (9/21) 
TENNVSON, COHEN, STAR TREK· "I'd rather 
learn from one bIrd how to sing than teach 
10,000stars how not to dance. ~8.e. cummings. 
SWF, 20, NIS, NID. 'Ir 3579 (to/5) 
THELMA AND LOUISE plann ing night out. 
Known to have left destruction in path. Weare 
IWO anraClive, inlelligent. thirty-someth ing 
women who most men fmd worth the trouble. 
JOin us for a drink. Will leave munitions and 
handguns at home lor right respondents, ". 
3586 (10/5) 
UNATIACHED PROFESSIONALWF,5'6-, 1251, 
BrlDl, would love to meet an honest, attractive, 
profess ional man who IS fun, active, family-
oriented, emot ionallY stable and communica-
tive , I enjoy romance, traveling, boating, ski-
ing, danCing, mOVies , back rubs, sunsets, and 
long talks. I'm looking lor a special man to 
share the liltle pleasures with, If you feel the 
same then let's talk. 'Ir 3595 (10/12) 
30, WORKING, HONEST, AND ALONE- Are 
there any OIce, hard-working, old-fashioned 
young ladles that want to meet a good man, 
5'9', 20017 You're SlDWF, 20-40. Chtldren 
Ok. 'Ir 3565 (101S) 
A DATE WITH DESTlNV· Looking fora woman 
who musl b. willlOg to lie about how we met. 
I'm no trophy, but can be handsome with 
subdued back lighting. 'Ir 3531 (9/28) 
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS- Young (early 
30s), well-educated (Mater's dgree), good-
looking (judge for you"elf), wnter (poe! & 
;ournalist), SWM seeks Similar qualities in a 
SWF. Must be genuine. 'Ir 36tl (10/12) 
AREAL CATCH! DWM, 41, prolessional, inle l-
ligent, winy, mu~ifaceted, fit and mellow. Re-
cently separated, looking for fnendship and 
love. lots more to say! let's do dinnerthisfall. 
'Ir 3560 (lOIS) 
A STELLAR INDIVIDUAL· Wondedu l, creat,ve, 
attractive, tit , 33, seeks company of a woman 
of intUit ion, athletiCism, intellect, curiOSity and 
mUSically exploratory bent I await word. 
'Ir 3557 (tOI5) 
ACTIVE PORTSMOUTH PROFESSIONAL, 48, 
good-looking writer/musician, 5'8", seeks 
friendly, mellow relat ionship With very anrac-
tive, warm, fit, centered woman, 28-48 . 
'Ir 3605 (10/12) 
ADVENTUROUS OW DAD, 34, seeking attrac-
live, fit. ho nISI, open DISWF, 30-40, who 
enjOys Ihe outdoors, walks on lhe beach and 
homelne, for friendship or possible relation-
Ship. L.r. tal~ 'Ir 3563 (1Cl.'S) 
AFTER WEALTH, FAME, TRIPS? Not here! 
Aller socure, romanUc, dOWll-to-earth, anrac-
tive, honest, heanhy, w.lI-bum, loving, carlng, 
monoga"lous, strong-willod, genUe, SW Dad, 
36? Stop! Call If you're p.tite, SWFwanting to 
belond, respectod, spoiled in private country 
"ning. Long-term only. 'Ir 3536 (9128) 
AM BORED WITH MY FRIENDS- Wanta casu-
ally date? Walk the boulevard, see movies, 
take topless Jeep excursions, club dance, 
watch sunsets, workout, dine out, laugh, share 
secrets? Se.king a friendly, fit, positive, inter-
osting, genuine woman, 20-40, to help this 
active, prolessional, personable, honesl SWM, 
23, spend my free time. Interested? 
'Ir 3535 (9/28) 
AN ACOUISITIVE GLADIATOR seeks alluring 
Princess for irrepressible romance to melt the 
glaciers. 'Ir 3610 (10/12) 
AmNTION- WANTED: 21-3Oyr. old friendl 
model for SWM artist, 25. Please be into 
books, music. movies and poetry. looks un-
important, personality a must! No attitude or 
prima donnas. If you are even a little interested 
or cunous, ca ll. What can it hurt? 
'Ir 3569 (1 Cl.'S) 
AUTUMN IS APPROACHING- Do you have 
someone to cuddle with on cool nights? I'm 
available! SWM,30,5'11 ', 168#, slim, muscu-
lar, humorous, seeks slim, athlelic SWF, 24-
31. Romance? 'Ir 3530 (9128) 
AWARE, ATIRACTIVE SWM, 25, 5'9', 170#, 
clean/sober. Varied interests include spiritual-
ity, personal growth and ouldoors. Searching 
for kindred female spirit with slmllarinterests, 
values, and lifestyle. 'Ir 3505 (9/21) 
BLUE -EYED IRISH, 36, 5'10', t 801, NIS, N/D, 
INFPIJ, college educated, contemplative. Ouest 
for destined soulmate, epIc love, wisdom, 
splntual enlightenment. Seeking prinCipled 
woman hopelessly optimistic/romantic, com-
paSSIonate, senSItive, conSiderate , sincere, 
kindhearted, gentle soul, warm, canng, nur-
turmg, open, honesl, understandmg. ValUing 
Integrrty, .thICS, loyalty. lIdehty, laughter! 
'Ir 3568 (10/5) 
80Y DESIRES GIRL FOR PLAY and romance. 
NIS, 43, DWM, poet, athlete wants to cook lor 
tnm, attractive, young, passionate and cre-
ative lady. Al l responses answered . 
'Ir 35t2 (9121) 
CALL ME. YOU WILL BE HAPPY- Tall. good-
looking, ath letic man likes to work hard and 
plays hard. is seeking someone With similar 
interest. 'Ir 3608 (10112) 
CANDLELIGHT, ROSES. RAINBOWS: Roman-
tic, busy entrepreneur, world traveler. OJM, 
6',190#, BrlBI, nice guy. Ukes skiing, boallng, 
good food and conversation. Seeks self-con-
fident, fit. profeSSIOnal, 35-40, lor long·term 
relationship.llt'ssharethe good times. Senses 
of adventurelhumor and honesty reqUIred. 
'Ir 3507 (9/21) 
CARING, CREATIVE, ROMANTIC professional, 
39, NIS, seeks anractivelady to enioy outdoor 
actl'f'lties, good conversation, travel, shows or 
whatever. I'm tall, with medium build. Please 
call. 'Ir 3532 (9128) 
CHRISTIAN DAD, 42- I'm so l one~ . I miss 
kisses, smiles, and hugs that say -I love You". 
I wanttofind love again I Please, please, be out 
there. 'Ir 3606 (10/12) 
CREATIVE, OPTIMISTIC, 44y.o. pholographer 
and artist seeks creative, spiritual, emotion-
allY alive, down to earth soul. HIV-. A woman 
who knows what hor inner child needs. 
'Ir 3500 (9/2 t) 
DEEP, DARK, OPEN and secure DWM, 35, 6', 
1901, seeks slim and engaging woman who is 
available. Call for details. 'Ir 3511 (9/21) 
DISABLED SWM, 41, outgoing, good-look-
ing, adventurous, caring, open, honest, inde-
pendent, successful profession.l, spreading 
my wings lhese days, seeks sweet, under-
standing woman for friendship, fun times, 
good conversation, and sharing 1iIe's plea-
sures. Enjoy music, dancing, laughter, mov-
Ies, dining. beaches, picnics, karaoke. L.t's 
give it a try! 'Ir 36t6 (10/12) 
DWM, 32, seeking Asian female, 20-30, for 
friendship and relationship, possibly leading 
to marrlag •. 'Ir 3603 (10/12) 
DWM, 35, 5'10', 1701, NIS, lID, financiallY 
secure. Interesls include, but are not limited 
to: mOlOrcycling, sports, hiking, camping, bi-
CYCling, stock car racing, movies, the beach. 
'Ir 3564 (1015) 
DWM, 44, talll, dark, good-looking, fami~ 
values, likes outdoors, wants to meet a woman 
about my own age for fun and possible rela-
tionship. 'Ir 3601 (10/12) 
EXTROVERTED OPTIMIST, 34, N/S, opinion-
ated yet open-minded, goal-oriented, genu-
ine, paSSionate, adventurous, loves to camp, 
COOk, play golf and travel. Seeks hf. panner, 51 
0, 28·J5, to romance Wlttl flowers, dinner and 
B&B weekends. 'Ir 3504 (9121) 
FORTY y.o. PETER PAN LOST ablli1\' to fly. 
Muslfind smoke' lre. Tinkerbell with magical 
pixydustforre-enchantm.nt. Plea" bew"ght 
proportionate to height, outdoorsy, serious 
about relationships. 'Ir 3533 (9128) 
GET OFF THE PORCH and swing the night 
away with an attractive, adventurous ... 
'Ir 35t3 (9121) 
GOODGUV, well, built, not bald, looking foran 
honest womanwl'locan commumcate straight. 
Fun and cooperation a common goal. 
'Ir 3510 (9121) 
GOOD KISSER- SWM. 31, 6', 185#, Brl Br, 
profeSSIonal, easy-going, attractive, educated, 
qUlllt. athletic, compaSSionate and sexy. Enjoy 
music (soul & blUes), sports, the outdoors, 
traveling. kids, dogs, dancing, movies and 
more. Seek attractive and sincere lady for 
frlendshlp/relal ionship. 'Ir 3617 (10/12) 
HI! LETS GET TOGETHER- ConSiderate, kind, 
honest, affectlonale. nice smile, face, hair, 
shape, N1S. We like beachlwood walks, danc-
Ing, time home. I seek companionsl'llp, roo 
manCil, possible relationsh ip. I'm OWM, simi-
lar, healthy. Ponland. 'Ir 3539 (9128) 
I CAN SUPPLY REFERENCES- Easygoing, 32, 
NlS, N/D, 5T, DWM whose friends say "You're 
a nlC. guy: They use old cliches like "There 
are plenty ollish In the sea." Well, I've had, 
dock WIth swimming alone. Now, searching 
the waters fora cute sole. 'Ir 3615 (10/12) 
I WANT IT ALL! SWM, 33, good-looking, 
personabl., Intell igent, profeSSional , ambi-
tious, honest,athletic, lunny, .tc .. seeks SlDF, 
25-32, who can impress me with her qua 1i1\'. 
'Ir 3541 (9/28) 
I'M THE MAN YOU HAVE TO CALLI Let me 
prove it to you. I am handsome, intelligent, 
well-built. I'm a successful businessman who 
works hard and plays hard. Call m.! 
'Ir 3526 (9/28) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to place your FREE 25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
personal ad with Personal C311@: DDDDDDDDITJDDDDDDDDOJDDDDD 
• Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P.O. Box 1238, Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
Portland, ME 04104; or FAX to 207-775- 1615. (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropriate category. Call 775-1234 
to place ad over the phone. 
• First 25 words are FREE with Personal Calle, (45 words if FAXED 
on Thursday), additional words are 50¢ each. All ads run 4 weeks. 
Others, Companions, & Lost Souls are $25lfirst 25 words for a two 
week ad. Ads without Personal Calle are $1 per word plus $10 mail 
forwarding or P.O. Box charges, 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions, You may not retrieve responses without it! 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, through 
your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads. Circle your favorites, 
• Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone_ 
• Fo/)owing the voice prompts, punch in the 4-digit ... # of the ad 
you wish to respond to, oryou may browse a specific category, The 
date following an ad is the last date you can reply to the ad. 
• Calls cost $1.49 per minute. You must be over 18 yrs. old. 
• Ads with a three-digit Persona) Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser # __ ~ P.O, Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
Culdelines: 
Personal ads are available for single peop4e seeking relationships. Ads seeldng to buy or sell sexual 
services will be refused. No full names, street addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
containing expUdt sexuat or anatomical language will not be published. We reserve the right to edit, 
refuse or recategorize any ad. Adver1isers must be over 18 years of age. 
category/Rates: 
FlEE '-IEEI ADS 
o women or men 
o men or women 
o women or women 
Omen or men 
$zs/1Irrt ZS IIO/IIs, 2 __ ads 
o others 
o companions 
o lost souls 
Confidential Information: 
rNe cannot print your ad without ~.) 
phone: _______________ _ 
name: _________________ _ 
address: ______________ _ 
city: _______________ _ 
state: _________ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call®: _---!~~ __ 
add'i words @ 50¢ each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Ca))® 
all words @ $1 each: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $10): ____ _ 
Total: _____ _ 
menr ... women 
IFYOU STILL BELIEVE!... In a pink house with 
a white picket fence, 2.6 children, dog and cat, 
call! Professional, 32, looking for a sweet-
heart, Integrity a must. 'Ir 3501 (9/21) 
IT TAKES 2 TO LIVE LIFE- Widowed Jewish 
male, 60s, looksllivesyoungor. Educated, con-
siderate, affectionate, f inancially secure, sense 
of humor. Seeks articulate, pretty lady, 48-60, 
Portland metro area, to loin him at start of 
retirement. 'Ir 3562 (10/5) 
KIND, INTROSPECTIVE, HONEST, DWM, good 
fellow wants good woman to canoe with . like 
birds and musiC. I am 46, country man, but 
adventurous with many interests .•. Calli 
'Ir 3528 (9128) 
LETS DO MT. WASHINGTON- On the way up 
we can talk about you and me, musIc and 
philosophy, fitness, things that maner. 'Ir 
3556 (10/5) 
LETS MEET FOR COFFEE- DWM, 30's, av,,-
age-looking, desires an .. clive, slend,rfemale, 
1-2 kids OK, to go boating, camping, cuddling 
together when it gets cold. Call soon . 
'Ir 3509 (9121) 
LOST IN MAINE- SWM, 24, with dark hair and 
hazel eyes, 5'11', 1901, .ducated, relocated 
Bostonian. looking for a woman around the 
same age, who likes 10 have fun . let's explore 
Ponland together while it's still warm out. 
'Ir 3525 (9128) 
MAN WANTS WOMAN. 'Ir 3555 (10/5) 
MAN WITH DOG STILL SEEKS woman with 
(Dr without) cat. N/S prolession.l , 35, eniOYs 
cooking, movies, music, sailing, politics, din-
ing out, time wilh friends. 'Ir 3619 (10/12) 
MATE FOR SUMMER OR ... Are there any "'-
soned or aspinng sailors out there? Young 
50's professional in search of a "mateR to 
explorethe MaineCoast & beyond in small but 
well-found sloop. Senous adventurers only! 
'Ir 3499 (9/21) 
NICE PACKAGE I SWM, protessional, 30s. 6'1 ', 
1851, very attractive, fun, educated, passion· 
ate, kind , caring, supportive, hopeless roman-
tiC. seeking chemistrywittl very attractive SWF, 
22·33 , wiltl Similar characteristics. 
'Ir 3588 (10/5) 
NOT ONE, BUT TWO GREAT GUYS available. 
We are SWM, mid-30s, NIS, lID, fun. Work 
second shih. Take your pick! 'Ir 3607 (10112) 
ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN- Sounds 
goodl WM, 30, handsome, intelligent, eccen-
tric, athletic, and very successful, 1601, 5'11', 
seeks healthy, open-minded, thin, beautiful 
woman in her 20s. 'Ir 3561 (1Cl.'S) 
OPTIMISTIC, ~ring , gentle, sensual, Sincere, 
romantic. fun-loving, like quiet times, like to 
got wil d and crazy on occusion . looking for 
someone who is herself. I'm tall, Br/8I, 38. 
sllking someone to spend quality time with. If 
the above appeals to you, please call! 
'Ir 3538 (9/28) 
PARADOXICALLV BOLD & SHYSBM, 26, very 
physically fit, bright. inquisitive, emotionally 
available. NIS, HID. Enjoy tennis, read ing, and 
skiing. Se.k similarty a"ractive female for 
friendship f"s1. 'Ir 3558 (101S) 
PHYSICALLY FITN/S BUSINESSMAN 100klOg 
for companion, 24-45, who enteys sports, 
tennis, skiing, squash, jogging, hiking, etc. 
Fine dining, good conversation (as good as I 
can make "I). Ponland area. 'Ir 3618 (1 0/12) 
PHYSICIAN SEEKS SOULMATE- DWM, 51 , 
5'9", 1601, seeks slender woman who values 
communication, caring. affection and enjoys 






RECENTLY MOVED TO BATH- Aclive DWM, 
37, 5'9', 165#. Seeks DISWF, 28-40, lun-
loving, career-minded individual to share to-
getherness, maybe plan some life goals. But 
moslly let's haveagreattim.! 'Ir 3540 (9128) 
SINGLE TRADESMAN, 31 , seeks strong-
minded woman for good conversation and 
back rubs. Me? BIIBI, 5'8', 160#, loves chil-
dren and returning favors. Age, race unimpor-
tant. 'Ir 3604 (10/12) 
SO MUCH TO DO, SO LITILE TIME- Alas, my 
energetic, intelligent women friends have 
moved. Calf if you would like to scuba, sea 
kayak, surf swim, bike, ski, etc. I'm in my mid-
thirties, lit but not fanaticaL Friends is the 
operative word. Check the other ads for insta-
romance. 'Ir 3600 (10/12) 
SWITCHBOARD WANTS FRIEND- SWM, 30, 
The Supedan of Ponland hockey gamos is 
looking lor Ms. Conduct II, 20-40, Into sports, 
music, dancing. Personal Advertiser 1452, 
P.O . Box t238 , Portland, ME 04104 . 
'Ir 3534 (9128) 
TALL, DARK & HANDSOME Italian SWM, 34, 
6·,2001, new to Maine. Honest. adventurous. 
athletlc,lookingto settle down with attractive, 
honest, slim SWF, 25-35. 'Ir 3602 (10/12) 
UNCOMMON SINGLE BUSINESS MAN, Hon-
est. successful, warm, generous, seeks slen-
derwoman, 20-JO, to care for. Your children 
are welcome. 'Ir 3527 (9128) 
UNCONVENTIONAL DWM, 32, N/S, tall, dark, 
intelligent, seeks petite redhead, 25-40. Chil-
dren OK. If you're looking for someone who 
doesn't forget birthday's, etc., call me. 
'Ir 3502 (9/21) 
UNINHIBITED, SOPHISTICATED class act,47, 
6', 200#, mature WM.-You're 25-35, 5'5'-
5'10-, weight proportionate, intellig.nt, sensi-
tive, reserved , happy. No committment. Who 
knows? Let's find harmony! 'Ir 3566 (1015) 
WESTERN MOUNTAIN MAN, spinted DWM, 
41, 5'6', fit, positive, vegetarian, anist With a 
wacky sense of humor seeking anractive, slIm, 
fun-loving lady. 25-38. for caring and sharing. 
'Ir 3503 (9121) 
WOMAN WANTED TO SCRAPE barnacles and 
pack trail lunches by mean, adventuresome 
dog beater. Prefer woman with late model 
pickup and aceounllng skills. 'Ir 3567 (1 Cl.'S) 
WOMEN, NOT GIRLS, rule my world. Ain't no 
pan,cular size or compatible width, I lust want 
your exira time and your (ow!) kiss! 
'Ir 3529 (9128) 
.~~----
YPSTER, NOT! Soulful30s man, seeking slim 
to petite pretty lady for mutual fu lfillment and 
giving relationship. NIS, 25-35. 
womenr ... women 
24 y.O. WOMAN SEEKS intimate friendship. 
Me: intelligent, open-minded, unconventional, 
lun-Ioving, leminlne, a"ractlve, NIS. You: all 
or most of the above. Can't walt to meet youl 
'Ir 3629 (10/12) 
FUN , UNCONVENTIONAL, Intelligent F, 23, 
seeks new companions In adventure (hiking, 
t raveling. cooking, dancing) with possibil ity of 
casual romanterotic relationship in mind. 
Musn1 betimld. 'Ir 3633 (10/12) 
GWF, 33, PROFESSIONAL- What I enioy most 
about life is romance. sensitive women, quiet 
walks, VIdeos and popcorn. Interested in meet-
ing a woman that knows exactly what she 
wants, IS Willing to take chances and is ready 
to share. Personal Advertiser 1450, P.O, Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
INEXPERIENCED, SO 8E GENTLE! Colleg. 
student, 2t, with lest for life- yet simple and 
ref lectIVe ... You the same? Personal Adver-
t"er#458. P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
.~;:~;<.:.:':.:.: ~:.:.: 
,JtP~Ps 
PROFESSIONAL, 30, affectionate, romanllc, 
cute and sincere. I enjoy art, music, and travel. 
Would like to meet a woman to share similar 
interests with possibility of more. Personal 
Adveniser#453, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 
04104. 
SHY, AFFECTIONATE PISCES, tall, slender, 
black-haired, brown-eyed SWF, 25, seeking 
warm. earthy SWF, 21-35, to cuddle and care 
for. 'Ir 3577 (10/5) 
WHERE ARE ALL THE ROBUST, confident, 
secure, positrve, warm, unpretenlious, bright, 
splr~ed , giving, bold, toothy-grinned, daring, 
non-l ipstick wearing, 20s-30s dykes? 
'Ir 3578 (10/5) 
men .. men 
AFRD-AMERICANMALEWANTED- This GWM, 
35, seeks muscular male for hot & horny 
meetings. I'm 5't 0', 180#, GrlBr. Adult mov-
ies, good smoke, safe fun. 'Ir 3572 (10/5) 
ALONE TOO LONG! Mid-50s GWM seeks 45-
50 GWM. Looking tor l-on-l relationship. I've 
lived alone too long. I'm fun·loving, winy and 
warm. Call soon. let's meet and see what 
develops. 'Ir 3622 (10/12) 
BACK HOME IN MAINE- GWM, 29, 5'8', would 
lik. to make new frl,nds and possibly meet 
that someone special , like quiet times, rock 
music, sports, politics, road trips. No need for 
extravagance, fun Is what counts. 
'Ir 3626 (10/12) 
BUTCH MAN NEEDED- Wanted: BUlch GWM, 
28-45, that .nioys camping & biking, I'm 32, 
5'10', 1501, countryboy. Must be stable, de-
pendable and honest. 'Ir 3575 (10/5) 
CAUTION! BECOMING CYNICAL-Any normal, 
masculine, NIS guys out there? Me: 36, edu-
cated , in shape, BrIBr, seeks all-together, pol-
ished, monogamous, rough guy. Brains and 
humor included. Convince me . 
'Ir 3571 (1Cl.'S) 
CLEANCUT. OUTGOING, SINCERE, youthlul. 
spirited, masculine, 30's. MEINH border, 6', 
1551, BrlHz. like outdoors. music, water, 
mounta ins. Versatile. looking forlevel-headed .. 
18-30 ish fr iendsh ip, honesty, more. 
'Ir 3514 (9121) 
CLOSE FRIEND- GWM, 28, enioys music, 
movies, nature, life. 5'1', 135#. Looking for 
companion to share common interests, friend-
ship and good times. 'Ir 3621 (10/12) 
FRIENDSHIP DR MORE- GWM, 31, 5'10', 
1451. BrlBr, enjoys long walks, intimate din-
nersfortwo, theatre, movies, reading and just 
spending quality time with a loved one. 
'Ir 3542 (9/28) 
GOLD'SGVM FREAK- Looking lor someone to 
work out with. Movies, dining, traveling, 26-
30, in good shape. 'Ir 3574 (1015) 
\MZADI... DO YOU KNOW WHAT it means? 
Call! GWM, 23, Br/Gr, looking for someone to 
grow with . likes: dancing , camping, and 
holodecks. You be 20-35, m, and happy with 
yourself! 'Ir 3518 (9121) 
ITHAS TAKEN ME MONTHS to overcome .11 of 
my own objeClions to the absurd idea of 
placing an advertisement for the love of my 
life. Now that I have, please call. 40s, 6'3', 
1801, no need to hide me behind closed doors. 
'Ir 3628 (10/12) 
MALE LONER,40's, slim.nd in shape, looking 
for mal. partnership for secluded, wooded 
home, mountain setting. lot's of love to give. 
Into body, outdoors, flShino and quiet life. 
Don't pass me by, I'm yours. No fats or ferns. 
Wanttoshare mysurroundings with Mr. GOOd. 
'Ir 3515 (9/21) 
PROFESSIONAL. fit man needs stimulation. 
Conversation, sailing, a lot of laughter. Me: 
handsome, 35, 175/. You be lor real. 













Make your classified ad three times as effective by combining the power of 
Maine Times, Casco Bay Weekly and Penny$aver. 
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Reach our educated, affluent, responsive readers 




September 8, 1994 3S 
ernie ook BII LI/I/da Barnl 
,C\'''',ElC, (j'M,'E, 80.'AA,· '.'E.:,- So I SrARrED WALKING,MA'(BETHEY y V r.t Gor THE TtME WRONG, TI1EY GOT DAY 
'p~~Dl~~~I{;O,..~·~ ..~;"""'~LJF5;m~[iJ~m~~~~MIXED UP 'NIT~ N(GHT, I STAR1ED 
f GOT OfF THE 1JI.AILWAYS Bus fWD I _WALKING. I WEAR!> A CRow (ALLING_ 
DIDN'T SEc NO ONE STANDtNG THE~E, 1 LOOKED uP_ THE CROw I..OOk'ED 
NOT' MOM,G~NDMA,tVtARL\lS, Ffl.EDDIE oovm, THE CRow KE.PT LooKtNG. 
NO ONE_NOT EVEN A FLY CAME TO WEL(OM~ HOME MA'(SONNE: You 
MEET ML WELc.OME HOME MA'(BoNNE. MEAN So MUCH To US, 
",,,,ysoNNE THANK GOD YOV'RE sAFe 
WE Love You. W~ WE~e So WOP-RI EO. 
OQDDO 
BUS 
rr WAS WEIRD To SeE EVE~'(TH1NGSo 
EXA(TLYTHE SAME ~tTH ME $0 
DlfFER'i:NT NoW, I GOT BY THE A~W 
SAW CrNOYLV~eRMYER HER STAc.KeD-
NESS HAS GoNE OVT OF (ONTRoL .SH. 
DtDN'T SEE ME I Sf AYe 0 OUT OF THE 
S,ItEI:T' L1GHf WALI<IN 6 SLow TO 
GRANDMAS- GOD IT,!; 6000 TO SEE Yov 
tI"' .. Y~ONNE · TI-\'EN A ROCI< 1-\'1 ME oN 
1\-1£ e,1>.C.K OF T\-IE \"tEA D I SAw J'Vf> tTER. 
ow _ OW! SWEARWoltf)! OW.' WHo 
Dlf) I!:iAJ? OlJl Of THE BUSHES BY 
DELEOS !-louse (OMES MAR.L~S_ !:l£{ 
f:MS::I, 'tlli-Y? ~ D W I.l:I.&4.W 1l:iAT 
~? Sf.le RuNS UP.AND SOCKS 
ME IN n\\: STOMAC.H AND KICk'S ME 
IN TI-\€ LE G - ?\-\ES CRYtN G ..... BHllvse 
\ MISSED You ~~Sl-\€ SAYS, AN D 
TAKES OFF RUNNtNG DOWN n\c. 
OAR'" STREET_ 
SECOND CHANCE FOR ? 26yr. old, BVBI, 
sincere, honest. looking for companionship jf 
not more. live in UA area. like: movies, 
music, dance. UB 20-30, open-minded, easy-
going. 'Ir 3573 (1Cl.'S) 
SEEKING BEEFY MAN- This GWM, 29, 6'2", 
hairy, into photography, outdoors, good limes. 
Looking for same, husky, hairy, beety man, 
earty 30s, NIS, for dining. recreation and re-
laxation. 'Ir 3544 (9128) 
SPORTSMINDED, looking for friendship and 
excitement. Age doesn't matter. Must be dis-
creet. Must be in good physical condition. 
Looking more for good times than long-t.rm. 
'Ir 3576 (lOIS) 
THIS COULD BE FUN!?! Smile when you read 
this. I'm lOOking for that special person, how 
about you? If all else fails at least we've made 
contact. 'Ir 3543 (9128) 
WANTED: HONEST, GOOD-HEARTED, hand-
some, masculine, clean-cut. quality guy, by 
same. Calf if you're into good times, travel, 
loving and open to all sorts of act ivities. Please 
be 25-38 and weight proportlonale to height. 
'Ir 3625 (10/12) 
WANTED: RUGGED CAVEMAN- Me: Short, 
cute, 33y .0. homosapien waiting to get clubbed 
for life. I can't cook, but I'll light your l ire. Me 
lonelY, ugh! 'Ir 3620 (10/12) 
YOU CAN CALL MV AD BORING, but nol me! 
GWM, t 8, looking for friends and maybe Mr. 
Right . llike walking. dancing, and quiettimes. 
'Ir 3627 (IO/t2) 
YOU SHOULD BE KISSED, ohen, and bysome-
one who knows how. Male, 30s, 1651, 5'11', 
moustache. Call me! 'Ir 3624 (10/12) 
others 
6Oy.o, married mal. looking for female break-
last or lunch companions. Write: My Treat, 
P.O. Box 375, Westbrook, ME 04092. 
ATIRACTIVE, FRIENOL y, intelligent male. very 
safe, win submiVrespond to similar female 
with unusual or devianl needs. Nothing ven-
tured, nothing gained. Please call. 
'Ir 3631 (9/22) 
SWM, 36, TALL, GOOD-LOOKING, straight, 
deSIres sensuous, open-minded woman for 
erotic relationship. Would also like to meet 
couples. 'Ir 3630 (9122) 
lost souls 
HOW'S THE SWISS ARMY? Met you at 
Marden's 8/30. Whonyou said "See you around 
town-, wish I'd asked where. Would like to 










45 words & 
PersoNlI Calle 
FREE BY FAX 
Thursday Only 
IlLY liE VEHICLE DIES A 
BETTER JIB IF MIVlle 
AITIMIBILES. 
And for a 
lot less 
money, too! 
It's th~ Casco Bay Weekly Wheels Deal. 
We'll keep your ad running until you sell your car 
for a one-time charge of $25. 
Simply call 775-1234 
and let us be your used car salesman, 
No, we won'l wear a plaid sporlcoal, bul we will sell your car! 
vrs~c Accepted 
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36 Casco &y Weekly 
hyareyoU 
still paying 
a monthly fee 
for checking? 
"Its only $6, or $7, maybe it's $8 a month." Well 
thats $72, $84, or a whopping $96 a year you 
could put to better use. Thats why its time to 
open a Citibank Checking Account 
No Monthly Fee with Direct Deposit 
It's easy to enjoy Citibank checking with no 
monthly fee. Simply have your payor pension 
directly deposited to your RegUlar Checking 
Account, we'll waive the monthly service 
charge plus your first order of checks will be 
free. Then write as many checks as you like, 
because there are no per check charges. Plus, 
there's no charge to use your Citicard® to 
make purchases and get up to $200 cash 
back from checking at your nearby 
Shop 'n Save Supermarket. 
No Monthly Fee Just ForTrying Citibank 
If your employer doesn't offer Direct Deposit, 
it's still easy to enjoy Citibank checking With 
no monthly fee. Right now we're offering six 
months of checking with no monthly fee plus 
your first order of checks free. After that, 
we'll waive the monthly service charge every 
month you maintain a combined average 
balance of $1,500 in your Citibank accounts. 
And there's no monthly fee for your money 
market and savings when they're linked to 
your checking accOunt. 
Try Us! 
We're Sure you'll like us, and the sooner you 
Open a Citibank checking account, the sooner 
you can say goodbye to monthly fees. 
CITIBAN(O® 
South Portland 
Cifibank (Maine), N.A. 
Mill Creek 
, 70 Ocean St. 
767-5573 
Citicorp Park 




362 AI/en Ave. 
878-8655 
Old POrt 
'76 Middle St. 
76/-5926 
Kennebunk 
Downtown Route I 
102 lafayette Center 
Falmouth 
200 U.S. Rt. , 
781-4292 985-4731 
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